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Executive summary

The Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) is the regulatory1 body with
statutory responsibility for the regulation of health and safety at
nuclear sites in Great Britain (GB), of security at GB civil nuclear sites,
and for the regulation of the safety and security of the civil transport
of fissile and radioactive materials.
In December 2014, ONR published its strategy for 2015-20. A key
element of this is ONR’s commitment to developing a climate of trust,
respect and confidence amongst its stakeholders. As a consequence,
ONR is seeking to place increasing amounts of information relating
to its regulatory and corporate activities into the public domain. This
report is one contribution to the wider delivery of ONR’s commitment
to openness and transparency regarding its regulation and related
decision-making.
ONR has, in the past, placed information relating to some of the small
number of more significant safety events into the public domain.
However, this is the first ONR report to provide a consolidated and
comprehensive overview of all of the safety events reported, both
minor (representing the large majority, 3857 events) and the few that
are of more nuclear safety significance (nine events), between 1 April
2001 and 31 March 2015. It provides supplementary information to
that in the Chief Nuclear Inspector’s Annual Statement – 2014/152
contained in ONR’s Annual Report and Accounts 2014/15, and to that
already placed into the public domain.
For reasons of national security, and reflecting that the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and Euratom are the joint regulators of
safeguards, neither nuclear security nor safeguards related events are
included within the scope of this report.
Whilst ONR’s regulatory focus is principally aimed at ensuring that
dutyholders achieve and maintain appropriately high standards
1

2

Office for Nuclear Regulation

The UK nuclear regulatory body was, during the dates of this report, a part
of the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) (variously as its Nuclear Safety
Directorate/Nuclear Directorate and, from April 2011, as the Office for
Nuclear Regulation (ONR) – a non-statutory Agency of HSE). On 1 April 2014,
ONR was established as an independent public corporation responsible for
regulating the UK nuclear industry.
ONR Annual Report 2014/15 Chief Nuclear Inspector’s Annual Statement
http://www.onr.org.uk/documents/2015/annual-report-2014-15.pdf
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of safety and security, the occurrence of safety related events
(predominantly minor in nature) provides important opportunities to
identify additional actions that dutyholders can take to improve safety.
Whilst dutyholders are responsible for controlling any risks arising
from such events, and for delivering related improvements, ONR
actively holds dutyholders to account on behalf of workers and the
public to ensure that this is done. By so doing, ONR seeks to secure
legal compliance and continuous improvement in the interests of
public and worker safety.
For the majority of the period covered by this report, ONR and its
predecessor organisations’ primary focus on events was on reviewing
and regulating them on a case by case basis. The arrangements
for recording reports of events prior to 2012, were tailored to this
purpose and are not intrinsically suitable for detailed thematic or trend
analysis. Consequently, and in the interests of avoiding the drawing of
invalid conclusions, such analysis is not attempted in this report.
In 2012, ONR introduced improvements to its event reporting and
recording arrangements, particularly in relation to the consistency
of information recorded, and the extent and consistency of event
categorisation (for example, new event categories were introduced
and improved guidance on categorisation was made available). This
was intended to facilitate more meaningful reporting and analysis of
the data in the future, to better inform continuous improvement by
dutyholders and ONR’s future regulatory focus.
To date, whilst three years of data has been collected under the
improved arrangements, this is judged insufficient to support
meaningful detailed trend analysis. However, the ability to conduct
more detailed analysis of the data will develop as the post 2012 data
set increases over time.
Notwithstanding this, the data does suggest a small number of high
level conclusions as follows:
 There has been an increase, over recent years, in the rate of
reporting of events of no or very low nuclear safety significance,
which is consistent with a positive, proactive and developing
safety culture. This is welcomed, as a mature and open reporting
culture is important in order to achieve the highest standards of
safety. This increase in reporting of very minor events, in part,
reflects an increased focus on reporting by dutyholders, even if
the event did not result in any adverse safety outcome. It is also
a reflection of the broadening of the scope of ONR’s regulatory
activities to areas other than nuclear safety and security (e.g.
conventional health and safety, radioactive materials transport
safety);

Office for Nuclear Regulation
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 Of the 3866 events reported to ONR during the period covered
by this report, the nuclear safety significance of 3857 (more
than 99.7%) was very low (rated at or below level 1 – anomaly provided by the seven level International Nuclear and Radiological
Event Scale (INES));
 Eight events, only one of which has occurred since 2009, were
rated at the next significance level of the scale (INES level 2 –
incident);
 One event - that took place approximately ten years ago - was
of sufficient significance to merit an INES level 3 rating (serious
incident);
 None of the more significant events reported had any detrimental
effect on public safety or the environment.
ONR considers all events reported to it, whether minor or otherwise,
as being of potential importance in providing opportunities for
dutyholders to make improvements to safety arrangements. As
a consequence, ONR expects dutyholders to review all events in
order to identify and deliver safety improvements. For its part, ONR
regulates and oversees the delivery of necessary improvements in a
manner that is proportionate to the nature of the event.
In addition to the list of events reported to ONR during the period
covered by this report, a number of case studies are also included.
These provide examples of real events reported to ONR (of varying
significance), or themes recognised by ONR as meriting regulatory
attention, and set out the actions taken by the dutyholder and ONR as
a result.
These also provide practical examples of ONR’s approach to
regulatory enforcement and the influencing of dutyholders in a
range of circumstances in accordance with its Enforcement Policy
Statement, and of ONR’s commitment to ensuring that necessary
improvements are delivered.
ONR uses the intelligence gained through event reporting, in
conjunction with information gained through its other diverse
regulatory activities, to inform its future regulatory focus and priorities.
In this way, ONR is able to secure effective oversight of the delivery of
safety improvements and to maintain a focus on addressing themes
and trends identified. ONR’s wider regulatory focus and activities are
set out in the ‘Chief Nuclear Inspector’s Annual Statement – 2014/15’
contained in ONR’s Annual Report and Accounts 2014/15.
It is ONR’s intention to publish future reports of events reported to it,
and to continue to review the nature of information reported in order
to increase its transparency and usefulness further.
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Events reported to the Nuclear Safety
Regulator in the period of 1 April 2001
to 31 March 2015
1

Introduction
The Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) is the regulatory body with
statutory responsibility for the regulation of health and safety at
nuclear sites in Great Britain (GB), security at GB nuclear civil sites,
and for the regulation of the safety and security of the civil transport
of fissile and radioactive materials.
ONR’s regulatory obligations are provided by a combination of
provisions of the Energy Act 2013 (which provided the statutory basis
for the creation of ONR), the Nuclear Installations Act 1965 (which
provides the nuclear site licensing regime and associated licence
conditions), the Safeguards Act 2000, the Health and Safety at Work
etc. Act 1974, the Nuclear Industry Security Regulations 2003, the
Carriage of Dangerous Goods and Use of Transportable Pressure
Equipment Regulations 2009, and a range of other relevant and more
general health and safety legislation.
In recognition of the breadth of its regulatory responsibilities, and
to ensure that it delivers efficient and effective regulation across its
broad scope of regulatory responsibilities, ONR is organised into
operational programmes, which act collectively to ensure a coherent
approach to its regulatory priorities, activities and decision-making.
In December 2014, ONR published its strategy3 for 2015-20, which sets
out, as a key strategic theme, its commitment to working to develop
a climate of trust, and to gain the respect and confidence of all of its
stakeholders by (amongst other actions) placing into the public domain
increasing levels of information about its regulatory and corporate activities.
The publication of this report (which places the list of events4 reported to
ONR between 1 April 2001 and 31 March 2015 into the public domain,
3
4

Office for Nuclear Regulation

http://www.onr.org.uk/documents/2014/onr-strategy-2015-2020.pdf
For the purposes of this report, an ‘event’ relates to any unintended event
reported to ONR (e.g. operating errors, equipment failures, initiating events,
accident precursors, potential mishaps, unauthorised acts etc.) whether
significant in terms of actual or potential outcome or not, whereas the
term ‘Incident’ is a sub-set of events, and is used to describe events that
have been classified as INES 1, 2 or 3, for which the actual or potential
consequences are judged to be non-negligible from the point of view of
safety, but which have not resulted in an accident (INES 4 and above).
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and other information on how ONR regulates events reported to it) is
one of many measures being taken by ONR to increase the openness
and transparency of its activities, regulation, and decision-making. It
is ONR’s intention to publish updates of the events reported to it.
It should be noted that ONR has already placed information relating
to some of the more significant safety events into the public domain.
ONR has published information relating to events that have occurred
at civil nuclear installations in Britain which have met ONR’s
publication criteria, with reports since December 2000 being available
on ONR’s website 5. The statements are published quarterly by ONR
and are reported to the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate
Change and the Secretary of State for Scotland.
However, this report goes further, and makes available to the public
a list of all safety events reported to the nuclear regulator since 2001,
whether they meet ONR’s publication criteria or not.
The publication of this data represents an important step towards
both transparency, and the future enhanced analysis of industry
trends, themes, and other learning.

2

Scope of the report
This report places into the public domain a comprehensive list of
nuclear, fire and radioactive materials transport safety related events
reported to it by dutyholders from 1 April 2001 to 31 March 2015, and
for conventional health and safety from 18 July 2013 to 31 March 2015.
Whilst the scope of this report is broad, it does not include security
events reported to ONR as, to do so would require the report to
be subject to national security restrictions that would preclude its
accessibility to many stakeholders. Equally, it does not include
safeguards events reported to ONR as it is not a safeguards regulator,
with such events being notified to ONR for information only.
In summary, this report:
 sets out the context for the reporting of events to ONR, and the
relative responsibilities and actions of dutyholders and regulator
respectively;
 identifies and discusses a small number of high level features of
the data (where the quality of the data supports it);
 provides examples of ONR’s response to events, and the
application of its Enforcement Policy Statement6 in holding
dutyholders to account for delivering necessary safety
improvements on behalf of workers and the public.
5
6
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http://www.onr.org.uk/quarterly-stat/index.htm
http://www.onr.org.uk/documents/2014/enforcement-policy-statement.pdf
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3

Legal framework for event reporting
Legislation places specific legal obligations on dutyholders to respond
to and report events associated with activities for which they are
legally responsible.
In GB, the Nuclear Installations Act 1965 requires that specified
nuclear activities may only be conducted where a nuclear site licence
to do so has been granted (e.g. operation of a civil nuclear reactor;
any other installation etc. designed or adapted for the production
or use of atomic energy, or the carrying out of any process which is
preparatory or ancillary to the production or use of atomic energy
and which involves or is capable of causing the emission of ionising
radiations; or the storage or processing of nuclear fuel or of bulk
quantities of other radioactive matter which has been produced or
irradiated in the course of the production or use of nuclear fuel etc.). It
specifically requires the notification of certain events to the regulatory
body. The events and legal reporting requirements are set out in the
Nuclear Installations (Dangerous Occurrences) Regulations 1965.
Nuclear licensed sites are subject to standard licence conditions
which require dutyholders to put in place a broad range of safety
arrangements, including for the reporting of certain events and
incidents.
In the cases of conventional health and safety, nuclear security,
and transport related events, there are additional specific legal
requirements to report specified events to ONR (e.g. the ‘Reporting
of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 2013’
for conventional safety, the ‘Nuclear Industries Security Regulations
2003’ for nuclear security; and the ‘Carriage of Dangerous Goods and
use of Transportable Pressure Equipment Regulations 2009’ for the
transport of radioactive materials).
ONR has responsibility for the regulation of nuclear, radiological, and
conventional health and safety (including fire safety) on GB nuclear
sites, of nuclear security on civil GB nuclear sites, and for the safety
and security of civil transport of radioactive materials. ONR receives
reports of, and provides regulatory oversight in relation to, a broad
range of events and incidents.
To facilitate this in practice, protocols have been agreed with major
dutyholders to clarify what should be reported to ONR, and the format
and manner of such reporting.
 In determining the need for or nature of regulatory enforcement
action as a result of events, ONR’s decisions are made in
accordance with its Enforcement Policy Statement6 and related
formal enforcement decision-making processes.

Office for Nuclear Regulation
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4

International Reporting
The International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES)
The International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) was
introduced in 1990 by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
and the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD, to enable prompt and
consistent communication of safety significant information on nuclear
events.
The INES scale operates by assigning a scale level to events, with
each level on the scale representing an approximate tenfold increase
in severity in relation to the previous level.
For most events reported (those of lesser significance and where the
applicable INES level is clear), the INES level is determined by the
originator of the report. In other cases, advice is sought from the UK
INES National Officer, who also has the authority to determine the
INES level for any event7.
Determination of the appropriate INES level requires careful
judgement regarding the severity of events/ incidents in relation to:
 People and the environment (e.g. the extent of harm to people or
the environment);
 Radiological barriers and controls at facilities (e.g. impact on
containment, contamination control); and
 Defence in depth (e.g. the extent to which measures put in place
to prevent or cope with accidents may have been compromised).
As a consequence, the INES scale applies not only to circumstances
where the outcome is likely to be harm to people or the environment,
but also to a broad range of other circumstances where the
effectiveness of a safety protection measure may have been
compromised without harm to people or the environment.
In practice, there are some types of event (primarily related to those
resulting from human factors shortcomings), where the verification of
certain aspects can take some time. As a result it is not uncommon
for the INES rating to be revised over time and following investigation.
The scale levels and example criteria are summarised in Figure 1 on
page 10.

7

Office for Nuclear Regulation

The Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) is the lead
government department for INES administration and reporting. DECC
appoints the UK INES National Officer, currently from within ONR, although
the duties are independent of ONR’s regulatory responsibilities.
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Figure 1 – Summary of INES scale levels and indicative criteria
INES
level

Description

Example criteria

0

No safety significance

Event is of no nuclear/radiological safety significance

1

Anomaly

Lost or stolen minor radioactive source

(from: http://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/Publications/PDF/INES2013web.
pdf)

Minor problems with safety components, with significant
defence in depth remaining
Over exposure of a member of the public in excess of
statutory limits
2

Incident

Significant failures in safety provisions, but with no actual
consequences
Inadequate packaging of a high activity source
Exposure of a worker in excess of the statutory annual
limits

3

Serious incident

Near accident with no safety provisions remaining
Lost or stolen highly radioactive sealed source
Severe contamination but low probability of public
exposure
Non-lethal deterministic health effects (e.g. burns) from
radiation

4

Accident with local
consequences

Damage to fuel resulting in more than 0.1% release of core
inventory
Significant release of radioactive material within a facility
Minor release of radioactivity from facility (planned
countermeasures unlikely to be needed)

5

Accident with wider
consequences
(e.g. Three Mile Island,
1979; Windscale, 1957)

Severe damage to reactor core
Large release within a facility with high probability of
significant public exposure
Limited release of radioactivity, likely to require
implementation of some planned countermeasures
Includes events resulting in several radiation fatalities

6

Serious accident
(e.g. Waste Tank
Explosion, Mayak, 1957)

Significant release of radioactivity likely to require
implementation of planned countermeasures

7

Major accident
(e.g. Chernobyl, 1986;
Fukushima, 2011)

Major release of radioactivity with widespread health/
environmental consequences requiring implementation of
planned and extended countermeasures

Office for Nuclear Regulation
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International Reporting Systems
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) provides guidelines
on event reporting for the purpose of international learning, which the
UK supports. ONR has reporting arrangements that accord with these
guidelines.
In addition, the IAEA operates (and ONR contributes to) two
international events databases (one relating to events at reactor sites
and the other to events related to nuclear fuel cycle sites). These
encourage sharing of experience between countries.
ONR identifies events that are of relevance in terms of international
learning, and works with dutyholders to make these available through
these databases. In so doing, ONR encourages international learning
from UK events, and benefits from the learning from events reported
by other states. This ensures that learning from events is achieved at
local, national and international levels.

5

Responses to events/incidents
The respective roles of dutyholders and the regulator in responding to
events are necessarily and appropriately separate and discrete. This
ensures that ONR remains independent and objective of dutyholders
at all times. As a result, ONR is able to hold dutyholders to account on
behalf of workers and the public.
The relative responses of dutyholders and the regulator to the
occurrence and reporting of events are summarised as follows:

Dutyholder response to incidents/events
Legal responsibilities are placed on those who conduct activities that
give rise to nuclear or radiation risks, and for ensuring that all such
risks are reduced so far as is reasonably practicable. Those with such
legal responsibilities are referred to as ‘dutyholders’.
An important duty of dutyholders is the requirement to establish
procedures and arrangements to maintain the safety of their relevant
activities.
Should an event occur, the relevant dutyholder must take appropriate
actions to ensure that any resulting risks are minimised, so far as is
reasonably practicable; that the event is properly investigated; and
that appropriate lessons are learnt and acted upon.
The dutyholder is also responsible, in accordance with regulatory
requirements and provisions (see Section 3), for ensuring that ONR
is notified. This is an important aspect of their response to events
in that it allows ONR to regulate dutyholders as is appropriate in the
circumstances.
Office for Nuclear Regulation
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For nuclear/radiological events, the dutyholder is expected to assign
a preliminary INES scale rating (see Section 4) for the purposes of
international reporting should that be appropriate. This is reported
by the dutyholder to ONR, and is communicated onwards to the UK
INES officer. Where required by specific IAEA reporting criteria, a
subsequent report will be made by the UK INES officer to IAEA to
meet international notification requirements.

ONR response to events
As discussed in section 3, the regulatory framework provides for the
reporting to ONR of relevant events by dutyholders.
Whilst ONR is required to be notified of the occurrence of specified
events, the legal responsibility remains that of the dutyholder at
all times in order that ONR remains independent and able to hold
dutyholders to account on behalf of workers and the public.
ONR reviews the nature and potential or actual significance of all
events reported to it.
In determining the nature of its response to such events, ONR applies
the key principles underpinning its Enforcement Policy Statement and
related processes, which include the requirements that ONR acts
proportionately and in a targeted and consistent manner.
This means that the nature of ONR’s response and subsequent
enforcement are informed by, and proportionate to the magnitude of
any failure to comply with the law (including any failure to minimise
risk to workers or the public, so far as is reasonably practicable).
Consequently, when events of a minor nature occur (those that
present minimal, if any, risk to workers or the public, and which
represent the large majority of events reported to ONR), ONR’s main
focus is on reviewing the nature of the event and the dutyholder’s
response, in order to satisfy itself that the dutyholder has:
 taken effective action to minimise, so far as is reasonably
practicable, any risk to workers or members of the public;
 competently and diligently investigated the event, and that appropriate
learning opportunities and improvements have been identified; and
 been proactive in delivering appropriate improvements to an
appropriate timescale (in order to minimise the potential for a
recurrence).
In cases where the actual or potential consequences are judged to be
more significant, ONR may elect to investigate the incident in its own
right in order to establish the magnitude of any failure to comply with
relevant law. If warranted, ONR will also take appropriate enforcement
action in accordance with its Enforcement Policy Statement.

Office for Nuclear Regulation
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It is important to note that incidents are only one consideration in
relation to enforcement decisions and, indeed, ONR may carry out
enforcement action where it believes that there has been a breach of
law but where no incident has occurred.
Additionally, and where appropriate, ONR will use the information it
obtains to:
 notify relevant government departments if pre-agreed reporting
criteria are met8;
 inform its future regulatory strategy and inspection programmes;
and
 disseminate any generic learning points to the wider industry and,
where appropriate, internationally.
Where the notification relates to an INES level 2 or more significant
incident, it is immediately notified to the UK INES National Officer9 in
order to facilitate timely international dissemination of the event.
Finally, in the highly unlikely event of a nuclear or radiological
emergency, ONR has the capacity to coordinate its national safety/
security regulatory activities to provide support and advice to local
government, other government agencies, and in support of national
government emergency plans.

6

Quality of event data
There were 3866 events notified to ONR (or its predecessor
organisations) during the period of 1 April 2001 to 31 March 2015.
However, during this time, ONR’s (or its predecessor organisations)
legal responsibilities have been extended to incorporate the regulation
of fire safety on GB nuclear sites, nuclear security (2007), and
transport of Class 7 materials (October 2011). This limits the validity of
simple numerical comparisons of reporting rates across years.
An overview of the development of ONR’s regulatory responsibilities
and reporting arrangements is included in Figure 2 on page 14.

8
9
Office for Nuclear Regulation

Events meeting certain criteria are included in a ‘Quarterly Statement of
Incidents at Nuclear Installations’, which is published on the ONR website.
The UK INES national officer is currently an ONR nuclear inspector.
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Fire Safety

2015

Improved (‘INF’)
reporting process

Security event/incident reporting system

Class 7 Transport

Improved (‘INF’)
reporting process

Conventional Health
and Safety

The progressive increase in the scope of ONR’s regulatory
responsibilities, over the period covered by this report, has resulted
in an extension of the scope of events reported to ONR (and its
predecessor organisations). These additional regulatory functions
have, therefore, only contributed to ONR’s databases of events since
ONR assumed regulatory responsibility for them (any events relating
to these regulatory functions that occurred before incorporation into
ONR, will not normally appear in ONR’s records).
In addition, and as indicated in Figure 2, security and conventional
safety events are recorded on separate databases. In the case of
security events (outwith the scope of this report), this separation
reflects the need to apply appropriate protection to the information
from a national security perspective. In the case of conventional
safety on nuclear sites, the existence of a discrete recording database
is likely to be retained to maintain consistency with equivalent
reporting arrangements for non-nuclear sites (i.e. for which the Health
and Safety Executive (HSE) is the responsible regulator).

Data reported in the period of 1 April 2001 - 31 March 2012
Annex 1 contains a listing of the events reported to ONR during the
period of 1 April 2001 to 31 March 2012.
During this period and as described above, whilst dutyholders were
required to report incidents and events to ONR, ONR’s principal focus
was on reviewing and regulating events on a case by case basis at the
dutyholder level.
Arrangements at the time (the ‘FAST stream’ process) were, therefore,
simple in nature and tailored for this purpose. The principal objectives
of the reporting system, during this period, were to:
Office for Nuclear Regulation

2014

2013

2012

Improved (‘INF’)
reporting process

Original (‘FAST’) reporting process

Nuclear Security

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

Original (‘FAST’) reporting process

2003

Nuclear and
Radiological Safety

2002

Regulatory Function

2001

Figure 2 – Overview of Incorporation of Regulatory Functions into ONR and Event/ Incident
Reporting Systems used, by financial year
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 record events on (or, in some cases, related to) GB nuclear
industry sites on a case by case basis;
 alert senior and other ONR inspectors, thus enabling ONR to
review, regulate and enforce at dutyholder level as appropriate;
and
 allow ONR to notify relevant government departments, in a timely
manner, of any events that met specific reporting criteria.
Hence, whilst the records of the period were sufficient for these
intended purposes, they were not intended to provide the level of
consistency necessary to support generic industry comparisons or a
meaningful statistical analysis.
The descriptions of the events recorded at the time were often lengthy
and uninformative to those without detailed and expert knowledge
of the site, plant, or operation in question. For the purpose of their
longer term retention as records, experienced ONR staff did, however,
categorise them into a manageable number of generic categories of
event (which is what is reported in Annex 1).
During the drafting of this report, ONR did consider whether it might
be practical to undertake a major retrospective update of these
records, including work to generate simplified yet accurate specific
event descriptors from the records for use in this report. However,
this was judged to be impractical on the basis that it would require
disproportionate effort (potentially many person years of effort), would
result in the redirection of substantial regulatory resources away
from ONR’s regulatory priorities and core regulatory function, and
would generate little if any practical benefit given the historical and
retrospective nature of much of the data. However, it was judged to
be practicable for specific event descriptors to be generated for the
latter period of 1 April 2012 to 31 March 2015, and these are included
in Annex 2.
In addition, the data was reviewed, both by ONR and the relevant
dutyholders, to provide confidence that at least the majority of events
had been appropriately categorised.
Whilst providing a good degree of confidence in this respect, the
review did suggest evidence of some residual inconsistencies.
For example, it appears that occasional duplicate entries may have
been created in some cases where the event could reasonably
be assigned to more than one event category or where follow-up
information was subsequently received, and some instances where
INES ratings have been updated after the initial report to ONR as
further information became available. There is also evidence that, in a
small number of cases relating to minor events only, changes to INES
ratings (i.e. from INES level 0 to 1 or vice versa) made some time after
the event were not updated in the database itself.
Office for Nuclear Regulation
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ONR also notes that its’ database includes a small number of minor
events that relate to Ministry of Defence (MoD) authorised sites (e.g.
NRTE Vulcan, HMNB Clyde and possibly a small number of those
attributed to Devonport) for which MoD, rather than ONR, is the
nuclear safety regulator.
As a consequence of these factors, whilst the data provides a
reasonable overview of the rate and category of events reported to
ONR (and its predecessor organisations), a cautious approach must
be taken to ensure that only robust conclusions are drawn from its
analysis.

Improvements to data reported during the period of
1 April 2012 – 31 March 2015
In consideration of the inherent limitations of event data prior to
2012, and recognising the potential for the data to be utilised to
greater effect in supporting industry wide learning if recorded more
consistently, ONR implemented significant improvements to its
processes.
These improvements were applied from 1 April 2012 onwards, and
Annex 2 contains a listing of the events reported to ONR during the
period of 1 April 2012 to 31 March 2015. Specifically, ONR introduced:
 substantial improvements to the use of event reporting codes in
order to secure more consistent classification of events for the
purposes of analysis and comparison;
 a requirement for improvements to the quality and timeliness of
the provision of preliminary information by dutyholders to ONR
(on events and incidents, and on immediate post-event actions
undertaken);
 the conservative requirement to notify ONR in cases where the
dutyholder is unclear as to whether event notification criteria have
or have not been met;
 a requirement for the dutyholder to complete the event report
(previously undertaken by an ONR inspector) and to assign
a preliminary INES rating to the event (see Section 4, ‘The
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES)’);
 the requirement for ONR to record, on the report form, its
intended actions and also whether government reporting criteria
have or have not been met; and
 improvements to quality checks to provide confidence that events
are being properly recorded.
Since their introduction, these improvements have enhanced the
accuracy and consistency of reporting of events to ONR, and offer

Office for Nuclear Regulation
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a more consistent basis for the identification of generic trends and
themes. As the enhanced quality data builds over future years, it
offers the potential for ONR to identify, more reliably, trends and
themes which will inform both the future regulatory focus of ONR and
initiatives by industry groups.
In Annex 2, in addition to the events category, a more specific event
descriptor/ title has also been added (a practice that will be carried
forwards into future reports), in order to enhance transparency.
However, as data of a consistent quality standard has only been
generated since 1 April 2012, this is judged insufficient to support
meaningful detailed trend analysis for the purposes of this report.

Proposals to further improve data quality
Whilst significant improvements have been made since 1 April 2012,
ONR is continuing to seek further improvements in the reporting of
events by dutyholders and in ONR’s associated arrangements for
recording and analysing such reports.

7

Review of events
Annexes 1, 2 and 3 contain the lists of events reported to ONR,
respectively, for:
 Financial years 2001/02 to 2011/12 (1 April 2001 to 31 March 2012);
 Financial years 2012/13 to 2014/15 (1 April 2012 to 31 March 2015);
and
 Conventional health and safety from 18 July 2013 to 31 March
2015 (prior to the transfer of vires from HSE to ONR on 1 April
2014, ONR set up a shadow team and began to collect event
information. The data in Annex 3 reflect both this, and changes in
the way that data were recorded at that time).

Approach to interpretation of the data
Due to the quality limitations described in section 6, events reported
to ONR are presented as simple lists (Annexes 1 to 3).
However, to supplement the lists of reported events in Annexes 1
to 3, and to provide insight into ONR’s regulation of these and the
outcomes generated, a number of short case studies (reflecting a
range of events and regulatory observations) are included in Annex
4. These provide practical examples of ONR’s approach to regulatory
enforcement and influencing of dutyholders, in accordance with its
Enforcement Policy Statement, and of ONRs’ actions to ensure that
necessary improvements are delivered in the interests of public and
worker safety.
Office for Nuclear Regulation
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The case studies also exemplify the application of key enforcement
principles including those of ‘proportionality’ (relating the nature and
severity of ONR’s enforcement action to the level of risk presented)
and ‘targeting’ (focusing of ONR’s regulatory effort on those events
that give rise to the most serious risks), and ONR’s wider role in
encouraging industry-wide learning where generic trends and themes
are identified.

Review of the data
Figure 3 shows the number of events rated at INES level 1 and above,
and those of no nuclear safety significance for the period of 1 April
2001 to 31 March 2015.
Whilst this figure suggests a gradual reduction in the occurrence of
the more significant INES ‘level 1 and above’ events, the number of
events in this category is relatively small, which limits our ability to
reach any firm conclusion in this regard.
However, Figure 3 does indicate that there has been a significant
increase in the number of events of ‘No nuclear safety significance’
reported to ONR each year since 2009/2010.
On the basis that events of no nuclear safety significance, whilst
typically minor in nature, nonetheless contain important lessons
and present opportunities to improve safety, this trend is viewed as
positive.
Figure 3 – Number of incidents/ events reported by financial year
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The increase over recent years in the reporting of events of ‘No
nuclear safety significance’ is consistent with greater attention on
the reporting of near misses and very minor events by dutyholders,
the ongoing and developing maturity of their event reporting
arrangements, and the extension of ONR’s scope of regulatory duties
beyond nuclear safety regulation, as described in section 6.
There are 3866 events included in Annexes 1, 2 and 3 for the period
of 1 April 2001 and 31 March 2015 (including conventional health and
safety events).
Of these, 3141 were rated on the INES scale as being of no nuclear
safety significance (INES level 0 or not rated), and 716 were rated
at INES ‘level 1 (anomaly), being the lowest level of nuclear safety
significance on the INES scale. There were eight events rated at INES
Level 2 (incident), and a single event rated at INES level 3 (serious
incident). No events occurred that merited a higher INES rating during
this period, and none were designated as accidents.
It is notable that the one INES level 3 event occurred over ten years
ago (15/4/2005), and that all excepting for one of the INES level 2
events occurred in or prior to 2009. It is also notable that none of the
INES level 2 or 3 events had any detrimental effect on public safety or
the environment.
Whilst ONR reviews the nature of all events reported to it, in the
cases of the more significant events, ONR takes more formal but
proportionate investigation and enforcement action to ensure that
necessary safety improvements are identified and delivered by
dutyholders. Examples of such investigation and enforcement actions,
and the resultant safety outcomes, are presented in the case studies
in Annex 4.
Due to the nature of the data generated prior to 2012, and changes
made since 2012, the ability to conduct specific year on year
comparisons is limited by:
 the intrinsic data inconsistencies outlined in section 6 above;
 changes to the nature of work undertaken by some dutyholders
over this period, including those relating to plant lifecycle factors
(e.g. the balance of construction of new facilities, operating
existing ones, and decommissioning of older ones); and
 the historic nature of most of the data (which effectively renders
consistent retrospective re-examination and re-interpretation
impracticable).
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Although these limitations exist, some general features of the data
appear to be significant, as follows:
Increases or decreases in reporting in some categories of events
since 2011
Changes in annual rates of reporting of some categories of events,
coincide with the introduction of the new reporting arrangements
(see section 6). These improvements clarified, standardised, and
extended the categorisation of events, which will have affected some
judgements as to the most appropriate category to which to allocate
certain events (NB. As most events have multiple potential attributes
that link them with more than one generic event category). The
improvements also increased awareness amongst dutyholders of the
need for more consistent event reporting.
However, as regards the total number of events reported to ONR,
whilst this has increased since 2012, Figure 3 demonstrates that this
trend reflects an increase in the reporting of events that are of no
nuclear safety significance, and began at around 2009. This suggests
that increases in the overall reporting rate are not related solely to
changes to the reporting process introduced in 2012.
It is important not to confuse an increase in reporting of very minor
events with poor safety performance. A higher rate of reporting of
very minor events, in the absence of an increase in the occurrence of
more significant safety events, is more likely to be the result of (and is
consistent with) a maturing, positive, proactive and transparent safety
reporting culture amongst dutyholders. This is welcomed by ONR and
is recognised as being important in achieving and maintaining the
highest standards of safety.
This is consistent with positive steps taken by some dutyholders to
increase the focus of their workforces on the reporting of very minor
events, some of which may not previously have been reported on the
basis that they did not result in any adverse safety outcome.
The trend will also, however, reflect the broadening of the scope of ONR’s
regulatory activities to areas other than nuclear safety (e.g. conventional
health and safety, radioactive materials transport safety, etc.).
It is also likely that the Fukushima accident in Japan of March 2011
would have further enhanced regulatory and dutyholder focus on the
reporting of events, which may also have affected event reporting
rates at around that time.
Changes to the reporting rates of certain event categories as a result
of ONR assuming additional regulatory responsibilities
Although the progressive incorporation of conventional health and
safety regulatory capability into ONR commenced in 2011 through the
secondment of inspectors from HSE, ONR became an independent
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regulator under the Energy Act on 1 April 2014 and assumed
responsibility for the regulation of conventional health and safety and
fire on nuclear sites on behalf of ONR. During this transitionary period
(2011 – 2014), the protocol for reporting of conventional safety events
on GB nuclear sites was aligned to the reporting methodology used
under the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences
Regulations (RIDDOR).
Similarly, the incorporation of radioactive material transport regulation
into ONR (in October 2011) correlates with the increase in the number
of transport events reported to ONR since that time.
Emergency arrangements and capability
Whilst emergency preparedness has always been an important
regulatory focus of ONR and its predecessor organisations, and
related events have always been regulated by ONR, there was not
a dedicated reporting category for such events prior to 2011. Prior
to 2011, these events were assigned to other event categories that
reflected the main underlying issue (e.g. administrative shortcomings,
plant defects). However, in the course of ONR’s considerations
following the Fukushima event of March 2011, the decision was taken
to introduce a dedicated event category for event reports relating to
emergency preparedness shortcomings.

Examination of the categories that relate to non-nuclear specific
events (e.g. conventional health and safety and fire events, external
events (those occuring outside of the nuclear licensed site), and those
relating to the transport of radioactive materials) confirms that these
represent a significant proportion of the total events and incidents
reported to ONR (i.e. approximately 24% of events reported to ONR
over the period 2001/15 were non-nuclear specific).
Whilst detailed analysis of the data has not been undertaken for the
reasons described in section 6 and above, the lessons learnt from
such events remain an important source of regulatory intelligence
for ONR, and contribute to the information ONR uses to ensure that
its regulatory focus, priorities, interventions and enforcements are
targeted at where they are needed.
The improvements made to event reporting, and those further
improvements currently under consideration, will enhance the future
contribution of event reports to informing ONR’s regulatory focus.

Example case studies
In accordance with its Enforcement Policy Statement, ONR applies a
targeted and proportionate regulatory response to both nuclear and
non-nuclear events. This is illustrated in the range of case studies
presented in Annex 4.
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An example of ONR’s response to the most significant of the nuclear
safety incidents that occurred during this period (e.g. the one
INES level 3 event) is presented in Case Study 1. This event was
rigorously investigated by ONR and, on the basis of the facts thereby
established and, in addition to corrective measures implemented by
the dutyholder, ONR took robust and formal enforcement action.
In this case, ONR judged it to be in the public interest to serve two
Improvement Notices and to apply its primary powers under the
nuclear site licence, and decided to prosecute the dutyholder. This
prosecution was successfully undertaken and resulted in the court
applying a substantial fine. The dutyholder committed substantial
resources over an extended period of time to make the necessary
safety improvements to minimise the likelihood of the recurrence of
such an event. On completion of these, ONR reviewed the evidence
of improvements made and, only when satisfied that the required
safety improvements had been delivered, did it consent to the
recommencement of operations.
Other examples of ONR’s regulatory approach, in relation to a
range of lower significance events, are provided in Case Studies 2,
3 and 4. These outline ONR’s response to an example INES level 2
(incident), INES level 1 (anomaly) and an INES level 0 (below scale)
event respectively. In each case, ONR’s enforcement action reflects
the application of its Enforcement Policy Statement. It is worth noting
that, whilst ONR took enforcement actions in relation to Case Studies
3 and 4 (i.e. an Improvement Notice and formal letter respectively),
ONR decided not to take formal enforcement action in relation to the
INES level 2 event in Case Study 2. This reflects ONR’s judgement at
the time, of the extent of the compliance gap and of its high level of
confidence that the required safety improvements would be secured
in a timely manner without the need for formal enforcement action
(ONR’s enforcement decisions are informed by a broad range of
considerations that extend beyond the nature of the event itself).
However, in each of the examples in Case Studies 2, 3 and 4, ONR
carefully monitored the work of the dutyholder, to ensure that required
improvements to safety were delivered. In each case they were.
Case Study 5 outlines ONR’s response to the identification of
deficiencies in the control of risks from legionella (a health and safety
hazard) at two separate nuclear sites. In this case, and noting the
potential and serious risk to health presented by hazards of this
nature, ONR took the decision to serve Improvement Notices on the
two dutyholders concerned, requiring that specific improvements
be made. As a result, the dutyholders successfully completed the
necessary improvement work and, subsequently complied with the
requirements of the Improvement Notices.
Case Study 6 refers to a radioactive transport event, which revealed a
significant failure of a dutyholder to comply with the relevant transport
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legal requirements. ONR took the view that this was aggravated
by deficiencies in safety improvements made by the dutyholder in
response to a previous similar event. As a result, ONR decided to
prosecute the dutyholder on the basis that such losses of control
had the potential to have a direct impact upon public safety. The
dutyholder pleaded guilty and received a significant fine. Appropriate
safety improvements have since been delivered by the dutyholder.
In addition to acting upon potential breaches of the law by individual
dutyholders, ONR also looks for any trends or themes that might
indicate the need for an industry-wide response (often, in addition to
regulatory enforcement action taken at individual dutyholder level).
Case Study 7, relating to an ONR concern that a series of health
and safety accidents (each being investigated at site level) may have
indicated a reduction of focus on conventional safety, is an example
of an instance where ONR adopted an industry wide response. ONR
decided to meet with senior industry executives to raise the profile
of conventional health and safety and to develop its confidence that
senior industry leaders were committed to allocating sufficient focus
and resources to the management of conventional safety risks on
nuclear sites. ONR also took the additonal step of increasing the
focus of its own specialist conventional health and safety inspectors
on inspecting the adequacy of the management of conventional health
and safety risks on GB nuclear sites.
Similarly, Case Study 8 summarises ONR’s response to its
observation that reports relating to the management of the
examination, inspection, maintenance, and testing of nuclear
safety equipment across a number of older sites were a significant
contributor to events being reported to it. Whilst ONR had taken
appropriate intervention action at site level, it also initiated a study
to codify relevant good practice, which is being used to benchmark
dutyholders and identify improvements by the industry.
Finally, Case Study 9 describes the respective responses of the
licensee and ONR to an INES level 1 event relating to a reactor
emergency charging system (one of a number of diverse reactor safety
systems). The ONR site inspector was satisfied that the licensee
had adequately identified the root and contributing causes and had
taken appropriate and timely action to secure safety and prevent a
recurrence. In line with ONR’s operational procedures and enforcement
guidance, ONR judged that no further investigation or enforcement
action was justified in this case. Once more, the dutyholder delivered
the necessary improvements revealed by the event.
Whilst only some of the events reported to ONR merit formal
regulatory enforcement action (the large majority of events being very
minor in nature), ONR reviews all events reported to it, and will take
formal regulatory enforcement action in cases where it judges it to be
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appropriate, in the interests of securing compliance with the law, and
in the interests of the health and safety of workers and the public in
general.
Equally, where it is appropriate to do so, ONR also seeks to influence
the wider industry to facilitate industry-wide improvements.

8

Conclusions
This publication of the list of events reported to ONR between April
2001 and March 2015 represents a significant step in ONR’s ongoing
commitment to openness, transparency, and accountability to those
that it serves (workers and the public), and is an important element
of ONR’s commitment to fostering a climate of trust, respect and
confidence amongst its stakeholders.
The data presented in this report is that held by ONR, although it is
recognised that, for historic reasons, the capacity and suitability of the
data to accommodate detailed trend, thematic or detailed statistical
analysis is restricted (as explained in sections 6 and 7). Consequently,
whilst the data provides a useful overview of what has been reported
to and recorded by ONR during the period covered by this report, its
detailed analysis has not been attempted in this report.
Whilst ONR considered the viability of conducting a major
retrospective review and update of its records, it concluded that this
would necessitate the re-direction of disproportionate regulatory
resources away from core regulatory activities for little practical or
material benefit.
However, the improvements made to ONR’s arrangements from
2012 onwards will render future data of higher quality and greater
consistency. As the amount of data subject to these improved
arrangements accumulates over time, this should enhance its capacity
to support more trending and thematic analysis in the future.
Notwithstanding its limitations, the data confirms that the total
number of events reported to ONR has increased over recent years
but, correspondingly, that the number of nuclear safety significant
INES level 1, 2 and 3 events (i.e. those that are of nuclear safety
significance) has not. The most significant nuclear safety event in
the period covered by this report occurred approximately ten years
ago, with one event rated above the lowest level of significance of the
INES scale having occurred since 2009. Hence, the increase in the
rate of reporting of events to ONR is attributable to an increase in the
reporting of events of no nuclear safety significance.
This increase in the reporting of events of no nuclear safety
significance should not be interpreted as suggesting any degradation
in safety performance. Indeed, in general, more diligent reporting of
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very minor events, in the absence of an increase in more significant
safety events, is consistent with a maturing and positive safety
reporting culture, which is important in achieving and maintaining the
highest standards of safety.
Improvements to the reporting of very minor events is welcomed by ONR
as, through learning from such events, improvements to safety can be
identified, which help prevent occurrence of more serious events.
The increase in reporting of minor events is consistent with work
undertaken by many dutyholders, over recent years, to increase
the awareness of their workforces of the importance of reporting
such events, even where they have no safety outcome. However, it
is also noted that the increase in reporting of events of no nuclear
significance will also reflect the extension of ONR’s scope of
regulatory duties beyond nuclear safety regulation (see section 6).
Changes to the reporting rates of specific event categories like
‘transport events’, ‘conventional health and safety and fire’ events,
and ‘emergency capability’ related events, reflect the relatively
recent incorporation of ‘class 7’ transport regulation into ONR’s
remit, changes to the focus of ONR’s conventional health and safety
inspection, and the introduction of a specific event category for
emergency response capability matters.
It is ONR’s intention to publish further reports of events, as the
improvements made to the quality and consistency of data collection,
since 2012, render the data set suitable for more detailed analysis. In
addition to this, ONR also intends to review the event information that it
reports in future to increase its transparency and usefulness to the reader.
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Glossary
DECC

Department of Energy and Climate Change

IAEA

International Atomic Energy Agency

INES

International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale

GB

Great Britain

HSE

Health and Safety Executive

MoD

Ministry of Defence

mSv

milli-Sievert

OECD

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

ONR

Office for Nuclear Regulation

RIDDOR Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences
Regulations 2013

Office for Nuclear Regulation

Sv

Sievert

UK

United Kingdom

UKINO

United Kingdom INES National Officer
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Annex 1

List of Events and Incidents reported
from 1 April 2001 to 31 March 2012
Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

02/04/2001

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/04/2001

Devonport

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

04/04/2001

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

04/04/2001

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

04/04/2001

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

07/04/2001

Dounreay

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

07/04/2001

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/04/2001

Sizewell B

NR

Conventional safety event

09/04/2001

Torness

NR

Media interest only

10/04/2001

Dounreay

NR

Conventional safety event

11/04/2001

Dounreay

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

14/04/2001

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

14/04/2001

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/04/2001

Sellafield

NR

Media interest only

17/04/2001

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

19/04/2001

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

19/04/2001

Harwell

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

23/04/2001

Harwell

0

Conventional safety event

23/04/2001

Hunterston B

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

25/04/2001

Bradwell

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

25/04/2001

Harwell

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

27/04/2001

Hartlepool

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

28/04/2001

Chapelcross

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

29/04/2001

Heysham 2

NR

Administration matter

30/04/2001

Sizewell B

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

01/05/2001

Bradwell

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

May-01

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/05/2001

Harwell

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

04/05/2001

Dungeness B

NR

Media interest only

06/05/2001

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

10/05/2001

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

10/05/2001

Hunterston B

NR

Media interest only

10/05/2001

Sellafield

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

11/05/2001

Heysham 2

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

13/05/2001

Torness

NR

Media interest only

14/05/2001

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/05/2001

Dungeness A

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

19/05/2001

Dungeness A

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

21/05/2001

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

23/05/2001

Faslane

0

Conventional safety event

24/05/2001

Sizewell B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

28/05/2001

Bradwell

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/05/2001

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

29/05/2001

Dungeness A

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

29/05/2001

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

30/05/2001

Winfrith

0

Conventional safety event

31/05/2001

Hinkley Point B

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

01/06/2001

Bradwell

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/06/2001

Sizewell A

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/06/2001

Oldbury

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

07/06/2001

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

10/06/2001

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/06/2001

Aldermaston

1

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

11/06/2001

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

12/06/2001

Winfrith

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/06/2001

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/06/2001

Hunterston B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

15/06/2001

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/06/2001

Dounreay

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

16/06/2001

Harwell

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

18/06/2001

Oldbury

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

19/06/2001

Hunterston A

0

Media interest only

20/06/2001

Dounreay

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

22/06/2001

Windscale

NR

Conventional safety event

26/06/2001

Hunterston B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

Jul-01

Dounreay

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

02/07/2001

Bradwell

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

02/07/2001

Oldbury

NR

Conventional safety event

03/07/2001

Devonport

0

Conventional safety event
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

04/07/2001

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

04/07/2001

Sellafield

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

05/07/2001

Chapelcross

1

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

05/07/2001

Dungeness A

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

05/07/2001

Sellafield

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

07/07/2001

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

09/07/2001

Berkeley

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

09/07/2001

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

10/07/2001

Windscale

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

10/07/2001

Trawsfynydd

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/07/2001

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/07/2001

Berkeley

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

13/07/2001

Sellafield

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

16/07/2001

Bradwell

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

16/07/2001

Hunterston B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

17/07/2001

Hinkley Point A

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

18/07/2001

Dounreay

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

18/07/2001

Heysham 1

NR

Conventional safety event

19/07/2001

Hinkley Point B

NR

Media interest only

19/07/2001

Torness

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

19/07/2001

Winfrith

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

19/07/2001

Winfrith

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

20/07/2001

Hartlepool

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

20/07/2001

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

20/07/2001

Windscale

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

23/07/2001

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/07/2001

Berkeley

0

Administration matter

24/07/2001

Dungeness B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

24/07/2001

Trawsfynydd

0

Conventional safety event

24/07/2001

Wylfa

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

26/07/2001

Oldbury

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

27/07/2001

Berkeley

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

27/07/2001

Heysham 2

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

27/07/2001

Winfrith

NR

Administration matter

31/07/2001

Dungeness B

NR

Media interest only

31/07/2001

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

Aug-01

Heysham 2

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

05/08/2001

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

06/08/2001

Sellafield

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

09/08/2001

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

12/08/2001

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

15/08/2001

Heysham 2

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

16/08/2001

Sellafield

0

Conventional safety event

17/08/2001

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

17/08/2001

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

17/08/2001

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

21/08/2001

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/08/2001

Berkeley

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

30/08/2001

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

30/08/2001

Harwell

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

30/08/2001

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

Sep-01

Sellafield

NR

Administration matter

04/09/2001

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

05/09/2001

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

07/09/2001

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

09/09/2001

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/09/2001

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

13/09/2001

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

17/09/2001

Wylfa

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

18/09/2001

Hinkley Point B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

19/09/2001

Hunterston A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

21/09/2001

Hinkley Point A

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

22/09/2001

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/09/2001

Wylfa

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

26/09/2001

Heysham 2

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

27/09/2001

Heysham 2

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

27/09/2001

Hunterston B

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

28/09/2001

Sizewell B

NR

Media interest only

05/10/2001

Harwell

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

07/10/2001

Hunterston B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

09/10/2001

Devonport

NR

Administration matter
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

10/10/2001

Bradwell

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

12/10/2001

Dungeness B

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

13/10/2001

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/10/2001

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/10/2001

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

16/10/2001

Sizewell B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/10/2001

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

19/10/2001

Wylfa

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

20/10/2001

Dungeness A

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

20/10/2001

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/10/2001

Dungeness B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

23/10/2001

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/10/2001

Torness

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

24/10/2001

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/10/2001

Heysham 2

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

24/10/2001

Trawsfynydd

0

Administration matter

25/10/2001

Chapelcross

0

Media interest only

25/10/2001

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

25/10/2001

Rosyth

NR

Conventional safety event

26/10/2001

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

26/10/2001

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

27/10/2001

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

30/10/2001

Bradwell

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

Nov-01

Aldermaston

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

01/11/2001

Hunterston B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

02/11/2001

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

02/11/2001

Windscale

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

03/11/2001

Heysham 1

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/11/2001

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/11/2001

Torness

1

Flask or package movement or transport event

14/11/2001

Wylfa

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

15/11/2001

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

16/11/2001

Chapelcross

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/11/2001

Sizewell B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

17/11/2001

Sellafield

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

20/11/2001

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

20/11/2001

Dungeness B

NR

Conventional safety event

25/11/2001

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

30/11/2001

Bradwell

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

01/12/2001

Aldermaston

NR

Conventional safety event

01/12/2001

Heysham 1

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

Dec-01

Rosyth

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

03/12/2001

Dounreay

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

03/12/2001

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

03/12/2001

Hunterston B

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

07/12/2001

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

07/12/2001

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

07/12/2001

Sizewell B

NR

Media interest only
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Event Date

Site
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10/12/2001

Bradwell

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

12/12/2001

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

14/12/2001

Bradwell

NR

Media interest only

16/12/2001

Oldbury

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

17/12/2001

Cardiff

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

17/12/2001

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/12/2001

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

18/12/2001

Wylfa

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

21/12/2001

Dounreay

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

24/12/2001

Hunterston B

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

02/01/2002

Bradwell

0

Media interest only

03/01/2002

Bradwell

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/01/2002

Windscale

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

05/01/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

06/01/2002

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

06/01/2002

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

07/01/2002

Hinkley Point B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

08/01/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/01/2002

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

08/01/2002

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

10/01/2002

Heysham 1

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

11/01/2002

Winfrith

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

12/01/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety
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Event Date
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14/01/2002

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/01/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

22/01/2002

Harwell

NR

Conventional safety event

24/01/2002

Bradwell

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

24/01/2002

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

25/01/2002

Heysham 1

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

25/01/2002

Wylfa

NR

Media interest only

26/01/2002

Hinkley Point B

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

27/01/2002

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

27/01/2002

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

29/01/2002

Hinkley Point B

NR

Conventional safety event

30/01/2002

Harwell

NR

Conventional safety event

01/02/2002

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

Feb-02

Windscale

NR

Conventional safety event

01/02/2002

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/02/2002

Wylfa

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

04/02/2002

Dungeness B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/02/2002

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

05/02/2002

Bradwell

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

06/02/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

06/02/2002

Oldbury

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

06/02/2002

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

07/02/2002

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

11/02/2002

Hinkley Point B

NR

Media interest only
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Event Date
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12/02/2002

Hunterston B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

14/02/2002

Chapelcross

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

15/02/2002

Hartlepool

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

15/02/2002

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

16/02/2002

Hartlepool

NR

Conventional safety event

19/02/2002

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

20/02/2002

Berkeley

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

22/02/2002

Dounreay

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

25/02/2002

Heysham 1

0

Administration matter

25/02/2002

Windscale

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

27/02/2002

Heysham 1

1

Conventional safety event

27/02/2002

Hinkley Point B

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

28/02/2002

Dounreay

NR

Conventional safety event

Mar-02

Dounreay

NR

Administration matter

01/03/2002

Dounreay

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

01/03/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/03/2002

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

Mar-02

Windscale

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

04/03/2002

Heysham 1

NR

Conventional safety event

04/03/2002

Oldbury

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

05/03/2002

Torness

1

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

07/03/2002

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

08/03/2002

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/03/2002

Hunterston B

NR

Media interest only

09/03/2002

Hinkley Point B

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

11/03/2002

Heysham 1

2

Safety-related plant defect or degradation
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11/03/2002

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/03/2002

Windscale

2

Flask or package movement or transport event

13/03/2002

Dounreay

NR

Conventional safety event

13/03/2002

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/03/2002

Winfrith

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

16/03/2002

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

18/03/2002

Harwell

NR

Conventional safety event

18/03/2002

Torness

1

Conventional safety event

19/03/2002

Dungeness A

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

20/03/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

22/03/2002

Devonport

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

22/03/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

25/03/2002

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

26/03/2002

Harwell

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

26/03/2002

Hunterston A

NR

Administration matter

27/03/2002

Heysham 1

NR

Administration matter

27/03/2002

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

30/03/2002

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

31/03/2002

Torness

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

Apr-02

Springfields

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

04/04/2002

Heysham 2

NR

Administration matter

04/04/2002

Hunterston B

NR

Administration matter

11/04/2002

Dungeness B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

11/04/2002

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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11/04/2002

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

11/04/2002

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

16/04/2002

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

23/04/2002

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

24/04/2002

Dungeness B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

25/04/2002

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/04/2002

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/04/2002

Hunterston B

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

29/04/2002

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/04/2002

Harwell

NR

Conventional safety event

02/05/2002

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/05/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

04/05/2002

Dounreay

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

04/05/2002

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

07/05/2002

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/05/2002

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

08/05/2002

Sizewell B

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

09/05/2002

Chapelcross

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

10/05/2002

Sizewell B

0

Media interest only

10/05/2002

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/05/2002

Torness

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

13/05/2002

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/05/2002

Sizewell B

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant
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14/05/2002

Torness

NR

Conventional safety event

15/05/2002

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/05/2002

Berkeley

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

20/05/2002

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

20/05/2002

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

20/05/2002

Wylfa

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

21/05/2002

Hartlepool

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

21/05/2002

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

21/05/2002

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

22/05/2002

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/05/2002

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

24/05/2002

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

25/05/2002

Chapelcross

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/05/2002

Dounreay

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

30/05/2002

Heysham 1

NR

Conventional safety event

31/05/2002

Wylfa

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

01/06/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

06/06/2002

Devonport

NR

Conventional safety event

11/06/2002

Dungeness A

0

Media interest only

11/06/2002

Heysham 1

0

Media interest only

13/06/2002

Winfrith

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

14/06/2002

Winfrith

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

15/06/2002

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

19/06/2002

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety
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20/06/2002

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

25/06/2002

Devonport

NR

Conventional safety event

26/06/2002

Dungeness A

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

27/06/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

27/06/2002

Faslane

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

28/06/2002

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/06/2002

Sellafield

0

Administration matter

Jul-02

Dounreay

NR

Administration matter

Jul-02

Springfields

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/07/2002

Winfrith

NR

Conventional safety event

03/07/2002

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/07/2002

Berkeley

1

Conventional safety event

09/07/2002

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/07/2002

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/07/2002

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

16/07/2002

Heysham 1

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

21/07/2002

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

22/07/2002

Chapelcross

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

22/07/2002

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/07/2002

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

25/07/2002

Hunterston B

0

Conventional safety event

28/07/2002

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

29/07/2002

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety
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05/08/2002

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/08/2002

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

08/08/2002

Berkeley

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

08/08/2002

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/08/2002

Oldbury

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

08/08/2002

Torness

NR

Media interest only

09/08/2002

Dounreay

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

10/08/2002

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

11/08/2002

Hinkley Point A

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/08/2002

Berkeley

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

12/08/2002

Torness

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

12/08/2002

Winfrith

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

13/08/2002

Berkeley

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

13/08/2002

Bradwell

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/08/2002

Hartlepool

0

Administration matter

13/08/2002

Torness

0

Conventional safety event

14/08/2002

Dungeness A

0

Administration matter

14/08/2002

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

17/08/2002

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/08/2002

Dungeness B

NR

Administration matter

27/08/2002

Sizewell B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/08/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

30/08/2002

Sizewell B

0

Media interest only

30/08/2002

Sizewell B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

01/09/2002

Devonport

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

04/09/2002

Dounreay

0

Conventional safety event
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05/09/2002

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

05/09/2002

Sizewell B

0

Administration matter

06/09/2002

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/09/2002

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/09/2002

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

15/09/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/09/2002

Dounreay

NR

Conventional safety event

18/09/2002

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/09/2002

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

20/09/2002

Dounreay

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

23/09/2002

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/09/2002

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

28/09/2002

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

29/09/2002

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/10/2002

Sizewell B

0

Media interest only

08/10/2002

Heysham 2

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/10/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

10/10/2002

Hunterston B

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

10/10/2002

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

10/10/2002

Wylfa

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

13/10/2002

Dungeness B

0

Media interest only

14/10/2002

Dungeness A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

14/10/2002

Sizewell B

0

Administration matter
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15/10/2002

Wylfa

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

16/10/2002

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/10/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

17/10/2002

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

17/10/2002

Hunterston B

0

Media interest only

19/10/2002

Dungeness A

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

19/10/2002

Sizewell B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

21/10/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

23/10/2002

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/10/2002

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

24/10/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

25/10/2002

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

27/10/2002

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/10/2002

Dungeness A

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

30/10/2002

Wylfa

0

Conventional safety event

01/11/2002

Dounreay

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

Nov-02

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

02/11/2002

Devonport

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

03/11/2002

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/11/2002

Devonport

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

05/11/2002

Hinkley Point A

0

Conventional safety event

06/11/2002

Harwell

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

06/11/2002

Sizewell B

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

08/11/2002

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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08/11/2002

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/11/2002

Dungeness B

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

12/11/2002

Dounreay

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

12/11/2002

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

13/11/2002

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/11/2002

Hinkley Point B

1

Flask or package movement or transport event

14/11/2002

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

14/11/2002

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

15/11/2002

Berkeley

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

15/11/2002

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

15/11/2002

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

15/11/2002

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/11/2002

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

19/11/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

20/11/2002

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

20/11/2002

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

21/11/2002

Hartlepool

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

22/11/2002

Chapelcross

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

22/11/2002

Hinkley Point B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

24/11/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/11/2002

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

26/11/2002

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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26/11/2002

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

27/11/2002

Hartlepool

NR

Media interest only

27/11/2002

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

27/11/2002

Hunterston B

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

30/11/2002

Heysham 1

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

30/11/2002

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

01/12/2002

Dungeness A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

02/12/2002

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/12/2002

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

04/12/2002

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

05/12/2002

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

05/12/2002

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

10/12/2002

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

11/12/2002

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/12/2002

Urenco

NR

Conventional safety event

15/12/2002

Heysham 1

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

18/12/2002

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/12/2002

Hinkley Point B

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

20/12/2002

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

20/12/2002

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

21/12/2002

Heysham 1

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

22/12/2002

Hunterston B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

23/12/2002

Dungeness B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

23/12/2002

Hunterston B

0

Administration matter

24/12/2002

Hunterston B

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

25/12/2002

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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26/12/2002

Hunterston B

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

Jan-03

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/01/2003

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

06/01/2003

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/01/2003

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/01/2003

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/01/2003

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

10/01/2003

Hunterston B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

13/01/2003

Sizewell B

0

Conventional safety event

13/01/2003

Sizewell B

NR

Administration matter

14/01/2003

Chapelcross

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

14/01/2003

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

16/01/2003

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/01/2003

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

17/01/2003

Sizewell B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

20/01/2003

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

22/01/2003

Hinkley Point A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

23/01/2003

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

25/01/2003

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

27/01/2003

Heysham 1

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

28/01/2003

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

29/01/2003

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

30/01/2003

Sellafield

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

30/01/2003

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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31/01/2003

Dounreay

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

31/01/2003

Dungeness B

0

Conventional safety event

31/01/2003

Hartlepool

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

31/01/2003

Springfields

0

Media interest only

02/02/2003

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/02/2003

Heysham 2

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/02/2003

Devonport

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

05/02/2003

Devonport

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

06/02/2003

Devonport

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

06/02/2003

Windscale

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

08/02/2003

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/02/2003

Heysham 2

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

10/02/2003

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/02/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

13/02/2003

Sizewell B

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

14/02/2003

Sizewell A

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

15/02/2003

Dounreay

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

18/02/2003

Heysham 2

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

18/02/2003

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

19/02/2003

Heysham 1

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

19/02/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

22/02/2003

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

24/02/2003

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

26/02/2003

Dounreay

NR

Conventional safety event

26/02/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only
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27/02/2003

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

28/02/2003

Hinkley Point B

0

Conventional safety event

28/02/2003

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

01/03/2003

Dungeness B

NR

Conventional safety event

Mar-03

Windscale

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

Mar-03

Winfrith

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

02/03/2003

Dounreay

NR

Administration matter

02/03/2003

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/03/2003

Berkeley

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

03/03/2003

Dungeness A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

03/03/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

03/03/2003

Wylfa

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

04/03/2003

Hinkley Point A

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

07/03/2003

Dungeness B

0

Conventional safety event

07/03/2003

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/03/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

10/03/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

11/03/2003

Oldbury

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/03/2003

Dounreay

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

13/03/2003

Hinkley Point A

0

Media interest only

13/03/2003

Windscale

NR

Conventional safety event

14/03/2003

Torness

NR

Conventional safety event

16/03/2003

Hunterston B

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

17/03/2003

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

17/03/2003

Hinkley Point B

NR

Media interest only

22/03/2003

Chapelcross

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

25/03/2003

Chapelcross

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety
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26/03/2003

Bradwell

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

26/03/2003

Hartlepool

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

27/03/2003

Chapelcross

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

27/03/2003

Hunterston B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/03/2003

Chapelcross

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/03/2003

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

30/03/2003

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

31/03/2003

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

01/04/2003

Wylfa

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

02/04/2003

Wylfa

NR

Media interest only

03/04/2003

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

03/04/2003

Hunterston B

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

03/04/2003

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/04/2003

Heysham 2

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

06/04/2003

Torness

NR

Media interest only

08/04/2003

Hunterston B

NR

Administration matter

08/04/2003

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

09/04/2003

Devonport

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

09/04/2003

Hinkley Point A

NR

Conventional safety event

09/04/2003

Hinkley Point B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

10/04/2003

Berkeley

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

10/04/2003

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/04/2003

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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14/04/2003

Heysham 2

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

14/04/2003

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/04/2003

Cardiff

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

18/04/2003

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/04/2003

Sizewell B

0

Administration matter

25/04/2003

Hartlepool

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

25/04/2003

Heysham 2

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

25/04/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

26/04/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

30/04/2003

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/05/2003

Sellafield

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

May-03

Windscale

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

05/05/2003

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

06/05/2003

Hunterston B

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

09/05/2003

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/05/2003

Sellafield

NR

Administration matter

11/05/2003

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

12/05/2003

Trawsfynydd

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

13/05/2003

Amersham

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/05/2003

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

14/05/2003

Hunterston B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

14/05/2003

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/05/2003

Winfrith

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

15/05/2003

Amersham

0

Flask or package movement or transport event
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15/05/2003

Dounreay

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

15/05/2003

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

16/05/2003

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

18/05/2003

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

20/05/2003

Chapelcross

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

20/05/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

26/05/2003

Sizewell B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

26/05/2003

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

27/05/2003

Hartlepool

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

27/05/2003

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

27/05/2003

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

27/05/2003

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

28/05/2003

Dounreay

NR

Conventional safety event

29/05/2003

Hunterston B

0

Media interest only

30/05/2003

Hunterston A

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

01/06/2003

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

02/06/2003

Windscale

NR

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

03/06/2003

Sizewell B

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

05/06/2003

Dounreay

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

06/06/2003

Berkeley

NR

Media interest only

07/06/2003

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/06/2003

Hunterston B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

09/06/2003

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

10/06/2003

Sizewell B

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

11/06/2003

Heysham 2

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

15/06/2003

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

16/06/2003

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

23/06/2003

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

23/06/2003

Sizewell B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

24/06/2003

Wylfa

NR

Media interest only

25/06/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

25/06/2003

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

27/06/2003

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

28/06/2003

Hunterston B

0

Conventional safety event

30/06/2003

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/07/2003

Heysham 2

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

01/07/2003

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

02/07/2003

Chapelcross

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

02/07/2003

Hinkley Point B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

03/07/2003

All BE sites

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

04/07/2003

Hinkley Point A

NR

Conventional safety event

06/07/2003

Heysham 2

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

08/07/2003

Heysham 2

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

09/07/2003

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

11/07/2003

Dungeness B

2

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

11/07/2003

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material. Duplication one
INES 2 event

14/07/2003

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

15/07/2003

Heysham 1

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

17/07/2003

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

17/07/2003

Hartlepool

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

17/07/2003

Wylfa

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

21/07/2003

Sellafield

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

23/07/2003

Capenhurst

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/07/2003

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

25/07/2003

Torness

NR

Administration matter

27/07/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

30/07/2003

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

05/08/2003

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

05/08/2003

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/08/2003

Hunterston B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

07/08/2003

Wylfa

0

Conventional safety event

09/08/2003

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

10/08/2003

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/08/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

12/08/2003

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

12/08/2003

Wylfa

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/08/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

14/08/2003

Wylfa

NR

Conventional safety event

15/08/2003

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/08/2003

Hinkley Point B

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

17/08/2003

Hinkley Point B

NR

Media interest only

17/08/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

19/08/2003

Hunterston B

NR

Media interest only

22/08/2003

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/08/2003

Hinkley Point B

NR

Conventional safety event
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Event Date
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INES
Rating
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26/08/2003

Dungeness B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

26/08/2003

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/08/2003

Barrow

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

28/08/2003

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/09/2003

Dounreay

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

01/09/2003

Torness

NR

Administration matter

02/09/2003

Hinkley Point B

NR

Conventional safety event

03/09/2003

Hinkley Point B

NR

Conventional safety event

04/09/2003

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

06/09/2003

Torness

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

07/09/2003

Hinkley Point B

NR

Conventional safety event

08/09/2003

Heysham 2

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

08/09/2003

Torness

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

09/09/2003

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

10/09/2003

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

11/09/2003

Hartlepool

NR

Conventional safety event

12/09/2003

Torness

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/09/2003

Wylfa

NR

Conventional safety event

13/09/2003

Hinkley Point B

NR

Conventional safety event

14/09/2003

Sizewell A

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

17/09/2003

Torness

NR

Media interest only

18/09/2003

Sellafield

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

20/09/2003

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

22/09/2003

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

22/09/2003

Sizewell B

0

Media interest only

23/09/2003

Trawsfynydd

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

24/09/2003

Sizewell A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety
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25/09/2003

Torness

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

26/09/2003

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/09/2003

Dungeness A

NR

Conventional safety event

01/10/2003

Hinkley Point B

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

01/10/2003

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

02/10/2003

Heysham 2

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/10/2003

Hinkley Point B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

03/10/2003

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

04/10/2003

Heysham 2

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

04/10/2003

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

05/10/2003

Sellafield

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

05/10/2003

Sellafield

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

09/10/2003

Torness

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

13/10/2003

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

14/10/2003

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

15/10/2003

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

17/10/2003

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

18/10/2003

Berkeley

0

Media interest only

18/10/2003

Hinkley Point B

0

Media interest only

19/10/2003

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

19/10/2003

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

19/10/2003

Sizewell B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

20/10/2003

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

20/10/2003

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety
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Event Date

Site

INES
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20/10/2003

Torness

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

21/10/2003

Dounreay

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

23/10/2003

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/10/2003

Devonport

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

24/10/2003

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

24/10/2003

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

24/10/2003

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

25/10/2003

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

27/10/2003

Amersham

1

Flask or package movement or transport event

28/10/2003

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

28/10/2003

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

30/10/2003

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

31/10/2003

Capenhurst

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

Nov-03

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/11/2003

Wylfa

NR

Administration matter

03/11/2003

Hinkley Point B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

04/11/2003

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

04/11/2003

Sizewell B

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

04/11/2003

Torness

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

05/11/2003

Capenhurst

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

06/11/2003

Chapelcross

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

06/11/2003

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

12/11/2003

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety
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13/11/2003

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

16/11/2003

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/11/2003

Chapelcross

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/11/2003

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

18/11/2003

Chapelcross

NR

Media interest only

20/11/2003

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

22/11/2003

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/11/2003

Hunterston B

0

Conventional safety event

25/11/2003

Sellafield

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

30/11/2003

Heysham 2

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

Dec-03

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

01/12/2003

Heysham 2

NR

Conventional safety event

01/12/2003

Hinkley Point B

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

Dec-03

Sizewell B

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

03/12/2003

Torness

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

04/12/2003

Chapelcross

NR

Media interest only

07/12/2003

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

09/12/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

09/12/2003

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

10/12/2003

Bradwell

0

Media interest only

10/12/2003

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

12/12/2003

Hunterston B

NR

Media interest only

13/12/2003

Dungeness B

2

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/12/2003

Dungeness B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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13/12/2003

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

15/12/2003

Dounreay

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

16/12/2003

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

16/12/2003

Capenhurst

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

17/12/2003

Hartlepool

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

22/12/2003

Dungeness B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

29/12/2003

Hinkley Point B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

30/12/2003

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

30/12/2003

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

30/12/2003

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/01/2004

Dungeness B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

04/01/2004

Amersham

NR

Conventional safety event

04/01/2004

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/01/2004

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

09/01/2004

Chapelcross

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

09/01/2004

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

09/01/2004

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

09/01/2004

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

10/01/2004

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

11/01/2004

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

12/01/2004

Chapelcross

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

13/01/2004

Sellafield

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

13/01/2004

Torness

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety
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14/01/2004

Springfields

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

15/01/2004

Dounreay

NR

Conventional safety event

15/01/2004

Hinkley Point B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

15/01/2004

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

15/01/2004

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

17/01/2004

Sellafield

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

19/01/2004

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

19/01/2004

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

19/01/2004

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

20/01/2004

Hunterston A

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

20/01/2004

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

20/01/2004

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

22/01/2004

Chapelcross

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

22/01/2004

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

22/01/2004

Hunterston B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

23/01/2004

Winfrith

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

25/01/2004

Sellafield

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

28/01/2004

Chapelcross

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

28/01/2004

Hinkley Point B

NR

Media interest only

29/01/2004

Hinkley Point B

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

30/01/2004

Dounreay

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

30/01/2004

Harwell

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

30/01/2004

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/02/2004

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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03/02/2004

Bradwell

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

03/02/2004

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

04/02/2004

Dounreay

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

04/02/2004

Dounreay

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

04/02/2004

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

05/02/2004

Bradwell

NR

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

06/02/2004

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

10/02/2004

Hinkley Point A

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

15/02/2004

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/02/2004

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/02/2004

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

17/02/2004

Chapelcross

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

18/02/2004

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/02/2004

Hunterston B

NR

Media interest only

24/02/2004

Heysham 2

0

Administration matter

26/02/2004

Hinkley Point B

NR

Conventional safety event

27/02/2004

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Conventional safety event

01/03/2004

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

01/03/2004

Torness

NR

Media interest only

02/03/2004

Heysham 2

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

03/03/2004

Wylfa

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

03/03/2004

Wylfa

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

05/03/2004

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

05/03/2004

Sizewell B

NR

Administration matter

06/03/2004

Hunterston B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety
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06/03/2004

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

07/03/2004

Hunterston A

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

07/03/2004

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

08/03/2004

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/03/2004

Hunterston A

0

Media interest only

10/03/2004

Bradwell

0

Media interest only

11/03/2004

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

11/03/2004

Hinkley Point B

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/03/2004

Windscale

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

15/03/2004

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

16/03/2004

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/03/2004

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

18/03/2004

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

18/03/2004

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

18/03/2004

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/03/2004

Hunterston B

NR

Media interest only

21/03/2004

Dungeness B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

22/03/2004

Hartlepool

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

23/03/2004

Devonport

NR

Conventional safety event

23/03/2004

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

24/03/2004

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

24/03/2004

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

26/03/2004

Devonport

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel
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26/03/2004

Sizewell B

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

30/03/2004

Sizewell A

NR

Conventional safety event

31/03/2004

Hunterston B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/04/2004

Berkeley

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

Apr-04

Springfields

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

02/04/2004

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

06/04/2004

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/04/2004

Hunterston B

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

08/04/2004

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

10/04/2004

Torness

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

11/04/2004

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/04/2004

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/04/2004

Sizewell A

NR

Conventional safety event

14/04/2004

Bradwell

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

14/04/2004

Hartlepool

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

19/04/2004

Heysham 1

0

Conventional safety event

19/04/2004

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

20/04/2004

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

20/04/2004

Sizewell B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

21/04/2004

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

22/04/2004

Heysham 2

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

25/04/2004

Berkeley

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

25/04/2004

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

27/04/2004

Berkeley

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)
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28/04/2004

Harwell

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

28/04/2004

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

30/04/2004

Berkeley

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

30/04/2004

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

04/05/2004

Dungeness A

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

04/05/2004

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

05/05/2004

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

05/05/2004

Torness

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

06/05/2004

Harwell

NR

Conventional safety event

06/05/2004

Hunterston B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

06/05/2004

Winfrith

NR

Conventional safety event

07/05/2004

Bradwell

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

07/05/2004

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

07/05/2004

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

09/05/2004

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

09/05/2004

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/05/2004

Hinkley Point B

0

Conventional safety event

11/05/2004

Hunterston A

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

14/05/2004

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

15/05/2004

Wylfa

0

Conventional safety event

16/05/2004

Dungeness B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

16/05/2004

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/05/2004

Hinkley Point A

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

20/05/2004

Bradwell

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)
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20/05/2004

Chapelcross

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

21/05/2004

Dungeness A

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

22/05/2004

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

27/05/2004

Bradwell

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

27/05/2004

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

27/05/2004

Hunterston B

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

04/06/2004

Berkeley

NR

Conventional safety event

04/06/2004

Sizewell A

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

07/06/2004

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/06/2004

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/06/2004

Chapelcross

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

09/06/2004

Hartlepool

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

09/06/2004

Torness

NR

Media interest only

10/06/2004

Dungeness B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/06/2004

Hartlepool

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

13/06/2004

Heysham 2

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

13/06/2004

Torness

0

Conventional safety event

14/06/2004

Devonport

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

14/06/2004

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

16/06/2004

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/06/2004

Hinkley Point B

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

17/06/2004

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

18/06/2004

Sizewell A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

19/06/2004

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material
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20/06/2004

Bradwell

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

21/06/2004

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

22/06/2004

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

23/06/2004

Harwell

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

24/06/2004

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/07/2004

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/07/2004

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

06/07/2004

Chapelcross

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

06/07/2004

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/07/2004

Bradwell

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

07/07/2004

Chapelcross

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

07/07/2004

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/07/2004

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/07/2004

Bradwell

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

10/07/2004

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/07/2004

Torness

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/07/2004

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/07/2004

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/07/2004

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/07/2004

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

14/07/2004

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

15/07/2004

Oldbury

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

20/07/2004

Berkeley

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire
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21/07/2004

Dungeness B

0

Media interest only

21/07/2004

Hinkley Point B

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

23/07/2004

Chapelcross

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

25/07/2004

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

26/07/2004

Hunterston A

0

Administration matter

27/07/2004

Sizewell A

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

30/07/2004

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

31/07/2004

Sizewell A

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

01/08/2004

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/08/2004

Bradwell

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

02/08/2004

Oldbury

1

Flask or package movement or transport event

03/08/2004

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/08/2004

Heysham 2

1

Conventional safety event

04/08/2004

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

05/08/2004

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

08/08/2004

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/08/2004

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

09/08/2004

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/08/2004

Sizewell A

NR

Media interest only

09/08/2004

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

11/08/2004

Sizewell A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

11/08/2004

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

12/08/2004

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety
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13/08/2004

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

15/08/2004

Hunterston A

0

Media interest only

15/08/2004

Sizewell A

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

16/08/2004

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

21/08/2004

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/08/2004

Hinkley Point B

NR

Media interest only

24/08/2004

Springfields

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

25/08/2004

Sizewell A

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

25/08/2004

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

26/08/2004

Hartlepool

0

Media interest only

26/08/2004

Torness

NR

Media interest only

27/08/2004

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

27/08/2004

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

02/09/2004

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

06/09/2004

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

07/09/2004

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

08/09/2004

Sizewell B

NR

Conventional safety event

09/09/2004

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/09/2004

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/09/2004

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

15/09/2004

Chapelcross

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

21/09/2004

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

23/09/2004

Sizewell B

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA
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24/09/2004

Chapelcross

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

26/09/2004

Bradwell

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

27/09/2004

Heysham 1

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

27/09/2004

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

28/09/2004

Sizewell B

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

29/09/2004

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Conventional safety event

30/09/2004

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/10/2004

Sellafield

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

02/10/2004

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/10/2004

Hartlepool

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

04/10/2004

Hunterston B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

05/10/2004

Sizewell A

NR

Media interest only

07/10/2004

Dungeness A

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

07/10/2004

Dungeness A

NR

Conventional safety event

08/10/2004

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/10/2004

Sellafield

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

10/10/2004

Hartlepool

NR

Conventional safety event

10/10/2004

Torness

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

11/10/2004

Dungeness A

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/10/2004

Berkeley

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

13/10/2004

Sizewell A

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

14/10/2004

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

14/10/2004

Sizewell B

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

15/10/2004

Heysham 1

NR

Conventional safety event

17/10/2004

Heysham 1

NR

Conventional safety event

18/10/2004

Dungeness A

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel
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18/10/2004

Heysham 1

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

18/10/2004

Springfields

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

19/10/2004

Devonport

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

19/10/2004

Dounreay

NR

Administration matter

21/10/2004

Capenhurst

NR

Conventional safety event

21/10/2004

Chapelcross

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

21/10/2004

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

21/10/2004

Wylfa

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

22/10/2004

Bradwell

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

24/10/2004

Sizewell B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

24/10/2004

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

25/10/2004

Sizewell B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

28/10/2004

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/10/2004

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

29/10/2004

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/10/2004

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/11/2004

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/11/2004

Bradwell

NR

Media interest only

03/11/2004

Chapelcross

NR

Conventional safety event

03/11/2004

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

05/11/2004

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

06/11/2004

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/11/2004

Heysham 2

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure
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12/11/2004

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

12/11/2004

Sellafield

0

Conventional safety event

15/11/2004

Dungeness A

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

17/11/2004

Bradwell

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

18/11/2004

Heysham 1

NR

Conventional safety event

18/11/2004

Heysham 2

1

Conventional safety event

18/11/2004

Hunterston A

NR

Media interest only

19/11/2004

Chapelcross

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

20/11/2004

Dungeness B

NR

Media interest only

20/11/2004

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

22/11/2004

Sellafield

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

26/11/2004

Heysham 2

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

30/11/2004

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

30/11/2004

Sizewell A

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/12/2004

Heysham 1

NR

Media interest only

02/12/2004

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/12/2004

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

03/12/2004

Torness

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

06/12/2004

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

21/12/2004

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

22/12/2004

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

26/12/2004

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

27/12/2004

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/12/2004

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

29/12/2004

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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31/12/2004

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

01/01/2005

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

Jan-05

Torness

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

06/01/2005

All BE sites

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

08/01/2005

Sellafield

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

08/01/2005

Windscale

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

12/01/2005

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/01/2005

Faslane

NR

Conventional safety event

14/01/2005

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

14/01/2005

Sellafield

0

Conventional safety event

19/01/2005

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

19/01/2005

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

19/01/2005

Hunterston B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

19/01/2005

Sellafield

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

19/01/2005

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

21/01/2005

Windscale

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

21/01/2005

Windscale

0

Media interest only

22/01/2005

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

23/01/2005

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/01/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

26/01/2005

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/01/2005

Amersham

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

28/01/2005

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety
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30/01/2005

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

31/01/2005

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

02/02/2005

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/02/2005

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/02/2005

Heysham 1

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

04/02/2005

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

11/02/2005

Heysham 1

1

Flask or package movement or transport event

12/02/2005

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/02/2005

Heysham 2

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/02/2005

Sellafield

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

15/02/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/02/2005

Sellafield

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

16/02/2005

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

17/02/2005

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

22/02/2005

Harwell

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

24/02/2005

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

24/02/2005

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

24/02/2005

Wylfa

0

Conventional safety event

25/02/2005

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

27/02/2005

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

28/02/2005

Bradwell

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

28/02/2005

Trawsfynydd

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

Mar-05

Devonport

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event
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04/03/2005

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

05/03/2005

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

07/03/2005

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

08/03/2005

Heysham 2

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

09/03/2005

Devonport

NR

Conventional safety event

10/03/2005

Hunterston B

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

10/03/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

10/03/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

11/03/2005

Hartlepool

0

Media interest only

12/03/2005

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/03/2005

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

13/03/2005

Berkeley

0

Media interest only

15/03/2005

Heysham 2

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

15/03/2005

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

15/03/2005

Trawsfynydd

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

16/03/2005

Heysham 2

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

16/03/2005

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

18/03/2005

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/03/2005

Devonport

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

20/03/2005

Barrow

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

21/03/2005

Hinkley Point B

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

22/03/2005

Torness

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

26/03/2005

Sizewell B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

31/03/2005

Hunterston B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/04/2005

Hunterston B

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

01/04/2005

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Conventional safety event

01/04/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/04/2005

Devonport

NR

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

04/04/2005

Sellafield

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

04/04/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

06/04/2005

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/04/2005

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

12/04/2005

Windscale

1

Flask or package movement or transport event

14/04/2005

Oldbury

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

14/04/2005

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

15/04/2005

Sellafield

2

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

19/04/2005

Hartlepool

0

Media interest only

19/04/2005

Hinkley Point B

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

20/04/2005

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

20/04/2005

Sellafield

3

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

22/04/2005

Harwell

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

26/04/2005

Chapelcross

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

26/04/2005

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

26/04/2005

Sellafield

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

28/04/2005

Hunterston B

1

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

04/05/2005

Devonport

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

08/05/2005

Dungeness A

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

13/05/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety
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Event Date
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16/05/2005

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

19/05/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

20/05/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

22/05/2005

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/05/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

30/05/2005

Heysham 1

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

31/05/2005

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

02/06/2005

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/06/2005

Sellafield

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

07/06/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/06/2005

Heysham 1

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

08/06/2005

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

09/06/2005

Hunterston B

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

09/06/2005

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

10/06/2005

Devonport

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

11/06/2005

Dungeness A

0

Administration matter

13/06/2005

Hartlepool

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

13/06/2005

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

14/06/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

15/06/2005

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

15/06/2005

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

17/06/2005

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

19/06/2005

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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Event Date

Site

INES
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Event Description

20/06/2005

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

21/06/2005

Devonport

NR

Conventional safety event

21/06/2005

Dounreay

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

21/06/2005

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

22/06/2005

Torness

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

30/06/2005

Barrow

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

30/06/2005

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/07/2005

Sellafield

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

01/07/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

04/07/2005

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

04/07/2005

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/07/2005

Heysham 1

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

09/07/2005

Devonport

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

09/07/2005

Hartlepool

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

09/07/2005

Heysham 1

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

10/07/2005

Torness

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

12/07/2005

Bradwell

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

13/07/2005

Heysham 2

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/07/2005

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/07/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/07/2005

Cardiff

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

14/07/2005

Heysham 2

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

18/07/2005

Berkeley

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)
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Event Date
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INES
Rating
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18/07/2005

Sellafield

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

31/07/2005

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/08/2005

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/08/2005

Heysham 1

1

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

04/08/2005

Hinkley Point B

1

Conventional safety event

08/08/2005

Sellafield

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

10/08/2005

Hartlepool

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

11/08/2005

Dounreay

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

12/08/2005

Chapelcross

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

18/08/2005

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/08/2005

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

19/08/2005

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

20/08/2005

Dounreay

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

22/08/2005

Dounreay

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

23/08/2005

Aldermaston

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

25/08/2005

Sellafield

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

26/08/2005

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/08/2005

Wylfa

0

Administration matter

30/08/2005

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

30/08/2005

Torness

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

03/09/2005

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

05/09/2005

Hartlepool

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

06/09/2005

Berkeley

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety
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Event Date
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INES
Rating

Event Description

06/09/2005

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

08/09/2005

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/09/2005

Hartlepool

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

09/09/2005

Heysham 1

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/09/2005

Torness

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

12/09/2005

Dungeness A

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/09/2005

Hunterston B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

15/09/2005

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

15/09/2005

Torness

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

16/09/2005

Oldbury

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

16/09/2005

Torness

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

19/09/2005

Chapelcross

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

20/09/2005

Dungeness B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

22/09/2005

Wylfa

0

Administration matter

24/09/2005

Hartlepool

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

26/09/2005

Dounreay

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

29/09/2005

Heysham 1

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

29/09/2005

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/10/2005

Hunterston A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

04/10/2005

Sizewell B

0

Conventional safety event

06/10/2005

Sellafield

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

06/10/2005

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

06/10/2005

Wylfa

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

07/10/2005

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety
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08/10/2005

Hinkley Point B

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

10/10/2005

Chapelcross

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

10/10/2005

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/10/2005

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/10/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/10/2005

Chapelcross

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

14/10/2005

Dounreay

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

17/10/2005

Dounreay

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

17/10/2005

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

18/10/2005

Sellafield

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

18/10/2005

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

20/10/2005

Hunterston B

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

21/10/2005

Berkeley

0

Administration matter

23/10/2005

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

24/10/2005

Chapelcross

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

24/10/2005

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/10/2005

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

25/10/2005

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

25/10/2005

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

27/10/2005

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

29/10/2005

Dungeness B

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

30/10/2005

Chapelcross

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)
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30/10/2005

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

31/10/2005

Dungeness A

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

31/10/2005

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

02/11/2005

Torness

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

04/11/2005

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/11/2005

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/11/2005

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/11/2005

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

09/11/2005

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/11/2005

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

09/11/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

11/11/2005

Barrow

NR

Conventional safety event

11/11/2005

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/11/2005

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/11/2005

Torness

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

20/11/2005

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

22/11/2005

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/11/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

24/11/2005

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/11/2005

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

29/11/2005

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

29/11/2005

Sizewell B

1

Flask or package movement or transport event

29/11/2005

Wylfa

0

Administration matter
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01/12/2005

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

Dec-05

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

04/12/2005

Sellafield

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

06/12/2005

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

07/12/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

08/12/2005

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

08/12/2005

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

10/12/2005

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

15/12/2005

Sizewell B

0

Media interest only

16/12/2005

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

21/12/2005

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

22/12/2005

Torness

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

29/12/2005

Hinkley Point A

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

04/01/2006

Harwell

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

05/01/2006

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

10/01/2006

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/01/2006

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/01/2006

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/01/2006

Sellafield

0

Media interest only

20/01/2006

Dounreay

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

21/01/2006

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/01/2006

Sellafield

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

27/01/2006

Chapelcross

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety
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28/01/2006

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

30/01/2006

Sellafield

0

Conventional safety event

01/02/2006

Devonport

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

01/02/2006

Devonport

NR

Conventional safety event

Feb-06

Sellafield

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

02/02/2006

Dounreay

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

02/02/2006

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/02/2006

Harwell

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

13/02/2006

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

14/02/2006

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

16/02/2006

Winfrith

0

Conventional safety event

17/02/2006

Windscale

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

18/02/2006

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

18/02/2006

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

19/02/2006

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/02/2006

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

20/02/2006

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

20/02/2006

Hunterston B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

22/02/2006

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

23/02/2006

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

23/02/2006

Wylfa

0

Media interest only

27/02/2006

Heysham 2

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

02/03/2006

Oldbury

1

Media interest only
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03/03/2006

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/03/2006

Sizewell B

0

Conventional safety event

04/03/2006

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/03/2006

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/03/2006

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/03/2006

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

22/03/2006

Hunterston B

0

Media interest only

24/03/2006

Dounreay

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

24/03/2006

Hunterston B

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

27/03/2006

Dounreay

NR

Media interest only

03/04/2006

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/04/2006

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/04/2006

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/04/2006

Dounreay

NR

Administration matter

11/04/2006

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

12/04/2006

Dounreay

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

12/04/2006

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/04/2006

All BE sites

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

14/04/2006

Dounreay

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

19/04/2006

Sellafield

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

20/04/2006

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

20/04/2006

Sellafield

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

20/04/2006

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety
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21/04/2006

Springfields

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

24/04/2006

Dounreay

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

26/04/2006

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/04/2006

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/05/2006

Barrow

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

01/05/2006

Hinkley Point B

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

May-06

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

07/05/2006

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

08/05/2006

Sizewell B

1

Conventional safety event

08/05/2006

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

11/05/2006

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/05/2006

Hinkley Point B

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

17/05/2006

Torness

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

18/05/2006

Torness

1

Flask or package movement or transport event

18/05/2006

Wylfa

0

Media interest only

20/05/2006

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

21/05/2006

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

22/05/2006

Sizewell A

0

Media interest only

25/05/2006

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

29/05/2006

Barrow

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

30/05/2006

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

30/05/2006

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

Jun-06

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

01/06/2006

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/06/2006

Devonport

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

03/06/2006

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/06/2006

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/06/2006

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

05/06/2006

Torness

1

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

06/06/2006

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

08/06/2006

Dounreay

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

09/06/2006

Hartlepool

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

12/06/2006

Oldbury

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

19/06/2006

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

20/06/2006

Torness

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

21/06/2006

Wylfa

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

23/06/2006

Hinkley Point B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/06/2006

Hartlepool

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

25/06/2006

Heysham 1

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

27/06/2006

Hartlepool

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/06/2006

Aldermaston

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

29/06/2006

Devonport

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

29/06/2006

Windscale

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

30/06/2006

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

30/06/2006

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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Event Date
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INES
Rating

Event Description

Jul-06

Dounreay

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

01/07/2006

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/07/2006

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/07/2006

Hunterston B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/07/2006

Windscale

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

04/07/2006

Dounreay

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

05/07/2006

Devonport

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

06/07/2006

Hartlepool

0

Media interest only

07/07/2006

Sellafield

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

11/07/2006

Dounreay

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

15/07/2006

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

16/07/2006

Sizewell A

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

17/07/2006

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

20/07/2006

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

23/07/2006

Hunterston B

0

Media interest only

23/07/2006

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

02/08/2006

Torness

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

06/08/2006

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

07/08/2006

Oldbury

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

09/08/2006

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/08/2006

Sellafield

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

10/08/2006

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

14/08/2006

Trawsfynydd

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety
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Event Date
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INES
Rating
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14/08/2006

Trawsfynydd

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

17/08/2006

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

17/08/2006

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/08/2006

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

25/08/2006

Heysham 2

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

25/08/2006

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

30/08/2006

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

30/08/2006

Hartlepool

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

31/08/2006

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

01/09/2006

Torness

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

02/09/2006

Torness

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

06/09/2006

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/09/2006

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

11/09/2006

Sellafield

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/09/2006

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/09/2006

Chapelcross

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

13/09/2006

Windscale

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

21/09/2006

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

21/09/2006

Wylfa

0

Administration matter

22/09/2006

Berkeley

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

23/09/2006

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

25/09/2006

Devonport

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

02/10/2006

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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04/10/2006

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

05/10/2006

Sellafield

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

06/10/2006

Hinkley Point B

0

Conventional safety event

10/10/2006

Torness

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

11/10/2006

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

15/10/2006

Sizewell A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

16/10/2006

Dungeness A

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/10/2006

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/10/2006

Hinkley Point B

0

Conventional safety event

20/10/2006

Hinkley Point B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

20/10/2006

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

21/10/2006

Hinkley Point B

0

Conventional safety event

24/10/2006

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

25/10/2006

Hartlepool

0

Media interest only

26/10/2006

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

30/10/2006

Torness

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

01/11/2006

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/11/2006

Imperial
College

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

08/11/2006

Barrow

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

21/11/2006

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

22/11/2006

Dounreay

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

22/11/2006

Sellafield

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

23/11/2006

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

23/11/2006

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel
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25/11/2006

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

27/11/2006

Sellafield

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

29/11/2006

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

29/11/2006

Sellafield

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

30/11/2006

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/12/2006

Windscale

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

03/12/2006

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

06/12/2006

Faslane

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

08/12/2006

Amersham

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

11/12/2006

Devonport

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

11/12/2006

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

16/12/2006

Hunterston B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

Jan-07

Hunterston B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

03/01/2007

Aldermaston

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/01/2007

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/01/2007

Aldermaston

NR

Conventional safety event

04/01/2007

Aldermaston

NR

Conventional safety event

06/01/2007

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

07/01/2007

Sizewell A

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

10/01/2007

Sellafield

NR

Administration matter

12/01/2007

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

12/01/2007

Windscale

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/01/2007

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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Event Date
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18/01/2007

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

18/01/2007

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

18/01/2007

Sellafield

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

26/01/2007

Wylfa

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

27/01/2007

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

29/01/2007

Barrow

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

29/01/2007

Sellafield

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

30/01/2007

Dounreay

NR

Conventional safety event

30/01/2007

Hinkley Point B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

31/01/2007

Heysham 2

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

01/02/2007

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/02/2007

Hinkley Point B

1

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

02/02/2007

Sizewell A

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

05/02/2007

Dounreay

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

06/02/2007

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

07/02/2007

Wylfa

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

12/02/2007

Oldbury

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/02/2007

Oldbury

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

14/02/2007

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

22/02/2007

Heysham 1

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

24/02/2007

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

28/02/2007

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/03/2007

Hinkley Point B

0

Conventional safety event

07/03/2007

Sellafield

NR

Administration matter
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Event Date
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09/03/2007

Dounreay

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

09/03/2007

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

12/03/2007

Hinkley Point B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

13/03/2007

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

18/03/2007

Faslane

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

20/03/2007

Windscale

NR

Media interest only

23/03/2007

Hartlepool

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

24/03/2007

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

26/03/2007

Dungeness B

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

28/03/2007

Windscale

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

02/04/2007

Dungeness B

0

Conventional safety event

03/04/2007

Hunterston B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

03/04/2007

Hunterston B

0

Conventional safety event

12/04/2007

Dounreay

NR

Conventional safety event

15/04/2007

Torness

1

Flask or package movement or transport event

17/04/2007

Dungeness B

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

24/04/2007

Heysham 2

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

26/04/2007

Hartlepool

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

26/04/2007

Oldbury

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

26/04/2007

Oldbury

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

27/04/2007

Hinkley Point B

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

28/04/2007

Dungeness B

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

01/05/2007

Heysham 1

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

May-07

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety
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08/05/2007

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

09/05/2007

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

11/05/2007

Sellafield

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

14/05/2007

Hinkley Point B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

16/05/2007

Heysham 1

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

18/05/2007

Aldermaston

NR

Media interest only

20/05/2007

Dounreay

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

21/05/2007

Dounreay

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

21/05/2007

Wylfa

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

23/05/2007

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

25/05/2007

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

30/05/2007

Oldbury

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

01/06/2007

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/06/2007

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

02/06/2007

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/06/2007

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

10/06/2007

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

12/06/2007

Hunterston B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

12/06/2007

Sellafield

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

16/06/2007

Heysham 1

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

19/06/2007

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/06/2007

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

20/06/2007

Dounreay

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

20/06/2007

Oldbury

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation
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20/06/2007

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/06/2007

Dungeness A

0

Media interest only

28/06/2007

Dounreay

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

28/06/2007

Hinkley Point A

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

Jul-07

Dungeness B

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

03/07/2007

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

08/07/2007

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

09/07/2007

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

09/07/2007

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

11/07/2007

Sellafield

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

13/07/2007

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

27/07/2007

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

30/07/2007

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

31/07/2007

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/08/2007

Torness

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

06/08/2007

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

07/08/2007

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

12/08/2007

Heysham 2

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

15/08/2007

Wylfa

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/08/2007

Hunterston B

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

21/08/2007

Aldermaston

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

21/08/2007

Dounreay

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

23/08/2007

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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24/08/2007

Dounreay

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

24/08/2007

Sellafield

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

29/08/2007

Hartlepool

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

29/08/2007

Vulcan

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

31/08/2007

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

05/09/2007

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/09/2007

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

10/09/2007

Dungeness B

0

Conventional safety event

10/09/2007

Harwell

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/09/2007

Aldermaston

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/09/2007

Berkeley

NR

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

13/09/2007

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

16/09/2007

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

18/09/2007

Hunterston B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

18/09/2007

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

19/09/2007

Hartlepool

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

19/09/2007

Hartlepool

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

19/09/2007

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

19/09/2007

Wylfa

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

24/09/2007

Dungeness B

1

Conventional safety event

25/09/2007

Heysham 1

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

26/09/2007

Dungeness B

0

Conventional safety event

28/09/2007

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/10/2007

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/10/2007

Imperial
College

NR

Administration matter

03/10/2007

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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04/10/2007

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

10/10/2007

Hartlepool

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/10/2007

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

11/10/2007

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

16/10/2007

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/10/2007

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

19/10/2007

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

20/10/2007

Hartlepool

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

23/10/2007

Oldbury

0

Conventional safety event

23/10/2007

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

05/11/2007

Dounreay

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

05/11/2007

Sellafield

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

05/11/2007

Sellafield

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

14/11/2007

Sellafield

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

15/11/2007

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

15/11/2007

Hinkley Point B

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

15/11/2007

Torness

NR

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/11/2007

Devonport

NR

Conventional safety event

20/11/2007

Hunterston B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

21/11/2007

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

21/11/2007

Dungeness B

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

27/11/2007

Hunterston B

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

28/11/2007

Sellafield

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety
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01/12/2007

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

Dec-07

Torness

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

05/12/2007

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

07/12/2007

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

10/12/2007

Amersham

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

12/12/2007

Dounreay

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

13/12/2007

Oldbury

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

14/12/2007

Hartlepool

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

19/12/2007

Sellafield

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

20/12/2007

All BE sites

1

Flask or package movement or transport event

26/12/2007

Chapelcross

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

07/01/2008

Dounreay

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

10/01/2008

Aldermaston

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

15/01/2008

Heysham 2

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

17/01/2008

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/01/2008

Hartlepool

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

19/01/2008

Sizewell B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

22/01/2008

Capenhurst

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

22/01/2008

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/01/2008

Hartlepool

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

23/01/2008

Heysham 2

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

23/01/2008

Wylfa

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

25/01/2008

Hartlepool

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

28/01/2008

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation
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29/01/2008

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

31/01/2008

Hunterston A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

31/01/2008

Wylfa

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

04/02/2008

Sellafield

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

05/02/2008

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/02/2008

Hartlepool

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

07/02/2008

Oldbury

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

19/02/2008

Torness

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

20/02/2008

Hunterston A

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

20/02/2008

Torness

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

21/02/2008

Aldermaston

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

21/02/2008

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

21/02/2008

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

25/02/2008

Devonport

NR

Conventional safety event

25/02/2008

Torness

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

27/02/2008

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

28/02/2008

Hinkley Point B

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

02/03/2008

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/03/2008

Dungeness B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

12/03/2008

Wylfa

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

14/03/2008

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

15/03/2008

Devonport

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

19/03/2008

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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19/03/2008

Sellafield

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

21/03/2008

Hunterston B

0

Conventional safety event

01/04/2008

Wylfa

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

02/04/2008

Torness

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

03/04/2008

Hinkley Point A

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

09/04/2008

Bradwell

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

10/04/2008

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

10/04/2008

Sellafield

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

12/04/2008

Sizewell A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/04/2008

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/04/2008

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/04/2008

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

16/04/2008

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

16/04/2008

Sizewell B

0

Media interest only

17/04/2008

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/04/2008

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

22/04/2008

Heysham 1

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

23/04/2008

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

30/04/2008

Dounreay

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

30/04/2008

Heysham 1

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

03/05/2008

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

07/05/2008

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

08/05/2008

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

15/05/2008

Hartlepool

0

Conventional safety event
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19/05/2008

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

21/05/2008

Chapelcross

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

27/05/2008

Sizewell B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/05/2008

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/05/2008

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/05/2008

Trawsfynydd

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

30/05/2008

Sellafield

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/06/2008

Hinkley Point B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/06/2008

Sellafield

0

Conventional safety event

15/06/2008

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

18/06/2008

Hunterston A

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

18/06/2008

Sellafield

0

Conventional safety event

20/06/2008

Hartlepool

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

20/06/2008

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

21/06/2008

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

22/06/2008

Heysham 1

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/06/2008

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

25/06/2008

Hinkley Point B

0

Conventional safety event

26/06/2008

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/07/2008

Sizewell B

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

03/07/2008

Dounreay

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

03/07/2008

Hartlepool

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

06/07/2008

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

09/07/2008

Dungeness B

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation
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18/07/2008

Trawsfynydd

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

26/07/2008

Heysham 1

0

Conventional safety event

26/07/2008

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

Aug-08

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

01/08/2008

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

01/08/2008

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

05/08/2008

Heysham 1

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

07/08/2008

Wylfa

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

11/08/2008

Hinkley Point B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/08/2008

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

15/08/2008

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

16/08/2008

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

23/08/2008

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/09/2008

Hunterston B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

03/09/2008

Heysham 2

0

Conventional safety event

03/09/2008

Torness

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

10/09/2008

Torness

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

11/09/2008

Sellafield

NR

Media interest only

16/09/2008

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/09/2008

Torness

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

18/09/2008

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/09/2008

Sellafield

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

19/09/2008

Sellafield

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety
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19/09/2008

Sizewell B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/09/2008

Trawsfynydd

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

23/09/2008

Sizewell B

0

Media interest only

24/09/2008

Trawsfynydd

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

25/09/2008

Aldermaston

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

25/09/2008

Sizewell B

0

Media interest only

26/09/2008

Oldbury

0

Media interest only

29/09/2008

Aldermaston

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

30/09/2008

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

02/10/2008

Hinkley Point A

0

Conventional safety event

02/10/2008

Trawsfynydd

0

Administration matter

03/10/2008

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

06/10/2008

Chapelcross

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

07/10/2008

Heysham 2

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

07/10/2008

Wylfa

0

Conventional safety event

08/10/2008

Aldermaston

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

08/10/2008

Hinkley Point B

0

Conventional safety event

08/10/2008

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

09/10/2008

Heysham 2

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

14/10/2008

Hinkley Point B

0

Administration matter

14/10/2008

Hinkley Point B

NR

Conventional safety event

16/10/2008

Trawsfynydd

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

20/10/2008

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

21/10/2008

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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23/10/2008

Heysham 1

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

24/10/2008

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/10/2008

Sizewell B

0

Media interest only

28/10/2008

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/11/2008

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/11/2008

Sellafield

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

05/11/2008

Wylfa

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

06/11/2008

Devonport

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

06/11/2008

Sellafield

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

08/11/2008

Burghfield

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

08/11/2008

Sizewell B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

18/11/2008

Barrow

NR

Conventional safety event

21/11/2008

Sellafield

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

27/11/2008

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

02/12/2008

Hartlepool

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

03/12/2008

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

03/12/2008

Heysham 2

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

06/12/2008

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/12/2008

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

22/12/2008

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

23/12/2008

Torness

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

Jan-09

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/01/2009

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/01/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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03/01/2009

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

05/01/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/01/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

15/01/2009

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

21/01/2009

Torness

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

23/01/2009

Sellafield

2

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

27/01/2009

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/01/2009

Chapelcross

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

28/01/2009

Hunterston A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

28/01/2009

Hunterston A

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

28/01/2009

Capenhurst

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

29/01/2009

Sizewell B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

31/01/2009

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

03/02/2009

Dungeness B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

03/02/2009

Sellafield

1

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

05/02/2009

Heysham 1

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

06/02/2009

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

10/02/2009

Sellafield

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

13/02/2009

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/02/2009

Heysham 1

0

Conventional safety event

18/02/2009

Heysham 2

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

19/02/2009

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/02/2009

Sellafield

NR

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications
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21/02/2009

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

25/02/2009

Sellafield

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

09/03/2009

Aldermaston

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

10/03/2009

Devonport

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

12/03/2009

Heysham 1

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

18/03/2009

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

19/03/2009

Aldermaston

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

19/03/2009

Heysham 2

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

19/03/2009

Sellafield

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

20/03/2009

Hunterston B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

26/03/2009

Torness

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

27/03/2009

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

29/03/2009

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/03/2009

Heysham 2

1

Administration matter

31/03/2009

Hunterston A

0

Administration matter

31/03/2009

Sellafield

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/04/2009

Sellafield

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

03/04/2009

Aldermaston

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

03/04/2009

Torness

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

04/04/2009

Heysham 1

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

05/04/2009

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

18/04/2009

Barrow

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

19/04/2009

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

24/04/2009

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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28/04/2009

Heysham 1

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

28/04/2009

Sizewell A

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

29/04/2009

Oldbury

1

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

30/04/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/05/2009

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/05/2009

Trawsfynydd

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

May-09

Wylfa

0

Conventional safety event

05/05/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

07/05/2009

Heysham 2

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/05/2009

Barrow

NR

Conventional safety event

12/05/2009

Hunterston A

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/05/2009

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

12/05/2009

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

13/05/2009

Aldermaston

NR

Conventional safety event

13/05/2009

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

14/05/2009

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

15/05/2009

Hunterston B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

16/05/2009

Sellafield

NR

Media interest only

16/05/2009

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

18/05/2009

Wylfa

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

19/05/2009

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

21/05/2009

Devonport

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

26/05/2009

Heysham 1

0

Conventional safety event

28/05/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation
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28/05/2009

Sellafield

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

08/06/2009

Heysham 2

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

10/06/2009

Wylfa

0

Administration matter

11/06/2009

Heysham 2

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

15/06/2009

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

17/06/2009

Devonport

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

25/06/2009

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/06/2009

Aldermaston

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

29/06/2009

Dungeness B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

29/06/2009

Dungeness B

2

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

01/07/2009

Wylfa

0

Administration matter

08/07/2009

Torness

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

11/07/2009

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/07/2009

Chapelcross

0

Administration matter

13/07/2009

Dungeness B

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

13/07/2009

Sellafield

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

14/07/2009

Dungeness B

0

Media interest only

15/07/2009

Heysham 2

NR

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

16/07/2009

Hinkley Point B

1

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

22/07/2009

Sellafield

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

23/07/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Conventional safety event

23/07/2009

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

24/07/2009

Capenhurst

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

25/07/2009

Hartlepool

1

Conventional safety event

29/07/2009

Bradwell

0

Administration matter
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30/07/2009

Low Level
Waste
Repository

NR

Conventional safety event

31/07/2009

Sizewell A

0

Media interest only

04/08/2009

Hartlepool

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

07/08/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

10/08/2009

Hunterston B

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

10/08/2009

Hunterston B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

12/08/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

14/08/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

18/08/2009

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

18/08/2009

Sizewell A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

24/08/2009

Hinkley Point B

1

Media interest only

28/08/2009

Hartlepool

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

28/08/2009

Hartlepool

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

10/09/2009

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

10/09/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

12/09/2009

Heysham 1

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

12/09/2009

Heysham 2

NR

Conventional safety event

12/09/2009

Sellafield

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

14/09/2009

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

17/09/2009

Dungeness A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

18/09/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

19/09/2009

Sizewell B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

21/09/2009

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

28/09/2009

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

30/09/2009

Hartlepool

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications
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01/10/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/10/2009

Burghfield

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

10/10/2009

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

14/10/2009

Heysham 2

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

15/10/2009

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

18/10/2009

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

20/10/2009

Dungeness B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

23/10/2009

Aldermaston

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

30/10/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/11/2009

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/11/2009

Hunterston B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/11/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

11/11/2009

Sizewell B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

12/11/2009

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

16/11/2009

Hinkley Point B

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

20/11/2009

Lillyhall Metals

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

23/11/2009

Dungeness B

1

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

25/11/2009

Dounreay

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

25/11/2009

Heysham 1

0

Conventional safety event

06/12/2009

Wylfa

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

09/12/2009

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

11/12/2009

Heysham 1

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

16/12/2009

Capenhurst

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety
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16/12/2009

Urenco

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

21/12/2009

Heysham 1

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

21/12/2009

Sizewell A

0

Conventional safety event

24/12/2009

Heysham 1

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

24/12/2009

Sizewell A

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

05/01/2010

Springfields

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

07/01/2010

Hartlepool

NR

Conventional safety event

07/01/2010

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

08/01/2010

Dungeness B

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

08/01/2010

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/01/2010

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/01/2010

Bradwell

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

13/01/2010

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/01/2010

Harwell

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

18/01/2010

Oldbury

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

22/01/2010

Sellafield

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

26/01/2010

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/01/2010

Dungeness B

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

01/02/2010

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/02/2010

Oldbury

NR

Media interest only

02/02/2010

Torness

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

05/02/2010

Chapelcross

0

Media interest only

05/02/2010

Sizewell B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire
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10/02/2010

Dungeness A

1

Flask or package movement or transport event

12/02/2010

Heysham 2

0

Conventional safety event

15/02/2010

Hartlepool

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

16/02/2010

Oldbury

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

17/02/2010

Hinkley Point B

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

19/02/2010

All BE sites

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

22/02/2010

Aldermaston

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

22/02/2010

Hartlepool

NR

Conventional safety event

22/02/2010

Sizewell A

NR

Media interest only

22/02/2010

Sizewell B

NR

Media interest only

23/02/2010

Sellafield

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

25/02/2010

Devonport

NR

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

27/02/2010

Bradwell

NR

Administration matter

28/02/2010

Hunterston B

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

01/03/2010

Heysham 2

NR

Media interest only

02/03/2010

Dungeness B

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

02/03/2010

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/03/2010

Dungeness B

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

03/03/2010

Sizewell B

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

04/03/2010

Hinkley Point B

NR

Conventional safety event

07/03/2010

Trawsfynydd

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

09/03/2010

Torness

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/03/2010

Torness

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

13/03/2010

Oldbury

NR

Media interest only

15/03/2010

Heysham 2

NR

Conventional safety event

17/03/2010

Hunterston B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

17/03/2010

Sizewell B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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17/03/2010

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

27/03/2010

Chapelcross

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

29/03/2010

Heysham 2

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

31/03/2010

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/04/2010

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

04/04/2010

Heysham 2

NR

Conventional safety event

08/04/2010

Hartlepool

NR

Media interest only

13/04/2010

Berkeley

NR

Administration matter

13/04/2010

Bradwell

NR

Administration matter

14/04/2010

Heysham 1

0

Conventional safety event

14/04/2010

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/04/2010

Dungeness A

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

19/04/2010

Hinkley Point B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

19/04/2010

Sizewell A

NR

Administration matter

20/04/2010

Sellafield

1

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

21/04/2010

Hartlepool

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

21/04/2010

Low Level
Waste
Repository

NR

Media interest only

22/04/2010

Lillyhall Metals

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

22/04/2010

Wylfa

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

25/04/2010

Sizewell B

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

30/04/2010

Hartlepool

0

Conventional safety event

04/05/2010

Bradwell

0

Media interest only

06/05/2010

Devonport

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/05/2010

Heysham 1

NR

Conventional safety event

07/05/2010

Heysham 2

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/05/2010

Dungeness B

NR

Conventional safety event
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13/05/2010

Aldermaston

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

13/05/2010

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/05/2010

Sizewell A

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

16/05/2010

Dungeness B

NR

Conventional safety event

17/05/2010

Devonport

NR

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

17/05/2010

Low Level
Waste
Repository

NR

Media interest only

18/05/2010

Aldermaston

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/05/2010

Bradwell

0

Media interest only

25/05/2010

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

26/05/2010

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

27/05/2010

Bradwell

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

27/05/2010

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

27/05/2010

Bradwell

NR

Administration matter

28/05/2010

Dounreay

1

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

29/05/2010

Sizewell B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

01/06/2010

Wylfa

NR

Administration matter

02/06/2010

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

02/06/2010

Sizewell A

NR

Administration matter

03/06/2010

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

06/06/2010

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

06/06/2010

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

06/06/2010

Wylfa

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

08/06/2010

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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08/06/2010

Heysham 1

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

10/06/2010

Aldermaston

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

14/06/2010

Berkeley

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

14/06/2010

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

18/06/2010

Hunterston A

0

Administration matter

18/06/2010

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

20/06/2010

Hartlepool

NR

Conventional safety event

21/06/2010

Torness

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

22/06/2010

Heysham 2

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

22/06/2010

Wylfa

0

Administration matter

23/06/2010

Torness

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

24/06/2010

Bradwell

NR

Administration matter

24/06/2010

Devonport

NR

Media interest only

02/07/2010

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/07/2010

Sizewell B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

04/07/2010

Bradwell

NR

Media interest only

07/07/2010

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

08/07/2010

Sellafield

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

08/07/2010

Sizewell A

NR

Administration matter

09/07/2010

Heysham 1

NR

Conventional safety event

10/07/2010

Sizewell A

NR

Administration matter

16/07/2010

Heysham 1

NR

Conventional safety event

18/07/2010

Sizewell A

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

20/07/2010

Sizewell A

NR

Administration matter

21/07/2010

Trawsfynydd

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

24/07/2010

Torness

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

27/07/2010

Hartlepool

0

Media interest only
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28/07/2010

Sizewell A

NR

Administration matter

01/08/2010

Oldbury

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

02/08/2010

Oldbury

NR

Media interest only

03/08/2010

Hinkley Point B

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

03/08/2010

Aldermaston

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

04/08/2010

Hunterston A

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

04/08/2010

Sizewell A

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

08/08/2010

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/08/2010

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/08/2010

Sizewell A

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

09/08/2010

Berkeley

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

16/08/2010

Sellafield

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

16/08/2010

Sizewell B

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

22/08/2010

Heysham 2

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

24/08/2010

Aldermaston

NR

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

24/08/2010

Hunterston B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/08/2010

Sellafield

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

25/08/2010

Aldermaston

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

26/08/2010

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

26/08/2010

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

26/08/2010

Hinkley Point B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

30/08/2010

Torness

0

Conventional safety event

31/08/2010

Heysham 1

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/09/2010

Aldermaston

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety
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02/09/2010

Heysham 2

0

Conventional safety event

02/09/2010

Wylfa

NR

Administration matter

03/09/2010

Hartlepool

NR

Flask or package movement or transport event

07/09/2010

Berkeley

NR

Administration matter

07/09/2010

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

08/09/2010

Berkeley

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

12/09/2010

Hinkley Point B

NR

Media interest only

13/09/2010

Torness

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/09/2010

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

15/09/2010

Sizewell B

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

15/09/2010

Torness

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

20/09/2010

Berkeley

NR

Administration matter

20/09/2010

Heysham 2

NR

Conventional safety event

22/09/2010

Sizewell B

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

24/09/2010

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/09/2010

Devonport

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

28/09/2010

Sizewell B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

30/09/2010

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

30/09/2010

Sellafield

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

30/09/2010

Wylfa

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

04/10/2010

Hinkley Point A

0

Media interest only

04/10/2010

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

08/10/2010

Sellafield

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

11/10/2010

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

12/10/2010

Heysham 2

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

13/10/2010

Dungeness A

NR

Media interest only

13/10/2010

Hunterston B

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)
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14/10/2010

Bradwell

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

14/10/2010

Heysham 1

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

20/10/2010

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

20/10/2010

Urenco

0

Conventional safety event

22/10/2010

Dungeness A

NR

Conventional safety event

23/10/2010

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

25/10/2010

Hinkley Point B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

26/10/2010

Hunterston B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

27/10/2010

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/11/2010

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/11/2010

Dungeness A

NR

Conventional safety event

03/11/2010

Sellafield

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

04/11/2010

Hunterston A

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

04/11/2010

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

05/11/2010

Sizewell B

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

06/11/2010

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

10/11/2010

Chapelcross

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

10/11/2010

Harwell

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

11/11/2010

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/11/2010

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

13/11/2010

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

14/11/2010

Sizewell A

NR

Media interest only

17/11/2010

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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19/11/2010

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

20/11/2010

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/11/2010

Heysham 2

NR

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

23/11/2010

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/11/2010

Aldermaston

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

24/11/2010

Heysham 2

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

25/11/2010

Torness

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

29/11/2010

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/12/2010

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

07/12/2010

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

07/12/2010

Heysham 2

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

07/12/2010

Torness

NR

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

11/12/2010

Sizewell A

NR

Administration matter

13/12/2010

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

14/12/2010

Heysham 2

NR

Conventional safety event

15/12/2010

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

15/12/2010

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

18/12/2010

Sizewell A

NR

Administration matter

21/12/2010

Hartlepool

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

21/12/2010

Sellafield

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

21/12/2010

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/12/2010

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/12/2010

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/12/2010

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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Event Date
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01/01/2011

Sellafield

1

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

05/01/2011

Chapelcross

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

05/01/2011

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

06/01/2011

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/01/2011

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

08/01/2011

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

10/01/2011

Hartlepool

NR

Conventional safety event

11/01/2011

Heysham 2

NR

Administration matter

11/01/2011

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

14/01/2011

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

14/01/2011

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

16/01/2011

Hunterston A

NR

Conventional safety event

16/01/2011

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

17/01/2011

Dounreay

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

17/01/2011

Dungeness A

NR

Conventional safety event

17/01/2011

Hinkley Point B

0

Administration matter

20/01/2011

Hunterston A

0

Conventional safety event

20/01/2011

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

21/01/2011

Bradwell

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

21/01/2011

Hartlepool

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

24/01/2011

Hartlepool

NR

Conventional safety event

24/01/2011

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

31/01/2011

Berkeley

NR

Administration matter

01/02/2011

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

01/02/2011

Sizewell B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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02/02/2011

Sellafield

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

02/02/2011

Sizewell A

NR

Media interest only

03/02/2011

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/02/2011

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/02/2011

Chapelcross

NR

Conventional safety event

09/02/2011

Torness

NR

Media interest only

14/02/2011

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

15/02/2011

Dungeness A

NR

Conventional safety event

18/02/2011

Dungeness B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

21/02/2011

Aldermaston

NR

Administration matter

21/02/2011

Torness

1

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

22/02/2011

Hartlepool

1

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

23/02/2011

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

24/02/2011

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

25/02/2011

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

28/02/2011

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

01/03/2011

Sizewell A

NR

Administration matter

02/03/2011

Hartlepool

NR

Conventional safety event

08/03/2011

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

11/03/2011

Bradwell

0

Administration matter

14/03/2011

Bradwell

NR

Administration matter

17/03/2011

Oldbury

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

18/03/2011

Wylfa

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

21/03/2011

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

23/03/2011

Heysham 2

NR

Administration matter

23/03/2011

Wylfa

NR

Conventional safety event

24/03/2011

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

27/03/2011

Wylfa

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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30/03/2011

Wylfa

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

02/04/2011

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

05/04/2011

Oldbury

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

05/04/2011

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/04/2011

Sizewell B

NR

Conventional safety event

19/04/2011

Sizewell B

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

20/04/2011

Wylfa

0

Media interest only

21/04/2011

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

26/04/2011

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

26/04/2011

Heysham 2

NR

Media interest only

27/04/2011

Oldbury

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

27/04/2011

Wylfa

NR

Administration matter

28/04/2011

Hinkley Point B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

02/05/2011

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/05/2011

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/05/2011

Heysham 1

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

05/05/2011

Sellafield

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

05/05/2011

Sellafield

NR

Conventional safety event

05/05/2011

Trawsfynydd

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

06/05/2011

Wylfa

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/05/2011

Sizewell A

NR

Administration matter

09/05/2011

Dungeness A

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

09/05/2011

Heysham 2

0

Conventional safety event

09/05/2011

Sellafield

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

13/05/2011

Hartlepool

NR

Conventional safety event

13/05/2011

Sellafield

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications
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17/05/2011

Sizewell A

NR

Media interest only

18/05/2011

Sellafield

NR

Administration matter

20/05/2011

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

20/05/2011

Sellafield

NR

Administration matter

23/05/2011

Dounreay

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

23/05/2011

Heysham 2

NR

Media interest only

25/05/2011

Sellafield

NR

Administration matter

26/05/2011

Dungeness A

NR

Media interest only

26/05/2011

Oldbury

NR

Media interest only

28/05/2011

Aldermaston

NR

Conventional safety event

31/05/2011

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

31/05/2011

Hartlepool

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/06/2011

Sizewell A

NR

Administration matter

06/06/2011

Devonport

NR

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

06/06/2011

Hinkley Point B

NR

Media interest only

07/06/2011

Torness

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

09/06/2011

Dungeness A

NR

Media interest only

13/06/2011

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

22/06/2011

Dungeness A

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

28/06/2011

Hinkley Point A

NR

Administration matter

28/06/2011

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/06/2011

Trawsfynydd

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

30/06/2011

Burghfield

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

30/06/2011

Hinkley Point A

NR

Conventional safety event

01/07/2011

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/07/2011

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly
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02/07/2011

Heysham 2

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

05/07/2011

Chapelcross

NR

Conventional safety event

05/07/2011

Low Level
Waste
Repository

NR

Conventional safety event

06/07/2011

Torness

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/07/2011

Chapelcross

NR

Conventional safety event

10/07/2011

Heysham 2

NR

Conventional safety event

11/07/2011

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

13/07/2011

Berkeley

0

Conventional safety event

14/07/2011

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

15/07/2011

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

18/07/2011

Oldbury

NR

Conventional safety event

18/07/2011

Sellafield

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

19/07/2011

Bradwell

NR

Administration matter

19/07/2011

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

21/07/2011

Torness

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

22/07/2011

Dungeness A

NR

Conventional safety event

22/07/2011

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

23/07/2011

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

25/07/2011

Harwell

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

26/07/2011

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

26/07/2011

Trawsfynydd

0

Conventional safety event

26/07/2011

Trawsfynydd

NR

Conventional safety event

28/07/2011

Hunterston A

NR

Conventional safety event

29/07/2011

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

29/07/2011

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

30/07/2011

Sizewell A

NR

Conventional safety event
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01/08/2011

Sizewell A

NR

Conventional safety event

02/08/2011

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

03/08/2011

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

04/08/2011

Oldbury

NR

Conventional safety event

04/08/2011

Torness

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

10/08/2011

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

10/08/2011

Dungeness A

NR

Conventional safety event

11/08/2011

Sellafield

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

14/08/2011

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

15/08/2011

Dungeness B

0

Media interest only

16/08/2011

Chapelcross

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

16/08/2011

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

16/08/2011

Sizewell B

NR

Conventional safety event

17/08/2011

Sizewell B

NR

Conventional safety event

18/08/2011

Burghfield

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

18/08/2011

Oldbury

NR

Conventional safety event

19/08/2011

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

24/08/2011

Hartlepool

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

24/08/2011

Oldbury

NR

Conventional safety event

25/08/2011

Torness

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

26/08/2011

Hinkley Point B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

27/08/2011

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

30/08/2011

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

30/08/2011

Sizewell B

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

31/08/2011

Aldermaston

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/09/2011

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

01/09/2011

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/09/2011

Sizewell A

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

06/09/2011

Sizewell A

NR

Conventional safety event
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07/09/2011

Hinkley Point A

NR

Conventional safety event

07/09/2011

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

07/09/2011

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

07/09/2011

Wylfa

NR

Conventional safety event

08/09/2011

Wylfa

NR

Conventional safety event

09/09/2011

Aldermaston

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

09/09/2011

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

10/09/2011

Sizewell A

NR

Conventional safety event

12/09/2011

Trawsfynydd

NR

Conventional safety event

17/09/2011

Hunterston A

NR

Conventional safety event

17/09/2011

Sizewell B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

19/09/2011

Dungeness A

NR

Conventional safety event

19/09/2011

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

19/09/2011

Hunterston B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/09/2011

Wylfa

NR

Conventional safety event

20/09/2011

Oldbury

NR

Conventional safety event

22/09/2011

Aldermaston

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

22/09/2011

Wylfa

NR

Conventional safety event

23/09/2011

Sellafield

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

23/09/2011

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

26/09/2011

Dungeness A

0

Conventional safety event

27/09/2011

Trawsfynydd

NR

Conventional safety event

27/09/2011

Wylfa

NR

Conventional safety event

28/09/2011

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

28/09/2011

Hunterston A

NR

Conventional safety event

29/09/2011

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

30/09/2011

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/10/2011

Wylfa

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety
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03/10/2011

Hinkley Point A

NR

Conventional safety event

03/10/2011

Hinkley Point B

0

Conventional safety event

04/10/2011

Sellafield

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

05/10/2011

Sizewell B

1

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

07/10/2011

Dounreay

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of contaminated or
potentially contaminated coolant

07/10/2011

Sizewell B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

07/10/2011

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/10/2011

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/10/2011

Sizewell B

1

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

14/10/2011

Trawsfynydd

NR

Conventional safety event

19/10/2011

Heysham 2

NR

Conventional safety event

23/10/2011

Heysham 2

0

Conventional safety event

24/10/2011

Trawsfynydd

NR

Conventional safety event

26/10/2011

Dungeness B

0

Conventional safety event

26/10/2011

Wylfa

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

27/10/2011

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/10/2011

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

28/10/2011

Heysham 1

0

Conventional safety event

28/10/2011

Heysham 2

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

30/10/2011

Hunterston B

NR

Conventional safety event

31/10/2011

Wylfa

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

02/11/2011

Trawsfynydd

NR

Conventional safety event

04/11/2011

Dungeness B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

04/11/2011

Hartlepool

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

07/11/2011

Heysham 2

0

Conventional safety event

10/11/2011

Hinkley Point B

0

Conventional safety event

13/11/2011

Hinkley Point B

NR

Conventional safety event
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14/11/2011

Hinkley Point B

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

14/11/2011

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

16/11/2011

Heysham 1

0

Administration matter

19/11/2011

Sellafield

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

20/11/2011

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

21/11/2011

Harwell

NR

Administration matter

22/11/2011

Sellafield

0

Administration matter

22/11/2011

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

23/11/2011

Chapelcross

NR

Conventional safety event

25/11/2011

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

26/11/2011

Hinkley Point B

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

29/11/2011

Aldermaston

NR

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

29/11/2011

Heysham 2

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

01/12/2011

Dungeness B

NR

Administration matter

01/12/2011

Dungeness B

NR

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

01/12/2011

Torness

NR

Conventional safety event

02/12/2011

Wylfa

0

Conventional safety event

04/12/2011

Torness

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

05/12/2011

Hinkley Point B

1

Flask or package movement or transport event

08/12/2011

Hunterston B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

09/12/2011

Torness

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

14/12/2011

Aldermaston

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

14/12/2011

Bradwell

NR

Conventional safety event

14/12/2011

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

14/12/2011

Sizewell A

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)
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15/12/2011

Hartlepool

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

17/12/2011

Dounreay

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

21/12/2011

Dungeness A

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

26/12/2011

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

29/12/2011

Wylfa

NR

Conventional safety event

02/01/2012

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/01/2012

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

03/01/2012

Heysham 2

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/01/2012

Rosyth

0

Administration matter

04/01/2012

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

05/01/2012

Dungeness B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

05/01/2012

Heysham 1

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

06/01/2012

Dungeness B

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

06/01/2012

Wylfa

NR

Conventional safety event

10/01/2012

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

11/01/2012

Hartlepool

NR

Media interest only

12/01/2012

Hartlepool

0

Conventional safety event

12/01/2012

Sellafield

0

Administration matter

12/01/2012

Wylfa

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

13/01/2012

Heysham 2

0

Administration matter

16/01/2012

Bradwell

0

Conventional safety event

16/01/2012

Dungeness B

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

16/01/2012

Heysham 2

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

17/01/2012

Hinkley Point A

NR

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

17/01/2012

Sellafield

1

Flask or package movement or transport event

18/01/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

18/01/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

19/01/2012

Hunterston B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation
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Event Date
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Event Description

19/01/2012

Sizewell B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

24/01/2012

All EDF sites

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

25/01/2012

Dounreay

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

25/01/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Flask or package movement or transport event

25/01/2012

Torness

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

26/01/2012

Hunterston B

0

Media interest only

27/01/2012

Sizewell B

0

Administration matter

31/01/2012

Sizewell B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

01/02/2012

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

01/02/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/02/2012

Sellafield

1

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

02/02/2012

Torness

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

03/02/2012

Sizewell B

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

06/02/2012

Aldermaston

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

06/02/2012

Sellafield

NR

Administration matter

07/02/2012

Aldermaston

1

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

07/02/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Administration matter

09/02/2012

Hinkley Point B

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

09/02/2012

Hunterston B

NR

Administration matter

09/02/2012

Hunterston B

NR

Administration matter

11/02/2012

Aldermaston

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

15/02/2012

Harwell

NR

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

15/02/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

16/02/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Conventional safety event

16/02/2012

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

Radiation or contamination event affecting
personnel

17/02/2012

Dungeness B

0

Administration matter

17/02/2012

Springfields

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications
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20/02/2012

Dounreay

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

21/02/2012

All EDF sites

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

21/02/2012

Winfrith

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

22/02/2012

Capenhurst

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

22/02/2012

Heysham 2

0

Conventional safety event

22/02/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

24/02/2012

Sizewell B

NR

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

25/02/2012

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material

27/02/2012

Heysham 1

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

27/02/2012

Lillyhall Metals

0

Conventional safety event

27/02/2012

Torness

0

Smouldering / smoking material or fire

28/02/2012

Heysham 2

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

29/02/2012

Hartlepool

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

01/03/2012

Torness

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

02/03/2012

Sizewell B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

03/03/2012

Harwell

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

03/03/2012

Torness

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

03/03/2012

Torness

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

03/03/2012

Torness

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

05/03/2012

Torness

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

06/03/2012

Harwell

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

07/03/2012

Heysham 1

0

Lifting event with nuclear safety implications

07/03/2012

Heysham 2

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

08/03/2012

Aldermaston

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

08/03/2012

Dungeness B

0

Environment event regulated by the Environment
Agency or SEPA

08/03/2012

Sellafield

0

Unplanned leak or spillage of active or potentially
active process liquor or material
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10/03/2012

Hartlepool

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

10/03/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Administration matter

11/03/2012

Hartlepool

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

12/03/2012

Trawsfynydd

NR

Conventional safety event

14/03/2012

Trawsfynydd

NR

Conventional safety event

15/03/2012

Capenhurst

NR

Administration matter

15/03/2012

Torness

0

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

16/03/2012

Heysham 1

0

Safety-related plant requirement incorrectly
implemented

16/03/2012

Heysham 2

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

16/03/2012

Sizewell B

0

Administration matter

16/03/2012

Sizewell B

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

18/03/2012

Heysham 1

0

Conventional safety event

18/03/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

19/03/2012

Heysham 1

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

19/03/2012

Heysham 1

0

Administration matter

20/03/2012

Sellafield

0

Administration matter

21/03/2012

Torness

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

22/03/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation

22/03/2012

Sizewell B

0

Administration matter

22/03/2012

Torness

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

24/03/2012

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

26/03/2012

Heysham 1

0

Non-adherence to a safety-related procedure

27/03/2012

Dungeness B

1

Non-compliance or inadequacy associated with
arrangements made in the interests of safety

27/03/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Automatic or manual reactor or chemical plant trip
following plant anomaly

28/03/2012

Hartlepool

0

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety

28/03/2012

Hartlepool

1

Non-compliance with conditions and limits
necessary in the interests of safety
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28/03/2012

Harwell

0

External event (including events not on nuclear
licensed site)

29/03/2012

Torness

0

Safety-related plant defect or degradation
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Annex 2

List of Events and Incidents reported
from 1 April 2012 to 31 March 2015
Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

Title

01/04/2012

Hartlepool

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety-related considerations

Reactor 1 operated at
50% feed flow due to
condensor water leak

04/04/2012

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected

Anomaly in orientation of
valve piston rings

04/04/2012

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected

Loss of pressure on
decay store tube.

05/04/2012

Hartlepool

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations

Steam leak on valve
caused reactor and boiler
to be taken out of service
to allow repair

05/04/2012

Sizewell B

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention

Approximately 15%
underestimation of C-14
gaseous discharges

06/04/2012

Dungeness B

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Fire in fuelling machine
maintenance bay.

06/04/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had, or may have had, a significant effect
on nuclear safety

During lifting, pile cap
shield slab fell by approx.
10 mm
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06/04/2012

Heysham 2

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules

Total of 11 secondary
shield flood slabs lifted
contrary to requirement
of technical specification
that only permits removal
of 10 slabs

08/04/2012

Devonport

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements

Leak of connection to
submarine rig

12/04/2012

Aldermaston

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention

Overheating of extract fan
bearing caused a minor
fire

12/04/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Oil pump found not to be
selected to auto mode as
expected.

13/04/2012

Sizewell B

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Contractor slipped while
making phone call while
walking.

13/04/2012

Heysham 1

0

Significant inadequacy in, or significant failure
to comply with, the arrangements made
under a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Planned maintenance
activity unintentionally led
to unavailability of gas
circulator.

15/04/2012

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Incorrect setting of
gags led to unexpected
temperatures in adjacent
cells

18/04/2012

Devonport

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Elevated dose rates on
container.

19/04/2012

Non-licensee

1

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Container of imported
aluminium ingots from
Peru triggered portal
alarm.

20/04/2012

Harwell

0

Abnormal occurrences leading to a release or
suspected release or spread of radioactivity,
on or off-site, which requires special action or
special investigation by the operator.

Treatment of liquid
may have resulted in
unplanned discharge
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21/04/2012

Non-licensee

1

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Transit package en route
from Canada to Thailand
activated portal alarm.

25/04/2012

Sellafield

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Door to radiological
restricted area found to
be open.

25/04/2012

Wylfa

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor 2 shut down
following abnormal noise
heard coming from
reactor gas circulator.

30/04/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Outstanding operability
issue on essential
diesel generator not
fully addressed by
maintenance before return
to service.

01/05/2012

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Incorrect torque setting
caused a locking plate
on the emergency diesel
generator to work loose.

01/05/2012

Wylfa

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Issue with gas circulator
resulted in shutdown of a
reactor.

02/05/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Computer ‘scanning
timeout’ triggered alarm.

04/05/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Crane rope had kinks.
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04/05/2012

Sellafield

1

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Failure of two electrical
substations caused
10-minute power loss to
part of site.

07/05/2012

Dungeness B

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Potential collision /
interaction of plant items
identified upon overspeed fault condition of
fuelling machine crosstravel drive.

09/05/2012

Winfrith

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Minor contamination of
three workers.

09/05/2012

Cardiff

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fire reported at Maynard
Centre.

13/05/2012

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Spurious trip of electrical
board caused reactor
shutdown.

13/05/2012

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Two vent valves failed
to open during post-trip
sequence.

13/05/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Low-level oil alarm on
cooling pump motor.

13/05/2012

Torness

0

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Spurious signal to control
system caused Regulating
Group 2 rods to drive in.

14/05/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Capacitors changed
without completing
engineering change
process.

15/05/2012

Aldermaston

NR

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Five Intermediate Level
Waste drums exceeded
weight limits.
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15/05/2012

EDF Energy

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Condition reports not
being considered for
notification to ONR.

15/05/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Increased oxygen level
not addressed within
action level timescales.

15/05/2012

Non-licensee

1

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Imported container
activated portal alarm.

15/05/2012

Sellafield

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

ISO container shipped
with expired Container
Safety Convention plate /
decal.

15/05/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Bolts found sheared off
on the exhaust stack
of emergency diesel
generator 4.

15/05/2012

Torness

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

While transferring
electrical supplies, trip
occurred on quadrant
protection system.

16/05/2012

Capenhurst

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Transport cylinder did
not match consignment
documentation.

16/05/2012

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Adverse trend noted
relating to pressure seal
leaks on bypass valves.

16/05/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Smoke observed in area
of power turbine exhaust
during gas turbine
operational test run.
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16/05/2012

Harwell

NR

A radiological emergency: a situation arising
during the course of the carriage of a
consignment of class 7 goods that requires
urgent action in order to protect workers,
members of the public or the population (either
partially or as a whole) from exposure.

Fire alarm activation.

17/05/2012

Hunterston A

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Emergency exercise
suspended due to
individual experiencing
chest pains.

18/05/2012

Non-licensee

1

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Imported scrap nickel and
cobalt activated portal
alarm.

18/05/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Pressure gauge isolation
valve found in incorrect
shut configuration.

19/05/2012

Dounreay

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Site alarm sounded for
10-–20 seconds, then fell
silent.

22/05/2012

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Fire detection system
activated in fume
cupboard.

22/05/2012

Torness

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Post-trip sequencing
equipment operated
unexpectedly during
maintenance work.

23/05/2012

Devonport

NR

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Radioactive source
transported in error.

23/05/2012

Aldermaston

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Standby fan failed to
operate.

23/05/2012

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Reactor variable
frequency convertor failed
in service.
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25/05/2012

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Auxiliary boilers returned
to service post refuelling
without due cognisance
of ongoing work on steam
main.

25/05/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

New fault sequence
identified associated with
extreme flood event.

28/05/2012

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Veto designed to inhibit
operation of chloride
ingress protection system
not removed following
maintenance activity.

28/05/2012

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Possible deformation
of thermal insulation
supporting ring noted.

28/05/2012

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Minor contamination
released during
replacement of waste
pipe from grinding
machine.

30/05/2012

Hinkley Point B

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Preload over tension
switches failed to stop
hoist.

02/06/2012

Burghfield

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

A mains water pipe
fractured.

05/06/2012

Oldbury

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Main cooling water
supplies to site were lost
following shaft defect to
pump.

07/06/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Failure to fit seals during
maintenance activity.
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07/06/2012

Aldermaston

NR

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Power dip caused by
failure on external highvoltage power line.

08/06/2012

Amersham

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Package lost in transit.

09/06/2012

Torness

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Loss of power supply for
1 to 2 minutes.

10/06/2012

Non-licensee

1

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Imported container
activated portal alarm.

12/06/2012

All EDF sites

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Impact loading on floor
from dropped fuel boxes
not specifically assessed.

15/06/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Failure of fixed jet fire
pumps 1 and 2.

16/06/2012

Hunterston B

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Charged machine hoist
not auto stopping.

17/06/2012

Hunterston B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Revised checklist failed to
capture all requirements
from checklists it
superseded.

18/06/2012

Aldermaston

1

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Maintenance records
signed as satisfactory
when defect known to
have existed.

20/06/2012

Burghfield

NR

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Castell key interlock failed
to operate correctly.
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20/06/2012

Heysham 2

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Fuel channel gag outside
of normal parameters.

21/06/2012

Aldermaston

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Staff activated fire alarm
as they believed they
could smell burning.

22/06/2012

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor tripped following
feed flow transient.

24/06/2012

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Evidence of thermal
fatigue cracking found
on hot reheat air release
branch.

25/06/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Electrical protection
equipment resulted in
reactor automatic trip.

26/06/2012

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Motor earth fault
occurred.

26/06/2012

Harwell

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fire alarm activated.

27/06/2012

Aldermaston

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Process stop button failed
to function as required.

28/06/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Lightning struck site.

29/06/2012

Capenhurst

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fault on CIDAS (criticality
alarm) system.
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30/06/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Leaking feed valve
identified following reactor
return to service.

30/06/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Automatic hoist speed
reduction failed to
operate.

01/07/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Hoist underload alarm
triggered due to attempt
to lower non-fuel load into
full buffer store position.

01/07/2012

Aldermaston

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Test on non-essential
transformer indicated
abnormal readings

02/07/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Failure to deliver technical
surveillance for two
months.

02/07/2012

Torness

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Safety relief valve set to
incorrect pressure setting.

03/07/2012

Aldermaston

1

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Vault retrieval mechanism
operated incorrectly.

06/07/2012

Non-licensee

1

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Imported container
activated portal alarm.

06/07/2012

Non-licensee

1

Theft or loss of the class 7 goods in carriage.

Full contents of
consignment not received
by consignee.

06/07/2012

Non-licensee

1

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Imported container
activated portal alarm.

06/07/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Steam leak from boiler
main feed isolation valve.

06/07/2012

Sellafield

1

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Power dip experienced,
followed by failure of
power invertor.
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08/07/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Power spike caused
control room alarms to
sound.

09/07/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any natural phenomenon or other external
condition that posed an actual threat to
the safety of the nuclear installation or that
significantly distracted site personnel in the
performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

An extreme rainfall event
occurred (estimated at
50 mm of rain in 2-hour
period)

09/07/2012

Aldermaston

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Three external emergency
lights inoperable.

11/07/2012

Heysham 1

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fall from ladder.

13/07/2012

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Steam containment door
left open.

17/07/2012

Oldbury

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Smell of burning resulted
in site fire team mustering
and precautionary
evacuation of reactor
block.

18/07/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Voltage drop initiated
automatic reactor trip.

19/07/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Vaporiser and pump
tripped during return to
service testing.

19/07/2012

Sellafield

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Loss of site steam supply
following trip of auxiliary
boiler.

19/07/2012

Bradwell

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Forklift truck tipped onto
its side.
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20/07/2012

Non-licensee

1

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Imported container
activated portal alarm.

20/07/2012

Hartlepool

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Water extraction pumps
found to be in shutdown
state.

20/07/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Water extraction pumps
found to be in shutdown
state.

22/07/2012

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Emergency RFT fell below
level required by technical
specification.

22/07/2012

Heysham 1

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Carbon dioxide plant
CO2 pressure level
discrepancies identified.

23/07/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Tank failed to drain down
during investigation of gas
drier performance issues.

24/07/2012

Heysham 1

1

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Drop of mechanical plug
by approximately 1 m
when lifting point (eye
bolt) failed.

24/07/2012

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Cooling fault alarm
received in control room.

25/07/2012

Sellafield

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Repairs to paint damage
noted on AGR fuel flasks.

25/07/2012

Sizewell A

0

Any natural phenomenon or other external
condition that posed an actual threat to
the safety of the nuclear installation or that
significantly distracted site personnel in the
performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Aircraft overflew site
below 2000 feet low-level
limit.

26/07/2012

Capenhurst

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Unannounced IAEA
inspection conflicted with
site-wide demonstration
exercise to ONR with
consequence of IAEA
timescales not being met.
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27/07/2012

Aldermaston

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Investigation of
unidentified object found
in canister.

29/07/2012

Wylfa

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Control rod withdraw
alarm failed to initiate.

29/07/2012

Devonport

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Delays to restoration
of electrical supplies of
approx. 20 minutes.

30/07/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Instrument spike led
to activation of Control
Room Ventilation Isolation
System.

30/07/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Discharge route from
safety relief valve isolated
as a result of temporary
modification.

31/07/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Main control room alarm
received.

01/08/2012

Non-licensee

1

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Transport container
activated portal alarm.

03/08/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spike occurred on control
building HVAC main
control room frost coil
particulate radioactivity
element.

04/08/2012

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor tripped as gas
circulator speeds were
increased.
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05/08/2012

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Faults detected during
testing of post-trip
sequencing equipment.

06/08/2012

Low Level
Waste
Repository

NR

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Water ingress into
transportation packaging.

06/08/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

System testing not
completed within sixhour timescale, leading
to automatic operation of
primary protection system
breakers.

07/08/2012

Heysham 1

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Replacement motors
installed without formally
completing engineering
change process.

07/08/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious Control Room
Ventilation Isolation Signal
initiating alarm.

07/08/2012

Hunterston B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Omissions identified in
document.

08/08/2012

Aldermaston

1

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Bursting disc operated
during commissioning
activity.

09/08/2012

Wylfa

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Post-installation, switch
not put to correct
configuration.

10/08/2012

Non-licensee

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Discrepancy associated
with shipment of Co-60
sources from US.
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10/08/2012

Heysham 2

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Potential breach of fire
seal

12/08/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Chain block failure
caused load to be
lowered onto floor.

16/08/2012

Burghfield

NR

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Hoisting assembly lifting
and lowering function
stopped.

17/08/2012

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Manual trip due to
problems with Main Boiler
Feed Pump (MBFP).
Subsequent minor fire on
MBFP.

17/08/2012

Heysham 1

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Step change noticed in
temperature readings
during return to service of
reactor.

17/08/2012

Torness

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Technicians smelled
smoke in turbine hall.

20/08/2012

Heysham 2

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Channel gag indication
outside of normal
parameters.

21/08/2012

Sizewell B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Operational procedures
not updated to capture
full requirements to
photograph fuel storage
ponds at end of fuel
movements.

21/08/2012

Berkeley

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Handover deficiencies
resulted in temporary
staffing level noncompliance.

21/08/2012

Aldermaston

1

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Periodic review identified
areas of corrosion on
structural steel.

22/08/2012

Aldermaston

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Waste items not stored in
accordance with storage
area local arrangements.
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22/08/2012

Sellafield

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Number of vessels and
pipework were identified
which should be subject
to examination under
Pressure Systems Safety
Regulations but were not
included on a Written
Scheme of Examination.

22/08/2012

Dungeness B

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Minor fire of residuecoating materials stored
in can.

23/08/2012

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Notification received that
fire and rescue services
support agreement could
no longer be honoured.

26/08/2012

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Conflict with procedural
requirements identified.

27/08/2012

Sellafield

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Crane hoist lowered
at greater speed than
expected.

28/08/2012

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Cross connection
between two tanks
incorrectly configured due
to error in procedure.

29/08/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Multiple panel alarms.

29/08/2012

Wylfa

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fuel records system did
not highlight that steel
end-capped fuel was
approaching its irradiation
limit.
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30/08/2012

Sellafield

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Three product cans
placed into wrong
commissioning cell.

30/08/2012

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Low Ph results obtained
from reactor water
sampling.

05/09/2012

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor tripped as gas
circulator speeds were
being increased.

07/09/2012

Sellafield

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Issue identified with
container supply service
for Low Level Waste
Repository.

09/09/2012

Low Level
Waste
Repository

NR

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Discrepancy with
welder qualifications
used to repair transport
packaging.

11/09/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Gas turbine fire system
rendered inoperable to
facilitate plant checks.

13/09/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Indication of very low
levels of contamination
led to test of HEPA filters,
which subsequently failed
their filtration integrity
test.

16/09/2012

Heysham 2

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

While completing log
for fuel build, technician
identified fuel anomaly.

17/09/2012

Lillyhall Metals

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Metal ignited and quickly
extinguished during hot
cutting operation.
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18/09/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Actuation of a spurious
Control Room Ventilation
Isolation Signal (CRVIS).

19/09/2012

Wylfa

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Drum of white powder
discovered to be thorium
oxide

20/09/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious Ventilation
Isolation Signal occurred.

20/09/2012

Hinkley Point A

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Site fell below minimum
staffing levels for
approximately half
an hour due to family
illness of staff member –
situation rectified quickly.

21/09/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Fuel storage pond level
element produced poor
data.

23/09/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spike occurred on the
control building HVAC
MCR frost coil outlet
iodine radioactivity
element.

24/09/2012

Torness

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Links on hoist chain noted
as showing excessive
wear.

25/09/2012

Torness

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Data input error to safety
case assessment tool
identified.

26/09/2012

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fuelling machine
underload settings 3 kg
out of tolerance.

26/09/2012

Chapelcross

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Site fell below minimum
staffing levels for
approximately half
an hour due to family
illness of staff member –
situation rectified quickly.
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27/09/2012

Dounreay

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

In-cell fire alarm actuation
due to small quantity
of smoke emitted from
melting plastic during
cutting operation.

29/09/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Valves found to be
incorrectly configured to
test position.

29/09/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious control room
signal caused by spike
on HVAC MCR frost
coil outlet particulate
radioactivity element.

30/09/2012

Wylfa

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor trip during
refuelling.

02/10/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Calculations and
inspection determined
wall thickness on tanks
less than that expected.

02/10/2012

Barrow

0

Any natural phenomenon or other external
condition that posed an actual threat to
the safety of the nuclear installation or that
significantly distracted site personnel in the
performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Roof downspouts failed
internally into a building.

02/10/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Crane hook collided with
crane steel frame.

03/10/2012

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Plant interface (PS4/18)
showed lower readings
than expected.

03/10/2012

Hunterston B

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Electrical fault caused
system failures and
localised electrical
damage.
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04/10/2012

Hartlepool

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Gas circulator lube oil fire
system was found, on
routine inspection, to be
in a closed position.

04/10/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Loss of power supply to
reactor data processing
system.

05/10/2012

Aldermaston

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

In accordance with
arrangements, structural
inspection completed
after abnormal weather
event.

05/10/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Protestors set up camp at
site outer gate.

05/10/2012

Aldermaston

NR

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Transit of a movement
control trolley incorrectly
encroached on boundary
of adjacent workstation,
contrary to requirements
of operating instructions.

09/10/2012

Dungeness A

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Small release of clean
CO2 gas from storage
tank.

10/10/2012

Aldermaston

2

Examination, inspection, maintenance, test or
operation of any part of the plant revealing that
the safe operation or condition of the plant may
be significantly affected.

Corrosion of steel column
identified.

11/10/2012

Sellafield

NR

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Incorrect information
provided on Certificate of
Approval.

11/10/2012

Springfields

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Pieces of HEPA filter
found on roadway outside
plant.

12/10/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor tripped due to
leak on CW system.
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13/10/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Emergency stop
pushbutton did not isolate
power from fuel handling
machine motor controller.

16/10/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Electrical defect identified
with potential to affect
site’s 400 Kv supply.

16/10/2012

RRMPOL
Derby

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Acid burn to operator
while repairing pump
on chemical processing
plant.

16/10/2012

Sellafield

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Maintenance job overran
by more than acceptable
tolerance period.

19/10/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Sulphate contamination
identified in steam
generators.

19/10/2012

Devonport

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Crane tripped on overload
protection.

19/10/2012

Aldermaston

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

During maintenance
activity, purge system
tripped causing cascade
ventilation shutdown.

20/10/2012

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Technician began
excavation work into
fire barrier without
confirmation that a valid
fire barrier assessment
was in place.

22/10/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

No spare voltage tripping
indicator available to
repair safety maintenance
MG set.
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23/10/2012

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Water extraction and
analyser sample pumps
found to be shut down.

23/10/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Noisy gas circulator main
lube oil pump.

23/10/2012

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Feed water control to
boiler ran while in shut
configuration.

25/10/2012

Heysham 1

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Misalignment of valves
identified.

26/10/2012

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Anomaly identified during
reordering of bearing for
eddy current brakes.

26/10/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious control room
signal caused by spike
on HVAC MCR frost
coil outlet particulate
radioactivity element.

26/10/2012

Dungeness B

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Renotification due to
recategorisation of event
reported on 26 October
2012.

27/10/2012

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Auxiliary transformer
alarm initiated.

27/10/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Manual shutdown of
reactor due to fault on gas
circulator rundown pump.

29/10/2012

Lillyhall Metals

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Consignment to LLWR
contained six more
drums than declared on
documentation.
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30/10/2012

Dungeness B

1

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Groundwater sample
showing elevated levels of
tritium.

31/10/2012

Heysham 2

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Waste drum found to have
additional item within not
declared on transport
documentation.

31/10/2012

Heysham 2

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Turbine governor valve
stuck partially open.

01/11/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Fault occurred with
reactor computer
control system. Reactor
shut down to allow
investigation.

03/11/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Incorrect calibration
data used for secondary
protection power range
detectors.

04/11/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Discharge relief valve
passing.

04/11/2012

Torness

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Wrong technical
specification entered after
maintenance activity.

05/11/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious actuation of
Control Room Ventilation
Isolation Signal.

05/11/2012

Chapelcross

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

During transfer of
groundwater, water
spilled from section of
disconnected pipework.

05/11/2012

Dungeness B

1

Examination, inspection, maintenance, test or
operation of any part of the plant revealing that
the safe operation or condition of the plant may
be significantly affected.

Incorrect service rod
fitted during previous
overhaul.
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07/11/2012

Chapelcross

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Emergency muster
system servers developed
common fault.

08/11/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Crane ‘long travel’ brake
potentially binding.

14/11/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Seismic restraints found
to be unsecured on
battery unit.

14/11/2012

Torness

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

CO2 in air alarms
initiated – analyser defect
identified.

16/11/2012

Amersham

0

Emergency arrangements have been initiated
in relation to class 7 goods even if, in the event,
no intervention was made pursuant to those
arrangements.

Cargo plane carrying 13
packages had nose gear
collapse on landing.

18/11/2012

Dungeness B

1

Examination, inspection, maintenance, test or
operation of any part of the plant revealing that
the safe operation or condition of the plant may
be significantly affected.

Safety case shortfall
identified in assessment
of flood heights following
Japanese tsunami.

20/11/2012

Torness

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Weekly test indicated
pager system did not
activate as expected on
16 out of 22 pagers.

20/11/2012

Aldermaston

NR

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

False alarm due to faulty
detector on criticality
incident detection system.

22/11/2012

Aldermaston

1

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Average level of measured
tritium in water samples of
holding tanks exceeded
permit notification level.

22/11/2012

Devonport

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Two valves on
compartment test
system had been
removed, leaving breach
in submarine’s primary
containment.

22/11/2012

RRMPOL
Derby

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Contamination levels
detected on trolley
following product move.
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22/11/2012

Devonport

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Rapid opening of isolation
valves caused drop in
system pressure and
subsequent closing of
loss-of-coolant accident
valves.

25/11/2012

Dungeness A

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

During maintenance on
station board 1, defects
on busbar insulators
identified requiring
remedial work outside
of scope of routine
maintenance.

27/11/2012

Dungeness B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Loss of gas circulator
main motors during
maintenance

27/11/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Gap identified in fire seal.

27/11/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Following return to
service, technical
specification action
tracking log had not been
updated so did not reflect
plant state.

30/11/2012

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Maintenance identified
pressure transmitter
incorrectly set or primed.

01/12/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Fire jacket not reinstated
following planned work,
and its unavailability was
not entered into technical
specification action
tracking log.

02/12/2012

Wylfa

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fuel element became
lodged in upper level of
tube.
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03/12/2012

Hunterston B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Technical specification
compliance breach
identified when cable
tunnels accessed for
maintenance.

04/12/2012

Hartlepool

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Fuel box found to have
number of loose bolts.

04/12/2012

Sellafield

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Fuel flasks dispatched
showing incorrect
transport category labels
and incorrect competent
authority approval
markings.

05/12/2012

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Repeat event – degraded
condition of screw chain
limit switch.

05/12/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Incorrect instructions
on valve identification
plaque led to incorrect
configuration setting for
valve.

05/12/2012

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Interconnector switch
between two electrical
switchboards left in wrong
(closed) configuration.

07/12/2012

Heysham 2

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Turbine governor valves
mispositioned

07/12/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Temporary power
transient on off site
switching of 400 KV
national grid

08/12/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Misalignment of control
rod position caused
Control Rod Bulk Group 2
misalignment alarm.
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09/12/2012

Heysham 2

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Site Incident declared
on suspect CO2 release.
Subsequently identified
as steam leak.

11/12/2012

Non-licensee

1

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Package caused
activation of radiation
alarm at Heathrow.

11/12/2012

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Incorrect valve labelling
resulted in incorrect
firefighting system being
isolated for planned work.

12/12/2012

Aldermaston

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Prior to opening up two
adjacent workstations,
workstation inventory
check was not fully
completed, which led to
workstation quantity limits
being exceeded.

12/12/2012

Harwell

NR

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Mobile diesel compressor
caught fire due to
insulation material being
dislodged.

13/12/2012

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Groundwater sample
showing elevated levels of
tritium.

15/12/2012

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

During investigation
into hoist trip fault,
replacement GLP3 cards
were identified as having
incorrect configuration.

16/12/2012

Hinkley Point B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor 3 manually shut
down due to hydrogen
leak.

18/12/2012

Hinkley Point B

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

During off site emergency
scheme training an
individual had an accident
and needed to go to
hospital.
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18/12/2012

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Contamination levels
higher than anticipated
during decommissioning
operations. Work
stopped.

19/12/2012

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Actuation of spurious
Control Room Ventilation
Isolation Signal.

19/12/2012

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Several fire alarm
detectors failed to
detect smoke during
maintenance tests.

22/12/2012

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor 1 automatically
tripped following initiation
of main generator
electrical protection.

28/12/2012

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Local control panel
isolator selected to ‘off’,
meaning battery charger
not in service. Battery
was supporting supplies
and had run down to low
volt alarm level.

30/12/2012

Torness

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Diesel generator declared
unavailable following
failure to satisfactorily
complete test.

30/12/2012

Heysham 1

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Equipment in use beyond
calibration date.

31/12/2012

Springfields

NR

Confirmed exposure to radiation of any
individual which exceeds or is suspected to
exceed, the dose limits specified in the IRR
1999.

For small number of
contract employees, dose
calculations predicted
higher provisional figures
than in recent years.
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31/12/2012

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Control valve not
responding to falling
deaerator level, with
manual attempts to
operate it unsuccessful.
Unit was manually
shutdown.

31/12/2012

Capenhurst

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Operative reported
uncharacteristic gas
smell.

02/01/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Unplanned trip due
to failure of shrouded
connection link.

02/01/2013

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor 2 tripped
automatically during
startup.

03/01/2013

Torness

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

“Safe Unescorted Access
to Site” handbook found
to inadequately describe
outdoor emergency
warnings.

03/01/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Unscheduled reactor
outage due to fault on
generator transformer.

07/01/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Fire doors found to be of
construction that did not
comply with fire safety
requirements.

08/01/2013

Aldermaston

1

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Personnel contamination
during decommissioning
operation.

10/01/2013

Torness

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Procurement quality
control anomaly identified.

10/01/2013

Non-licensee

0

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

Haulier carrying goods
from Germany stopped
at Dover Port due ‘high
level of activity from an
excepted package’.
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

Title

10/01/2013

Oldbury

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Shower cubicle dividing
wall fell over during
building modifications.

10/01/2013

Heysham 2

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Maintenance kits for
control rod assembly
maintenance identified as
supplied with incorrect
material specification.

12/01/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Vibration and small oil
leaks identified on main
cooling pump.

14/01/2013

Non-licensee

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Vehicle involved in
collision with HGV on M1
motorway.

20/01/2013

Non-licensee

1

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Consignment of lead
containers in transit
from South Africa to US
activated radiation alarm
at Heathrow airport.

21/01/2013

Sizewell B

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Fire pump started
unexpectedly during
routine work.

21/01/2013

Wylfa

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Waxy oil found in Auxiliary
Boiler 4 fuel oil filters.

22/01/2013

Dounreay

0

A radiological emergency: a situation arising
during the course of the carriage of a
consignment of class 7 goods that requires
urgent action in order to protect workers,
members of the public or the population (either
partially or as a whole) from exposure.

Swab and gaiter ignited
during waste size
reduction operations
using grinder in cell.

23/01/2013

Aldermaston

NR

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Inappropriate tins used to
store legacy samples.

23/01/2013

Dungeness B

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Voltage regulator failed
during routine test.

24/01/2013

Dungeness B

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Voltage regulator failed
during routine test.
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

Title

25/01/2013

Heysham 1

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Heat detection system on
steam pressure control
valve found to be vetoed
(such that alarms from
this detector would not
operate).

25/01/2013

Sizewell A

NR

Where assessment confirms that the average
effective dose to specified classes of persons
exceeds the level ONR has specified under LC
18 (1).

Security gatehouse
standby diesel generator
developed fault with
UPS battery backup
being exhausted before
restoration of supplies.

27/01/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

High and low range CO2
flow transmitters found to
have been isolated.

28/01/2013

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Total of 44 cells on station
battery system found to
have hairline cracks.

29/01/2013

Heysham 1

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Seepage of liquid
observed from slit in flask
E133 pintle mastic.

30/01/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Inappropriate
configuration of
emergency boiler feed
pump isolators.

30/01/2013

Hinkley Point B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Filling line fire jacket (<1
m) observed to be of
different material from
expected.

31/01/2013

Aldermaston

NR

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Fire system went into alert
status due to activation of
detector head.
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

Title

31/01/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Cable fault prevented
NIAS connection until
one hour into emergency
exercise.

31/01/2013

Dounreay

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Two incoming transport
flask cover tarpaulins
(covering flasks) arrived
on site with no visible UN
number or consignor /
consignee marking.

02/02/2013

Heysham 1

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Fuel trip valve failed to
operate due to excess
amount of paint over trip
latch mechanism.

05/02/2013

Hinkley Point B

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Assessment of safety of
steam exhaust pipework
against frequent seismic
event inadequately
documented.

07/02/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Operation misused
during planned work on
emergency feed header
isolation valves.

07/02/2013

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fire door nonconformances identified.

10/02/2013

Aldermaston

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Smoke alarm triggered by
oil mist from overheating
bearing.

11/02/2013

Devonport

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Crane operating
while another was not
appropriately parked.

13/02/2013

Oldbury

0

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

A 19-day delay in ‘arrival’
contamination survey
of flask consigned to
Sellafield.
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

Title

14/02/2013

Aldermaston

1

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Concrete used for service
extension found to be out
of specification.

14/02/2013

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

One of three
thermocouples measuring
channel gas outlet
temperature unavailable.

14/02/2013

Non-licensee

NR

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Inadvertent engine
operation caused ship to
move unexpectedly by
approximately 600 mm
on mooring ropes during
loading operation.

18/02/2013

Sizewell B

NR

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Water system pump
started automatically from
standby position during
operations to rotate drum
screen.

18/02/2013

Non-licensee

0

Theft or loss of the class 7 goods in carriage.

Courier van reported
stolen with radiography
set on board.

18/02/2013

Sizewell A

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Site turnstile allowed
21 people to leave site
without recording them as
offsite.

18/02/2013

Berkeley

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Corrupt file on security
system compromised
ability to muster
personnel in emergency.

19/02/2013

Sizewell B

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fan pulley belt found to
be broken on reserve heat
exchanger fan.

19/02/2013

Sellafield

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Number of alarms initiated
in central control room.

22/02/2013

Hunterston B

1

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Manual reactor trip for
interim outage generated
several faults.
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

Title

23/02/2013

Sizewell B

NR

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Crane long travel motion
moved in wrong direction
and speed to that
expected.

24/02/2013

Sizewell B

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Reserve ultimate heat
sink declared unavailable
- confirmed nearby
temporary scaffolding did
not inhibit airflow.

25/02/2013

Dungeness B

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Oil purifier electrical
supply cable fire reported
on turbine hall basement.

26/02/2013

Lillyhall Metals

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Hose containing free
liquid found in ISO
container received for
metal recycling.

27/02/2013

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Spare pump tripped on
thermal overload.

27/02/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

During data-processing
system fault finding,
gradual decrease in
margins to normal limits
noted.

28/02/2013

Torness

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Vent supply steam heater
maintenance delayed due
to defect.

02/03/2013

Sizewell B

NR

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious control room
ventilation signal
caused by spike on
auxiliary building HVAC
filtered exhaust iodine
radioactivity element.

04/03/2013

Sizewell B

1

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious control room
ventilation signal caused
by spike on control
building HVAC MCR frost
coil outlet particulate
radioactivity element.
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Event Date

Site

INES
Rating

Event Description

Title

04/03/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Fault identified on
main generator blue
phase metering current
transformer.

06/03/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Engineer completed
more of work instruction
than intended, thereby
taking plant out of
desired configuration and
technical specification.

07/03/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Nitrogen injector pump
found to be gas locked.

07/03/2013

Sellafield

NR

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Incorrect labelling and
notification of ISO
container sent to LLWR.

08/03/2013

Harwell

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Low levels of
contamination found on
inside and outside of tank.

08/03/2013

Sellafield

0

Abnormal occurrences leading to a radioactive
substance which has been:

Inspection of redundant
pipework indicated
historically degraded
conditions. Subsequent
survey revealed
contamination on pipe
bridge and concrete plinth
below.

(a) released or is likely to have been released
into the atmosphere as a gas, aerosol or dust; or
(b) spilled or otherwise released in such
a manner as to give rise to significant
contamination; and which exceeds or is
expected to exceed, the quantities set out in
Column 4 of Schedule 8 to the IRR 1999, except
where the release is in a manner specified
in an Authorisation under the Environmental
Permitting Regulations 2010 (EPR 2010) or the
Radioactive Substances Act 1993 (RSA 93) in
Scotland.
08/03/2013

Hartlepool
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Chain block failure leading
to dropped load from
approx. 2 m into boiler
closure unit.
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09/03/2013

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Control room indication
fault identified.

09/03/2013

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Container pierced by fork
lift.

10/03/2013

Dungeness B

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Significant CO2 leak from
tank.

10/03/2013

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fire door in turbine hall
found to have been tied
open.

12/03/2013

Hinkley Point B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Failure to make action
tracking log entry (relating
to isolation applied to
blowdown articulate filter).

12/03/2013

Sellafield

1

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Compressors supplying
site main ring shut down
due to air gasket failure.

13/03/2013

Hinkley Point A

0

Any natural phenomenon or other external
condition that posed an actual threat to
the safety of the nuclear installation or that
significantly distracted site personnel in the
performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Overflight by aircraft at
less than 2000 ft.

14/03/2013

Sellafield

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Skip handler machine
cable trolley arm made
contact with corner of
building.

15/03/2013

Amersham

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Package incorrectly
delivered by contractor
to main reception
instead of Nuclear
Medicine Department.
Documentation did not
meet requirements for
class 7 goods.
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15/03/2013

Amersham

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Emergency stop alarm
activated following routine
Castell key operation.

18/03/2013

Capenhurst

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Can of depleted uranium
dropped on floor.

19/03/2013

Heysham 1

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Four fuel elements in
incorrect fuel skip.

20/03/2013

Dounreay

NR

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Suspected intake of
radioactive material
by operator requiring
confirmation by
biosampling.

21/03/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Centrifugal charging
pump found to have
paper filter elements,
whereas metal elements
should have been fitted.

21/03/2013

Barrow

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Nuclear Safety Committee
did not provide records
of matters discussed to
regulator.

22/03/2013

Dungeness B

1

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Mechanical components
to protect against fuelling
machine collision with
hinged platforms found to
have been removed.

22/03/2013

Sellafield

1

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Damage to loose cladding
caused by high winds.

22/03/2013

Wylfa

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Temperature margin limit
exceeded.

25/03/2013

Wylfa

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Fault developed on
transformer rectifier unit.
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26/03/2013

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Condensate control valve
developed fault.

26/03/2013

Non-licensee

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Hub bearing on trailer
axle seized.

27/03/2013

Torness

1

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Deficiencies identified in
tracking graphite weight
loss resulting in limit
being exceeded.

30/03/2013

Hartlepool

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Minor electrical
connection fire on startup
of fixed jet fire pump.

04/04/2013

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Combustion air dampers
failed to open during
manual run of vaporiser.

10/04/2013

Hinkley Point B

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Fuel flask consignment
note not signed by Site
Movement Liaison Officer.

10/04/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious Control Room
alarm caused by spike
frost coil outlet particulate
radioactivity element.

10/04/2013

Aldermaston

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Two issues identified with
fresh air systems.

11/04/2013

Sellafield

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Two of four transport
containers not had licence
plate updated upon expiry
of licence.

14/04/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Service water train flow
fell unexpectedly.
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14/04/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Review of work
completion identified
failed maintenance
task that had not been
adequately recorded.

15/04/2013

Dounreay

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Worker’s glove became
contaminated.

17/04/2013

Heysham 2

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Auxiliary boiler stack blew
over in strong winds.

18/04/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Due to training, shift was
two fire team members
short.

18/04/2013

Sizewell A

1

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

Incoming survey of
transport flask indicated
two readings above
reportable transport limit.

20/04/2013

Hartlepool

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Turbine / generator
tripped during return to
service.

21/04/2013

Barrow

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Employee fell 5 ft from
ladder.

23/04/2013

Hunterston B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Townswater reinforcement
pump not recognised as
technical specificationrelated item.

24/04/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Error identified in
calibration of test
equipment.

24/04/2013

Oldbury

NR

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

Incoming survey of
transport flask indicated
one reading above nearmiss limit.

24/04/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Misaligned damper
identified on building
emergency exhaust
system.
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25/04/2013

Sizewell B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Townswater reservoir
and auxiliary feedwater
system valves and
flowpatch identified as
not having been routinely
tested.

25/04/2013

Aldermaston

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Non-site-related fire
caused smoke to drift
across site.

26/04/2013

Sellafield

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

ISO consigned to LLWR
as empty was found to
contain item.

27/04/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Motor and discharge
valve locked out on
trains A, B & D following
electrical isolation.

27/04/2013

Berkeley

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Small fire in store room.

27/04/2013

Hartlepool

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Auxiliary boiler house
fire suppression system
initiated.

02/05/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor tripped due to
small pipework lagging
fire.

02/05/2013

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Internal safety review
identified issue
associated with
moisture control in CO2
instrumentation.

02/05/2013

Sellafield

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Transport to Germany not
accompanied by German
Transport Licence.

03/05/2013

Hunterston B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Safety pin found in
wrong position in CO2
firefighting bottle,
disarming it.
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07/05/2013

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Fire barrier compromised.

08/05/2013

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Isolation unintentionally
affected buffer air
receiver.

08/05/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Error in assumption about
operational availability of
nitrogen injection pump.

09/05/2013

Heysham 2

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Rising moisture levels
resulted in manual trip of
reactor.

10/05/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Control room ventilation
signal activated during
filter change.

10/05/2013

Wylfa

0

Any natural phenomenon or other external
condition that posed an actual threat to
the safety of the nuclear installation or that
significantly distracted site personnel in the
performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Aircraft overflew site at
less than 2000 ft.

12/05/2013

Sizewell B

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Corrosion identified on
bottom liner plate of
containment sump.

13/05/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Valve spindles on two
valves identified as being
made from incorrect
material.

13/05/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Zone of cable race
fire detection system
identified as having been
inhibited.
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14/05/2013

Burghfield

1

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

During concrete pour,
concrete identified as
being out of specification.

14/05/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Hydrogen leak identified
on generator.

14/05/2013

Sellafield

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Offloading operations
stopped when label
marked ‘Formalin’ on side
of container.

15/05/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Elevating tube identified
as having collided with
hoist motor.

15/05/2013

Dungeness B

1

Examination, inspection, maintenance, test or
operation of any part of the plant revealing that
the safe operation or condition of the plant may
be significantly affected.

Modelling established
that water on site
(post extreme weather
conditions) was
greater than previously
considered in safety case.

16/05/2013

Barrow

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Telemetry system
modifications caused
interference in radio
system.

17/05/2013

Sizewell A

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Ambulance called for
unwell staff member.

18/05/2013

Sizewell B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Anomaly identified in
examination envelope for
weld.

19/05/2013

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Indication lamp failed to
operate.

19/05/2013

Hunterston A

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Contractor found
unconscious outside
nuclear site.
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20/05/2013

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Active exhaust stack did
not appear to have been
sufficiently inspected
above roof level.

20/05/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor taken off load
following review of coastal
flooding safety case.

20/05/2013

Wylfa

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Response from all pagers
not received during test of
emergency pagers.

22/05/2013

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Drum handlers found not
to have been included on
maintenance schedule.

22/05/2013

Harwell

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Biosampling confirmed
minor intake of Am-241/
Pu-241 by a contractor.

23/05/2013

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor automatically
tripped due to seaweed
ingress into cooling water
inlet.

24/05/2013

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor manually tripped
due to seaweed ingress
into cooling water inlet.

24/05/2013

Heysham 2

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Fire damper failed to
operate correctly during
maintenance test.

28/05/2013

Capenhurst

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Autoclave outside its
pressure inspection
period.

28/05/2013

Heysham 1

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Unclear status of defect
repair on condensate
polishing plant.
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29/05/2013

Devonport

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Crane was observed to
slew unexpectedly.

31/05/2013

Amersham

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Administrative noncompliance with transport
safety requirements.

01/06/2013

Hinkley Point B

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Valve identified in
incorrect orientation.

01/06/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Flow element orifice
replaced in incorrect
orientation during boric
acid leak repair as part of
previous outage.

03/06/2013

Aldermaston

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fire alarm activated
by staff member after
noticing unusual smell.

04/06/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Feed lost to service
boilers during planned
reactor shutdown.

05/06/2013

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

CO2 leak identified near
to instrument penetration
during reactor outage.

05/06/2013

Wylfa

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Defective battery on fire
tender rendered fire pump
inoperable.

06/06/2013

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Error identified in graphite
weight-loss predictions.
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07/06/2013

Wylfa

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Incorrect packing sheet
accompanied flask
transport.

07/06/2013

Sizewell B

0

Emergency arrangements have been initiated
in relation to class 7 goods even if, in the event,
no intervention was made pursuant to those
arrangements.

Signatory of transport
documentation had not
attended CAA-approved
training course.

12/06/2013

Burghfield

NR

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Unplanned lowering
of load during lifting
operation.

12/06/2013

Wylfa

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Failure of craftsmen to
sample oil as required
during maintenance
activity.

13/06/2013

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Some fire doors identified
as being 30-minute rather
than 60-minute rated as
required.

15/06/2013

Sellafield

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Contamination found on
piece of moss on site.

17/06/2013

Aldermaston

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Facility fire alarm
activated.

20/06/2013

Torness

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Ventilation heater returned
to service without
statutory pressure
systems inspection.

20/06/2013

Aldermaston

1

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Anomalies identified on
maintenance records for
temperature controllers.

23/06/2013

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Anomaly with simulator.
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23/06/2013

Dungeness B

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Maintenance schedule
testing identified that
additional feed system
manual hand wheel in
incorrect position.

24/06/2013

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Tube failure during
hydraulic pressure test on
auxiliary boiler.

25/06/2013

Aldermaston

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Tower crane erected
before ALARP
assessment had been
formally issued.

25/06/2013

Barrow

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

During core lowering (into
core barrel support), core
did not fully seat.

26/06/2013

Sizewell B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Obsolete relay required
additional relay to
be added to turbine
generator gas control
panel.

26/06/2013

Dounreay

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

‘Green powder’ of very
low activity identified by
operator during pipework
reduction operations.

26/06/2013

Sellafield

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Incorrect consignment
information provided.

26/06/2013

Barrow

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Lack of understanding of
operating process.

27/06/2013

Winfrith

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

‘Empty’ resin storage
vessel found to contain
residual resin.
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28/06/2013

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Procedural shortcomings
in setting of selector
switches on reactor
control computer.

02/07/2013

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Procedure for
handwinding operations
not updated as expected.

02/07/2013

Lillyhall Metals

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Loss of computer data
and records.

02/07/2013

Heysham 2

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor tripped due
to trip of protection
equipment.

03/07/2013

Sellafield

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Green tape found on lid of
fuel flask.

07/07/2013

Aldermaston

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Power outage
experienced during
restoration of power
supplies following
maintenance by SSE.

08/07/2013

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Plug unit closure
seals dimensionally
compromised.

09/07/2013

Dungeness B

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Boiler moisture
indicators had not been
maintenance tested so
were not available.

09/07/2013

Hinkley Point B

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Operation technician
minimum manning not
achieved.

10/07/2013

Torness

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Crane theoretically
available for service for
some eight days while out
of its statutory inspection
period.
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11/07/2013

Aldermaston

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Offsite power supply
failure resulted in loss of
site power supplies.

15/07/2013

Trawsfynydd

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Operator contaminated
during water sampling
operation.

16/07/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor tripped
automatically during
return to service.

16/07/2013

Barrow

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Interference between
hoist rig and guide rails
identified.

16/07/2013

Hunterston A

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Activation of fire alarm
due to smoke generation
from air compressor.

18/07/2013

Dungeness B

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fire brigade attended
site due to fire alarm in
services unit cable race.

18/07/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Section of cabling had no
fire wire detection system
protecting it.

18/07/2013

Hinkley Point C

NR

Any event where radioactive material or waste
was inadvertently brought on to or transported
off the licensed site.

Radioactive source
brought onto site outwith
site arrangements.

19/07/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Degraded fire barrier and
fire wire identified in cable
race.

22/07/2013

Wylfa

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Two individuals found
to be covering on
emergency scheme
rota although their
authorisations had lapsed.

22/07/2013

Non-licensee

1

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Regulators identified
radiography and related
transport operations that
did not meet some legal
requirements.
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22/07/2013

Sellafield

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Smoke observed from
gas turbine on heat /
power plant.

23/07/2013

Torness

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Swing check valve failed
to close.

24/07/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Boiler gas outlet
temperature TRIM auto
control would not engage.

25/07/2013

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

During defect
maintenance of CO2
storage plant safety relief
valve it was identified that
no jointing seal was fitted.

25/07/2013

Lillyhall Metals

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Containers transported
with inconsistent
consignment paperwork.

25/07/2013

Aldermaston

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Liquid effluent identified
in pipe duct.

26/07/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Automatic trip of Reactor
21 occurred.

28/07/2013

Torness

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Protection power supply
failed which caused
guardline to trip.

28/07/2013

Aldermaston

1

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Power dip occurred.

30/07/2013

Hunterston B

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Strategic Coordination
Centre at Prestwick
airport found to have
number of data / telecoms
systems issues.
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31/07/2013

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Governor valve did not
close fully.

01/08/2013

Sizewell B

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Actuator gas pressure fell
continuously indicating
valve movement.

02/08/2013

Heysham 2

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Failure to record evidence
of compliance reviews.

06/08/2013

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Thinning of fuel store
cooling system head tank.

07/08/2013

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Foam compound found
not to meet required
standard.

07/08/2013

Hunterston B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

SDA Channel 1 top stop
setting above the value
advised by Nuclear Safety
Group, but within thermal
power limits.

08/08/2013

Dungeness B

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Loose bolts found on
empty fuel element bottle
stillage that had been
transported.

08/08/2013

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

During servicing of
fuel plug unit, dowels
incorrectly labelled.

08/08/2013

Devonport

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Polythene bag ruptured
in containment tent,
resulting in debris spillage
to floor.
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09/08/2013

Aldermaston

1

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Gas clean-up system
high- and low-pressure
alarms activating outside
tolerance bands.

13/08/2013

Torness

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Boundary monitoring
system showed failure in
several areas.

13/08/2013

Dounreay

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

During routine testing
of system by site fire
brigade, valve on duty
foam delivery line would
not freely operate.

14/08/2013

Trawsfynydd

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Reach stacker monthly
interlock suspended due
to fault.

14/08/2013

Dounreay

0

Examination, inspection, maintenance, test or
operation of any part of the plant revealing that
the safe operation or condition of the plant may
be significantly affected.

Defects found in
operation instructions in
one facility.

15/08/2013

Hartlepool

NR

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Earth fault affecting
sounding of evacuation
/ emergency alarms
identified.

15/08/2013

Aldermaston

1

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Contamination identified
on outside of drum in
drum store.

15/08/2013

Amersham

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Insecure transport load
received with loaded Type
B container having fallen
over in transit.

18/08/2013

Non-licensee

0

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Portal alarm activated at
Heathrow.

20/08/2013

RRMPOL
Derby

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Swarf and machine
protector ignited during
milling operation.
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21/08/2013

Aldermaston

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Drum grab creased and
holed top rim of drum
during lifting operation.

22/08/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Fuel assembly crimping
operation conducted in
error with neutron scatter
plug present.

22/08/2013

Aldermaston

1

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

During signal test, no
secondary alarms were
received by Shift Control
Room.

22/08/2013

Winfrith

0

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

After consignment
for analysis, anomaly
identified in declared and
actual activity of analytical
sample.

22/08/2013

Heysham 1

1

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Fire system operated
during test run of gas
turbine.

23/08/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Safety case shortfall
identified following
Heysham 1 event of 22
August 2013.

23/08/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Emergency exhaust fan
failed to start during
routine test.

23/08/2013

Sizewell A

NR

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Partial tannoy system
failure.

27/08/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Some valves found to
be operating at incorrect
pressures during testing.

28/08/2013

Sizewell A

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Problem encountered
during flask loading.
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28/08/2013

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Dropped Stringer Reactor
Trip System (DSRT)
channel tripped even
though all indications on
fuelling machine were
healthy.

29/08/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Cooling water outlet
pressure relief valve failed
to lift within specification
during testing.

29/08/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Suspected failure of
accumulator.

29/08/2013

Wylfa

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Chain block failed while
lowering load.

30/08/2013

Sizewell B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Input wiring alarm fascias
found to be reversed.

02/09/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Lifting point failed on
pond shock absorber.

04/09/2013

Devonport

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Minor contamination on
inaccessible surfaces of
transport container.

05/09/2013

Sellafield

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

High water level alarm
initiated.

05/09/2013

RRMPOL
Derby

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Unplanned shutdown
occurred.
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06/09/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Trim group control rod
identified to be below
minimum rod limit

07/09/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Turbine tripped during
testing.

08/09/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Boiler feed system
transients generated
higher than expected
channel gas/ boiler gas
outlet temperatures
experienced during load
raise.

09/09/2013

Sellafield

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Empty “excepted”
full-height iSOfreight
container transported
without address label or
UN number on package.

09/09/2013

Harwell

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

A returning empty ISO
container consigned
as UN 2908 radioactive
material, but was missing
UN and consignor /
consignee address labels.

10/09/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Clean Air Train System
pressure running lower
than expected, causing
sporadic control room
alarms.

11/09/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Steam leak during turbine
generator startup.

12/09/2013

Aldermaston

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Failure of off site power
supply caused loss of site
electrical supplies.
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13/09/2013

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Rector manually tripped
due to generator fault.

14/09/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

During reactor power
raising, Emergency Stop
Valve 4 would not open
and turbine would not run
up.

16/09/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious signal caused by
spike on Control Building
HVAC MCR frost coil
outlet iodine radioactivity
element

16/09/2013

Non-licensee

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Derailment of two wagons
during rail- propelling
move.

17/09/2013

Lillyhall Metals

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Operator injured
thumb while operating
mechanical shear.

17/09/2013

Barrow

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Security pass system
spuriously recorded
everyone in a dock
complex as being off site.

18/09/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious signal caused by
spike on Control Building
Control Building HVAC
MCR frost coil outlet
particulate radioactivity
element.

18/09/2013

Capenhurst

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Construction worker
operating mechanical
excavator damaged live
11 kV power line.

19/09/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Six manning event
shortfalls not allocated to
correct event category set
out in procedures.

19/09/2013

Hinkley Point B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Need to investigate
earth fault associated
with main turbine brush
gear resulted in reactor
load being reduced and
desynchronised.

19/09/2013

Torness

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Small area of dry
contamination identified
in sump of discharge line
pump flange.
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19/09/2013

Torness

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Predicted and actual
temperatures of flux
measuring assembly
standpipes did not agree.

19/09/2013

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Nuclear Significant Fire
Door found to be open
and local alarm sounding.

20/09/2013

Lillyhall Metals

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Transport nonconformances noted by
receiving facility.

21/09/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Mini Annulus Panel
washers found not to have
been fitted as required.

21/09/2013

Aldermaston

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Spurious criticality alarm
led to automatic site
response.

22/09/2013

Sellafield

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Foreign material (mop
string) found in transport
flask.

23/09/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Drop in reactor power
witnessed.

23/09/2013

Winfrith

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Total quantity of material
in consignment not
declared, and found
to be inconsistent with
acceptance criteria.

29/09/2013

Dungeness B

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Alarm activated indicating
gas circulator speed
probe fault.

01/10/2013

Springfields

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Pieces of extract filter,
which had been ejected
out of main extract stack,
found outside on plant.

01/10/2013

Harwell

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Driver transported a
consignment without
legally required transport
documentation.
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02/10/2013

Devonport

NR

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

Following shipment
of modified Magnox
flask, fixed and loose
contamination detected
on mating surface
between lid and body of
flask.

02/10/2013

Harwell

0

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

Consignment externally
contaminated to level
greater than legally
permissible.

03/10/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Coastal flooding hazard
challenge highlighted by
review.

03/10/2013

Wylfa

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Possible media interest
in operation relating to
sludge transfer.

03/10/2013

Heysham 2

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Feed flow information
discrepancy.

03/10/2013

Wylfa

0

Any natural phenomenon or other external
condition that posed an actual threat to
the safety of the nuclear installation or that
significantly distracted site personnel in the
performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Low-flying aircraft
observed flying directly
over site.

03/10/2013

Heysham 1

NR

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

Excepted package found
to exceed permissible
external surface dose rate
limit.

03/10/2013

Aldermaston

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

During silent hours false
criticality alarm sounded
in a building.

04/10/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Unexpected loss of
guardline standby
supplies during reactor
outage.

04/10/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Transient occurred that
raised Reactor PVCW
liner temperature to 30.5°
C.
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04/10/2013

Sellafield

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Incorrect UN number,
approval identification
mark and proper shipping
name attached to
empty flask returned to
Dounreay.

04/10/2013

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

VFC unit started
spuriously during
recommissioning.

07/10/2013

Dounreay

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Elevated annual urine
sample returned by
contractor requiring
further investigation.

08/10/2013

Springfields

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Contractor opened a door
and smelt “chemicals”
and experienced tingling
sensation in eyes and
shortness of breath.

08/10/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Shutdown defect (oil
pump) identified following
manual shutdown of
reactor.

10/10/2013

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Flask transported without
drip ‘nappy’.

11/10/2013

Dungeness A

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Ambulance attended site
to attend traffic collision
in main car park.

11/10/2013

Chapelcross

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Contamination readings
observed in site vehicle.

14/10/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious control room
signal caused by trip
of ventilation and airconditioning system.

14/10/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Guardline tripped during
gas circular speed
change.
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14/10/2013

Hunterston B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Manual isolating valve
found to be closed
rendering standby filling
line unavailable.

15/10/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Condenser level control
failed.

16/10/2013

Hunterston B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Drier filter operation
abandoned as filter
differential pressure
reached limit.

16/10/2013

Sellafield

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Respirators removed from
controlled area without
required documentation.

16/10/2013

Sellafield

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Starting of fan caused
electrical trip.

17/10/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Routine maintenance
identified that some postfault monitoring indicators
were not calibrated.

19/10/2013

Springfields

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Notification of death of
employee at home.

20/10/2013

Wylfa

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Emergency vehicle
battery found to be flat.

20/10/2013

Dungeness B

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Cooling water supply
isolation to buffer storage
tubes undertaken before
fuel route plan steps to
empty tubes had been
completed.

21/10/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Low pressure noted on
CO2 tank and transfer
pumps.

21/10/2013

Harwell

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Four (of 27) empty
containers labelled
as ‘Empty Excepted –
UN2908’ when paperwork
stated that they were
exempt packages.
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24/10/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

During pre-start checks,
starting air supply
isolating valve found to be
shut.

25/10/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Backup cooling water
valve failed to operate
remotely.

28/10/2013

Dungeness B

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Following loss of grid
tripping of both reactors,
emergency lighting
and battery nonconformances noted.

28/10/2013

Dungeness B

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

High winds caused
roofing material to impact
on transmission lines,
causing transformer to
trip.

28/10/2013

Dungeness A

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Adverse weather
conditions caused loss of
grid supplies to site.

30/10/2013

Sellafield

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Trolley carrying residue
bottle overturned –
packaging remained
intact.

30/10/2013

Sellafield

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Operative failed to
evacuate in accordance
with arrangements on
annunciation of glovebox
low depression alarm.

31/10/2013

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Unofficial modifications
identified by new
maintenance contractor
on static reversing
contactors.

31/10/2013

Harwell

0

Where any individual is confirmed to have
received an annual effective dose greater than
the level set as subject to investigation under
IRR 1999 Regulation 8(7).

Bioassy results indicated
worker received
radiological intake above
local investigation level.

31/10/2013

Sellafield

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Consignment incorrectly
classified as an excepted
package, instead of
unpackaged SCO I.
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31/10/2013

Harwell

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Label on wheelie bins
not removed post
cleaning and therefore
for subsequent transport
should have been
identified as exempt
package.

06/11/2013

Sellafield

0

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Incorrect garments sent
off site to contracting
laundry. Incorrect
garments had already
been washed on site and
were radiologically clean.

06/11/2013

RRMPOL
Derby

0

Any abnormal occurrence giving rise to an
uncontrolled or unauthorised leakage or
escape of radioactive material or waste which
exceeds 50% of the limits set out in Column 4 of
Schedule 8 to the IRR 1999.

Small leakage of liquor
discharged into an
engineered secondary
containment.

08/11/2013

Sellafield

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

ISO container shipped
displaying two different
unique number labels due
to label from previous
shipment being left on.

11/11/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Incorrect recording of
boronated water levels in
Emergency Core Cooling
System Accumulator not
identified until following
shift.

13/11/2013

Harwell

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Activation of ventilation
system fire detection
system.

14/11/2013

Sellafield

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Defects observed in two
gloveboxes.

14/11/2013

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Emergency Charging
System Train B failed in
service from overheating
due to incorrect packing
on load spring.

14/11/2013

Devonport

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Hull valve removal
operation not undertaken
under a continuous
working regime contrary
to local operating
instruction.
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16/11/2013

Hinkley Point B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious trip on reactor
gas pressure rate of
change channel 2.

18/11/2013

Sellafield

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

High alarm on one of
three neutron monitors.

21/11/2013

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Significant marine
ingress prompted manual
shutdown of Reactor 2.

21/11/2013

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Workstation materials
mass limit exceeded.

22/11/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Pressure transmitter at
Reactor 1 alternative
indication centre found
isolated.

22/11/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Switchboard selector
switch incorrectly set to
local operation.

22/11/2013

Berkeley

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Member of staff taken to
hospital suffering from
chest pains; ambulance
called to site.

25/11/2013

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Passive fire barrier found
to have holes in both ends
into the gas circulator
halls, challenging barrier
integrity.

26/11/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Wrong revision of
technical specification
checksheet used.
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26/11/2013

Aldermaston

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Fire detection alarm
activated caused by
smoke test of nearby
enclosure.

27/11/2013

Bradwell

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Post-dredging turbidity
results exceed pre-work
results.

27/11/2013

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Engineering design
change process
documentation and
verification activities not
completed in accordance
with requirements.

27/11/2013

Sellafield

1

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Power loss to eastern side
of Sellafield site, requiring
initiation of local response
actions.

27/11/2013

Sellafield

0

Any abnormal occurrence giving rise to an
uncontrolled or unauthorised leakage or
escape of radioactive material or waste which
exceeds 50% of the limits set out in Column 4 of
Schedule 8 to the IRR 1999.

Radiological activity
migrated from active cells
into operating areas.

28/11/2013

Burghfield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

During functional test,
building emergency
lighting failed to stay
illuminated on loss of
electrical power as
required.

28/11/2013

Torness

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Airborne activity outside
C3 area for tritium tank
work.

28/11/2013

Trawsfynydd

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Bioassy results indicated
classified worker received
radiological intake above
local investigation level.

30/11/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Multi-position valve on
Emergency Boiler Feed
Pump 3 selected to
incorrect position.
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02/12/2013

Trawsfynydd

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Package containing
radioactive calibration
source taken to wrong
storage location.

03/12/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Valve position end stop
failure.

03/12/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Manual shutdown
following failure of one of
two pressure sustaining
valves.

03/12/2013

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Unexpected pressure
differential noted in three
TC01 containers.

04/12/2013

Hinkley Point B

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Valve on reactor cooling
system noted in incorrect
position.

04/12/2013

Barrow

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Muster arrangements
during exercise viewed as
inadequate.

05/12/2013

Aldermaston

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
in operating rules

Movement of storage
vessels into store
cupboard breached
assessed bounding
parameters of cupboard

05/12/2013

Sizewell B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Corrupt software
configuration files on
Emergency Plume
Gamma Monitoring
System.

05/12/2013

Dounreay

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Storm weather caused
failure of fire alarm system
and some telephony
systems.

05/12/2013

Non-licensee

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Delivery driver not
following issued
procedure.
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05/12/2013

Hinkley Point B

0

Emergency arrangements have been initiated
in relation to class 7 goods even if, in the event,
no intervention was made pursuant to those
arrangements.

Flask transport anomaly
– flatbed rolled short
distance uncontrolled.

06/12/2013

Winfrith

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Unexpected pressure
differential noted on four
ISO containers – vent
valve not opened.

07/12/2013

Devonport

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Oxygen generating
candles not removed from
submarine in accordance
with operating
instructions.

07/12/2013

Oldbury

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fuel element damaged
during desplittering
operation.

10/12/2013

Barrow

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Watchkeeper temporarily
left post contrary to
safety management
arrangements.

10/12/2013

Oldbury

0

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

Loose contamination
detected on transport
flask.

10/12/2013

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Plastic sheeting found
in close proximity to air
intake of diesel turbo
charger.

12/12/2013

Hartlepool

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Plant not reconfigured
post maintenance
causing high pressure
and bursting disk alarms
during subsequent
operations.

13/12/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Removal of floor slabs
recorded in operations
log but not technical
specification tracking
log as required by local
instructions.

13/12/2013

Chapelcross

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fire alarm activation –
false alarm.
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17/12/2013

Sizewell B

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Potential for inadequate
radiological shielding
during fuel component
movements.

17/12/2013

Berkeley

1

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

Radiological source
should have been
declared to be
transported under
“exclusive use”
arrangements, but was
not.

17/12/2013

Aldermaston

1

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Puncture of
pressurised suit during
decommissioning
operations.

18/12/2013

Non-licensee

NR

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Higher than expected
gamma readings
observed on package of
gas mantles by UK border
force at Heathrow.

20/12/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Essential Cooling Water
System Pump not
identified on isolation
/ deisolation operating
procedure.

20/12/2013

Sellafield

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Personnel contamination
detected following air
monitor alarm.

20/12/2013

Sellafield

1

Abnormal occurrences leading to a radioactive
substance which has been:

Unauthorised removal of
contaminated resistance
thermometer.

(a) released or is likely to have been released
into the atmosphere as a gas, aerosol or dust; or
(b) spilled or otherwise released in such
a manner as to give rise to significant
contamination; and which exceeds or is
expected to exceed, the quantities set out in
Column 4 of Schedule 8 to the IRR 1999, except
where the release is in a manner specified
in an Authorisation under the Environmental
Permitting Regulations 2010 (EPR 2010) or the
Radioactive Substances Act 1993 (RSA 93) in
Scotland.
23/12/2013

Hartlepool
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23/12/2013

Sellafield

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Valve found in incorrect
open position.

27/12/2013

Chapelcross

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fire alarm activation –
false alarm.

27/12/2013

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Automatic trip of Reactor
2 on apparent loss of grid.

30/12/2013

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Plant inspection identified
that two vent isolating
valves were shut
rendering nitrogen pumps
23 and 24 unavailable.

04/01/2014

Torness

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Shift pattern changed
without being subject to
“Management of Change”
process.

04/01/2014

Barrow

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Main Isolating Valves
found to be passing
during flushing operation.

04/01/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor manually tripped
following main boiler feed
pump live steam governor
tripping shut.

06/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Difficulties providing
minimum electrician
manning levels.

08/01/2014

Oldbury

0

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

Contamination detected
on transport flask.

08/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Instrumentation fault –
alternative available.
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10/01/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor 1 manually
tripped following boiler
feed pump failure.

10/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Routine check identified
failure of weak nitric acid
pump.

13/01/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Safety relief valve left in
inoperable state following
maintenance activities.

13/01/2014

Torness

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Commissioning of a gas
services trolley identified
missing plugs in vent line.

13/01/2014

Hinkley Point A

0

Any abnormal occurrence giving rise to an
uncontrolled or unauthorised leakage or
escape of radioactive material or waste which
exceeds 50% of the limits set out in Column 4 of
Schedule 8 to the IRR 1999.

Spillage of water and
sludge into secondary
containment.

13/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Partial loss of power on
the east side Sellafield
site

13/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Pre-operation checks
failed to identify swarf in
pipe.

14/01/2014

Non-licensee

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Train pulling empty FNA
wagon hit broken-down
car on level crossing.
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15/01/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Discrepancies in neutron
scatter plug serial
numbers within database
records

15/01/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Chiller unit for airconditioning system
incorrectly configured to
“local” operation.

15/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Failure of ventilation
damper actuator identified
during maintenance.

16/01/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Wrong type of safety
relays fitted during
maintenance.

16/01/2014

Devonport

0

Any event where radioactive material or waste
was inadvertently brought on to or transported
off the licensed site.

Container being used as
a temporary radioactive
store incorrectly located
few metres outside of
licensed site boundary.

16/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Weekly survey found
contamination over an
area of approximately
1 m2 on rail bay south
platform.

16/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Liquor transferred to
wrong tanks due to lack of
communication between
Shift Team Leaders.

17/01/2014

Wylfa

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Transportation
documentation not
handed over to delivery
driver.
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17/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected..

High-pressure alarm
switch not functioning.

17/01/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Technical specification
noncompliance when
“failed” battery supplies
inappropriately configured
for normal duty.

17/01/2014

Hunterston B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Absorption filter outwith
its statutory inspection
period under Pressure
Systems Safety
Regulations but remained
compliant with local
maintenance functional
requirements.

19/01/2014

Sellafield

0

If a Duly Authorised Person appointed under
Licence Condition 12 is prevented by the
licensee from continuing to act in that capacity.

Challenge to minimum
safety manning level due
to Team Leader illness.

20/01/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Control rod drop due to
trapping of sub pile-cap
clutch supply cable.

21/01/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Crane long travel limit
trips 1 and 2 failed. Long
travel limit trip 3 worked.

21/01/2014

Hunterston B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Work card did not identify
fire jacket as being
nuclear safety significant,
leading to noncompliance with technical
specification when it was
removed.

21/01/2014

Chapelcross

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fire alert received – false
alarm.

21/01/2014

Non-licensee

0

Emergency arrangements have been initiated
in relation to class 7 goods even if, in the event,
no intervention was made pursuant to those
arrangements.

Transport lorry overturned
and two containers
damaged. These were
repackaged but no
contamination on lorry or
surrounding area.

21/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Gamma monitor
identified as being not
fully functional during
maintenance.
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22/01/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Adverse trend identified
with respect to successful
out-of-hours pager tests.

22/01/2014

Wylfa

1

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Maintenance activities
created previously
unforeseen collimated
shine path towards roof.

23/01/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Shortfall in emergency
response manning levels.

23/01/2014

Capenhurst

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Electrical fault on pump
led to activation of fire
alarm.

24/01/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor tripped due to
valve fault.

25/01/2014

Oldbury

1

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Duplicate key issued
permitting unintended
defeat of interlock.

26/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Valve failed to respond
in timely manner to
command to close.

27/01/2014

Wylfa

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

New defect outside of
safety case expectations
identified on guide tube
assembly.

27/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Unexpected loss of steam
supplies in South side due
to restriction in ring main.
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27/01/2014

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Unauthorised transfer
of unused scientific
equipment from inactive
area to another facility.

27/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Glovebox depression
alarm activated when
glovebox window was
dislodged from seal.

28/01/2014

Hinkley Point A

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Two high dose rate items
found as part of final
clean-up of Reactor 2
ponds.

30/01/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Anomalies identified
during nondestructive
testing of welds on
fuel supply route to
Battery Charging Diesel
Generator.

30/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Failed proof test of
nitrogen purge interlock.

30/01/2014

Hunterston B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor and turbine
generator tripped
automatically – no fault
found.

31/01/2014

All EDF sites

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Fuel pins discovered with
minor tin deposit and
corresponding pitting of
end-cap surface, which
exceeds maximum depth
allowed by specification.

31/01/2014

Sellafield

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Detector faults identified
on Perimeter Monitoring
System (coincident with
elevated levels of naturally
occurring radon).
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01/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Due to high winds,
substitution arrangements
for failed stack monitor
instrument alarm could
not be effected.

02/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Due to unplanned
absence, minimum safety
manning level breached.

03/02/2014

Aldermaston

1

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Two roof-mounted heat
detection heads of fire
detection system found to
be non-operational.

03/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Unplanned absence of
Duly Authorised Person
challenged minimum
manning safety levels.

04/02/2014

Barrow

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Discrepancies noted,
after personnel muster, on
Access Control Personnel
Accountability System.

05/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

During return to service
checks, issues identified
with interlocks between
inner and outer shield
doors identified.

06/02/2014

Bradwell

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Emergency services
attended in response
to worker experiencing
breathing difficulties and
chest pains.

07/02/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

DC Charger found to
have output fuse switch
in open (off) position
instead of closed position,
rendering it unavailable
for nuclear safety function
on demand.

07/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Due to unplanned
absence (illness), breach
of minimum safety
manning levels.
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08/02/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Switchboard selector
switch incorrectly
configured to “local”
position.

10/02/2014

Heysham 2

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Blown fuse caused power
loss to reactor safety
system.

11/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Pressure-regulating
valves on gloveboxes
identified to be prone to
internal failure.

11/02/2014

Burghfield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Intermittent fault on
flashing visual warning
light as part of Criticality
Incident Detection and
Alarm System. Audible
alarm functioning
normally.

12/02/2014

Hinkley Point B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Record sheet entry
confusing, leading
Team Leader to believe,
incorrectly, that storage
tube was empty.

12/02/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor 21 manually
tripped following
unexpected closure of
reheater outlet isolating
valve.

13/02/2014

Sizewell B

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Temporary seawater
monitoring unit caught
fire.

13/02/2014

Springfields

NR

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

High uranium level found
in worker’s urine sample.
Subsequent samples
below limit of detection.

14/02/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Dual redundant power
supplies to subset of high
integrity control system
panels identified as not in
optimal arrangement.
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14/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Trip occurred on incoming
11 Kv circuit breaker
from grid transformer No.
3 causing low voltage
alarms to be generated.
No interruption of supply
to plants.

15/02/2014

Windscale

0

If a Duly Authorised Person appointed under
Licence Condition 12 is prevented by the
licensee from continuing to act in that capacity.

Active commissioning
of shielding progressed
inappropriately to use of
higher level test source,
when tests with lower
level source had failed.

15/02/2014

Barrow

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

IT system outage affected
operation Access Control
Personnel Accountability
System.

16/02/2014

Heysham 2

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Oil pressure loss led to
automatic trip of turbine
and subsequent trip of
Reactor 8.

16/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Small area of fixed beta
contamination, seven
times greater than action
level for area, found in
respirator mask washing
machine.

17/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Hoist hook would not
lower on demand.

18/02/2014

Amersham

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Two Type A Category II
packages transported
with incomplete /
inaccurate transport
documentation.

18/02/2014

Hinkley Point A

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Fault on site tannoy
system rendering it
unavailable.
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19/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Suspected bottle
deflagration when
carrying out routine
pressure check on 2.5 l
bottle.

19/02/2014

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

During electrical testing,
PSU failure caused loss
of control of gas circulator
speed.

19/02/2014

Dungeness A

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Worker taken ill (not work
related) and ambulance
called to site.

20/02/2014

Burghfield

1

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Fire alarm and control
panels found to be
isolated.

20/02/2014

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Cracks detected on
reheater outlet pipework.

20/02/2014

Aldermaston

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Actions to demonstrate
compliance with Licence
Instrument 511 (Storage of
Higher Activity Waste) not
completed within required
timescale.

21/02/2014

Hartlepool

0

Emergency arrangements have been initiated
in relation to class 7 goods even if, in the event,
no intervention was made pursuant to those
arrangements.

Flatrol derailed carrying
empty flask while being
shunted onto site.

21/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Waste drum monitor failed
proof test.
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21/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Low flow meter alarm set
points incorrectly so low
flow alarms would not
activate.

22/02/2014

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Decay store air cooler
fans isolated, but not
recorded as unavailable.

22/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Due to illness, minimum
safety manning levels not
met.

22/02/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

During control rod
exchange, electrical
supplies were lost,
causing control rod to
enter core leading to
automatic reactor trip.

23/02/2014

Sellafield

1

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Loss of ferrous
sulphamate feed resulting
in high neutron alarms.

23/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Weekly routine survey
found two particles with
activity greater than
action levels.

23/02/2014

Hunterston B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Nitrogen plant valves
found in incorrect open
configuration.

24/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Receipt survey identified
internal surfaces of
spent fuel flask lid had
unexpected levels of
loose contamination.

25/02/2014

Hunterston B

0

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Following a number of
alarms, TG7 feed heaters
tripped.
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25/02/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Valve on active storage
tank air feed system failed
to operate from local
control panel.

26/02/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor Coolant Pump
(RCP) bearing low oil
alarm resulted in reactor
shutdown to facilitate
rectification.

26/02/2014

Hinkley Point A

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Hole found in pond
circulation pipework
secondary containment.

28/02/2014

Aldermaston

1

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Discrepancy in lifetime
quality records for
concrete wall pour.

01/03/2014

Barrow

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Firefighting system
contained debris which
should have been flushed
prior to commissioning.

02/03/2014

Sellafield

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Unplanned absence
challenged minimum
safety manning levels.

04/03/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Small tube leak from
boiler.

05/03/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

An autovalve went into
discrepancy alarm and
would not respond to
commands to open or
close.

05/03/2014

Sellafield

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Required signatures
missing from procedure.
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05/03/2014

Sellafield

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Wrong software sequence
activated during tank
transfer.

05/03/2014

Sellafield

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Failure to comply with
required operating
instruction.

06/03/2014

Aldermaston

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Assay of items in
decommissioning facility
identified presence of
unexpected accountable
material.

06/03/2014

Windscale

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Intermediate level waste
not placed in correct
container following sorting
operation.

06/03/2014

Sizewell B

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Shaft driven oil pump
suffered loss of prime.

07/03/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Potential technical
specification anomaly
regarding announcement
of Group 1 “boiler closure
fault” alarm.

07/03/2014

Amersham

0

Any event where radioactive material or waste
was inadvertently brought on to or transported
off the licensed site.

Small Cs137 disc source
found in waste bag.

07/03/2014

Hunterston A

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Site vehicle gamma alarm
activated.

08/03/2014

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Control rod clutch supply
switches found to have
been installed incorrectly
post replacement.

08/03/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Anomaly in appropriate
action tracking of plant
unavailability resulting
in delay to urgent
maintenance state being
entered.
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10/03/2014

Springfields

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Incorrect packaging
(polythene) thickness
used but still within
assessed limits.

11/03/2014

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Movement of materials
outside scope of
Authorisation to Operate.

11/03/2014

Sellafield

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Both inert gas ventilation
and extraction plant
main fans taken out of
service under approved
deviation from safety case
requirements.

12/03/2014

Heysham 1

0

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels.

Excepted package dose
rate limit exceeded.

12/03/2014

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Cooling water supply
taken out of service with
unplanned consequence
that dismantling tube
cooling water low flow
alarm initiated.

12/03/2014

Dounreay

1

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Fire during welding
operation.

12/03/2014

Devonport

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Test Variant Torpedo
unintentionally discharged
close to licensed site
boundary.

14/03/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

50V telecoms supplies
misaligned, constituting
non-compliance with
technical specifications.

14/03/2014

Capenhurst

NR

An occurrence during loading, carriage or
unloading of class 7 goods where there
is reason to believe that there has been a
significant degradation in any package safety
function (containment, shielding, thermal
protection or criticality) that may have rendered
the package unsuitable for continued carriage
without additional safety measures.

Four full cylinders in
protective structural
packages dropped onto
vessel during loading at
Port Halifax, Canada.

14/03/2014

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Control supplies to
two sets of ventilation
valves discovered to be
reversed.
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15/03/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Unplanned change
in channel gas outlet
temperature demand.

15/03/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Minor fire occurred on
turbine generator 2.

15/03/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Failure of seven personnel
to respond to site
incident.

15/03/2014

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Outlet steam sampling
isolating valve discovered
to be made of carbon
steel instead of correct
grade of stainless steel.

17/03/2014

Sellafield

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Dry air purge capability
not reinstated within
operating rule
requirements during
approved temporary
works.

18/03/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Unplanned degradation of
Turbine 2 fire system due
to erected scaffolding.

18/03/2014

Barrow

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fire alarm / false alarm
resulting in full evacuation.

18/03/2014

Barrow

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Watchkeeper evacuated
on fire alarm resulting in
requirement for specific
monitoring not being
maintained for duration of
evacuation.

18/03/2014

Barrow

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

AC shore supply to
submarine lost, with
supplies restored within
10-15 minutes.
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18/03/2014

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Dropped load damaged
clutch cable dropping
control rod. Resultant
flux transient caused
automatic trip of Reactor
2.

18/03/2014

Bradwell

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Leak from section of
piping beneath road
tanker during inactive
commissioning trials.

20/03/2014

Hinkley Point B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Chloride ingress trip
Into guardlines during
shutdown.

20/03/2014

Hinkley Point B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Quadrant protection
equipment in half trip.
Risk of full trip while fault
standing.

20/03/2014

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor 2 high Boiler
Outlet Gas Temperature
trips occurred on
quadrants A and B
leading to main guardline
reactor trip.

22/03/2014

Sellafield

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Due to illness, minimum
safe manning level
compromised.

23/03/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

CO2 fire protection panel
incorrectly configured to
off position.

24/03/2014

Hinkley Point A

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Warning letter received
from Environment Agency.

25/03/2014

Winfrith

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Transportion documents
did not match serial
number of loaded
container.

25/03/2014

Hunterston B

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Paintbrush caught fire
when it came into contact
with hot pipework.
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25/03/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Valve would not open on
demand.

26/03/2014

Torness

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Unexpected loss of
supplies following
isolation of fuse board.

26/03/2014

Winfrith

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Driver left site before
collecting appropriate
transport shipping
documentation and
container labels.

27/03/2014

Chapelcross

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Radiological survey of
waste skip could not
replicate previous results.

29/03/2014

Heysham 2

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Absence compromised
minimum safe manning
levels.

30/03/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Faulty feedflow indication
from boiler led to
increasing feed pump
speed, causing increase
in reactor power.

31/03/2014

Hunterston B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor and turbine
tripped automatically on
earth fault protection.

31/03/2014

Imperial
College

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Loss of supplies gave rise
to a number of alarms
while reactor shut down.

02/04/2014

Sellafield

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Absence compromised
minimum safe manning
levels.

03/04/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Data processing system
instability.

03/04/2014

Capenhurst

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Small release of uranium
hexafluoride in Chemistry
Services Laboratory.
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03/04/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Activity in air monitor
failed test.

04/04/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Absence due to illness
compromised minimum
safe manning levels.

05/04/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Absence due to illness
compromised minimum
safe manning levels.

06/04/2014

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Plant isolated for
maintenance without
appreciating effect on
technical specification
monitoring.

06/04/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Emergency service water
train low discharge header
pressure alarm initiated
and reserve ultimate heat
sink actuation occurred.

06/04/2014

Barrow

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

During routine sampling,
fluorine particulates found
in primary circuit.

08/04/2014

Sellafield

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Unplanned absence
compromised minimum
safe manning levels.

10/04/2014

Hinkley Point A

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Small group of
approximately 40
protestors outside main
access gates.

11/04/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Incorrect installation
resulted in sump level
instrument not operating
as intended.
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11/04/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

New fuel assembly
removed outwith
requirements of technical
specification.

11/04/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Building evacuation
system would not provide
sufficient or correct
evacuation sound in south
side of building.

13/04/2014

Hartlepool

NR

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Shortfall in first aid cover.

14/04/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Fuel oil tank had
not been checked
in accordance with
technical specification
requirements.

14/04/2014

Barrow

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Transcription error
occurred which resulted
in 2 radiography sources
being linked to the wrong
containers.

16/04/2014

Dounreay

0

Any natural phenomenon or other external
condition that posed an actual threat to
the safety of the nuclear installation or that
significantly distracted site personnel in the
performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Loss of external grid
electrical supplies.

17/04/2014

Hartlepool

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Small fire on gas turbine
during commissioning
test run.

18/04/2014

Wylfa

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

During testing, Essential
Service Water System
flow fell further than
expected causing an
automatic Reserve
Ultimate Heat Sink
initiation.

20/04/2014

Sellafield

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Absence compromised
minimum safe manning
levels.
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22/04/2014

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Written schemes of
evaluation and asset
management system
routines not aligned.

22/04/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fuelling machine raise
/ lower mechanism
Autoguard torque limiting
clutch setting not in
accordance with as-built
condition.

23/04/2014

Sellafield

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Incorrect configuration of
drain valve led to water
loss from flask.

23/04/2014

Springfields

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Scheduled inspection
of obsolete cylinders
awaiting decommissioning
revealed leakage from two
cylinders.

24/04/2014

Berkeley

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

During dismantling,
water retained within
ILW retrieval equipment
leaked onto floor within
established C2 area.

24/04/2014

Hartlepool

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Fire occurred during
commissioning of gas
turbine.

25/04/2014

Springfields

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Receipt inspection
revealed several drums
exceeded prescribed
weights.

25/04/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Proof test of valve block
revealed failure of selfsealing couplings.

27/04/2014

Dungeness B

1

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Reactors automatically
tripped due to fault on off
site 400 Kv transmission
system.
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28/04/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Electrical supply from
substation lost.

29/04/2014

Wylfa

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

During inspection,
temporary fluorescent
light fitting used during
recent reactor outage
discovered.

29/04/2014

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Discrepancy between ‘asbuilt’ paint finish condition
and drawing requirements
for transportation
packages.

30/04/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Nitrogen supply valve
identified in incorrect
closed configuration.

30/04/2014

Hinkley Point B

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Computer failure of pager
callout system.

01/05/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Fire alarm found to have
been inhibited.

01/05/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Unplanned isolation / trip
of heating ventilation and
air-conditioning system
during maintenance.

01/05/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Pressure transmitter
failure identified during
maintenance.

01/05/2014

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Intermittent power supply
to site.
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01/05/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fan did not shut down
during damper tests.

06/05/2014

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Material content in
waste drum exceeded
prescribed limits.

07/05/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Failure of auxiliary steam
valves to operate during
maintenance testing.

07/05/2014

Sellafield

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Contamination found on
flask transport support
frame and stainless steel
bed below.

09/05/2014

Capenhurst

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Construction site activities
struck 415 v live cable
used to provide power to
on site concrete batching
plant.

10/05/2014

Sellafield

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

During fuel transfers, rods
uncovered from water
for more than five hours
breaching an operating
instruction.

11/05/2014

Burghfield

0

Event removed.

12/05/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fuelling machine raise
/ lower mechanism
Autoguard torque limiting
clutch setting not in
accordance with as-built
condition.

12/05/2014

Oldbury

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Evidence of corrosion on
base of support brackets
for low pressure feed
pipes.
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12/05/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Loss of ventilation due to
fire on ventilation control
panel.

13/05/2014

Hunterston B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Gas circulator inlet guide
vanes failed to close on
quadrant trip.

14/05/2014

Non-licensee

0

Theft or loss of the class 7 goods in carriage.

Excepted package found
on receipt to be damaged
with some contents
missing.

14/05/2014

Sellafield

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Empty furnace kept at
minimum temperature
with no functioning
cooling water supply
breaching operating
instruction.

14/05/2014

Berkeley

1

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Access / egress turnstile
mal-operated on exit
resulting in accounting
error for limited number of
personnel.

16/05/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Inlet guide vane found
in incorrect closed
configuration.

16/05/2014

Winfrith

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Discrepancy between
supplier’s weighbridge
reading and gross
weight noted on Waste
Consignment Information
Form and Dangerous
Goods Note.

16/05/2014

Dounreay

1

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Heat from sodium lamp
caused small quantity of
adjacent waste to ignite.
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18/05/2014

Barrow

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Shore supplies not
made ready to support
submarine post launching.

18/05/2014

Aldermaston

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Source found in private
residence, which did not
originate from AWE.

21/05/2014

Chapelcross

0

Any natural phenomenon or other external
condition that posed an actual threat to
the safety of the nuclear installation or that
significantly distracted site personnel in the
performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Microlight aircraft
observed to fly over site
and appeared to be below
2000 ft.

23/05/2014

Heysham 2

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Compliance checks
completed with incorrect
data.

23/05/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fuse had been removed
from local control unit
and rendered fire damper
inoperable.

23/05/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Control rod developed
fault, resulting in it fully
inserting into core.
Operators maintained
positive control, and
manually shut down.

24/05/2014

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Extended delay in
engaging Reactor 1
regulating control rod
group 2 on auto control.

25/05/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Gamma monitor did not
respond as expected
during planned
maintenance.
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26/05/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Gamma monitor did not
respond as expected
during planned
maintenance.

27/05/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Power loss to air sampling
instrument.

28/05/2014

Non-licensee

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Portal alarm activated and
package dose rate found
above excepted package
limit.

28/05/2014

Non-licensee

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Excepted package,
intended for transport to
Italy, arrived at Heathrow
airport.

28/05/2014

Torness

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Five non-responders to
weekly pager test and two
roles not fulfilled during
cascade callout.

29/05/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Emergency controller
failed to respond to
weekly pager test.

29/05/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Water leak developed on
back up cooling water
system.

30/05/2014

Heysham 2

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Veto not configured
correctly during low
power refuelling.

30/05/2014

Hartlepool

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Incorrect Implementation
of an engineering change
(support base plates and
anchors not as specified).

30/05/2014

Oldbury

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Survey of flatrol
showed three points of
contamination within flask
well area.
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30/05/2014

Sellafield

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Receipt inspection of
flatrol found that UN2917
placard and padlock were
missing.

30/05/2014

Aldermaston

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Inadequate deconfliction
of maintenance works in
class 4 laser exclusion
zone.

02/06/2014

Hinkley Point C

NR

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

External telephone
connectivity lost and
emergency telephone
number failed on same
day.

03/06/2014

Aldermaston

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Battery charging
malfunctioned, causing
overcharging and damage
to lead-acid batteries.

03/06/2014

Wylfa

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Authorisations for shift
emergency scheme
lapsed.

04/06/2014

Aldermaston

1

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Glovebox glove damaged.

04/06/2014

Imperial
College

1

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Element slipped from
handling tool and fell
short distance.

06/06/2014

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Cooling tower fan found
to have incorrect direction
of rotation.

06/06/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Abnormal increase in
activity associated with
fuel failure detected.

07/06/2014

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Cooling tower fan found
to have incorrect direction
of rotation.
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09/06/2014

Dungeness A

NR

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Rail clamping blocks
dislodged and removed.

10/06/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

During decommissioning,
sealed sources found
which had not been
reported under Euratom.

12/06/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Proof test identified relief
valve not lifting at correct
pressure.

13/06/2014

Wylfa

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Pipe spilt following use of
cryogenic isolation.

14/06/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Radiation detector did not
respond when tested.

15/06/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Self-sealer valve block
found to be passing when
proof tested.

16/06/2014

Devonport

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Inadequate response to
announcement of dock
flood alarm.

16/06/2014

Chapelcross

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

On-call minimum manning
levels not met.

18/06/2014

Non-licensee

1

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Delivery of radionuclide
to hospital not left in
secure location as per
arrangements.

23/06/2014

Imperial
College

1

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

End of element grab tool
dropped during assembly.
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23/06/2014

Barrow

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Air ambulance attended
as a result of medical
emergency – entering
restricted air space with
prior agreement from air
traffic control.

25/06/2014

Burghfield

1

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Failure of pneumatic door
interlock.

25/06/2014

Sellafield

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fault identified with
temperature probe during
planned maintenance.

25/06/2014

Winfrith

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Discrepancy of inventory
data on ISO container of
mixed metals.

26/06/2014

Amersham

0

An occurrence during loading, carriage or
unloading of class 7 goods where there
is reason to believe that there has been a
significant degradation in any package safety
function (containment, shielding, thermal
protection or criticality) that may have rendered
the package unsuitable for continued carriage
without additional safety measures.

Container lid had not
been bolted securely prior
to transporting.

26/06/2014

Low Level
Waste
Repository

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Assay machine not set to
correct switch position.

26/06/2014

Sellafield

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

During decommissioning
operations, inspection
on legacy residue bottles
identified that one of
the plastic bottles had
fractured and was in
degraded condition.

28/06/2014

Sellafield

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Grapple fingers in fault
condition prevented
raising of containers from
product flask.
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30/06/2014

Springfields

NR

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Member of public
reported potential
transport infringements.
Environment Agency
investigated, was
satisfied that there was
no infringement, and
informed individual.

30/06/2014

Sellafield

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Consignment dispatched
with only one of two fissile
labels attached.

30/06/2014

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Waste drum incorrectly
characterised and
subsequently incorrectly
stored.

01/07/2014

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Automatic shutdown
following turbine
generator excitation fault.

01/07/2014

Dungeness B

NR

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Lagging caught fire
following quartz bulb
blowing.

02/07/2014

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Section of pipework on
nitrogen injection system
failed during maintenance
testing.

02/07/2014

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor 2 shutdown to
investigate / repair valve.

03/07/2014

Wylfa

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Steam leak resulted in
turbine being taken out of
service and reactor being
manually tripped.

03/07/2014

Oldbury

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Consignment dispatched
without all consignment
paperwork.

03/07/2014

Oldbury

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Dropped load following
interaction of crane
hook and handrail of pile
machine.
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04/07/2014

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Cooling system plant
configuration records
not kept up to date when
valves closed to assist
draining.

04/07/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

High-level trip failed to
initiate at expected level.

04/07/2014

Sellafield

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Padlock on fuel flask
found unlocked.

07/07/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Misdirection of proportion
of plant washings from
reprocessing plant to
intended destination tank.

08/07/2014

Bradwell

NR

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Stairwell concrete
removal exceeded scope
of specification.

10/07/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Maintenance procedure
did not fully test
functioning of interlock
arrangements.

10/07/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Lack of alarm on
recirculating water pump
failure.

10/07/2014

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Excess of controlled
material held at
workstation.
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10/07/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Failed solenoid meant
diverter did not operate
when demanded.

10/07/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Airlock in transformer not
fully rectified, which left
transformer at increased
risk of tripping.

14/07/2014

Hartlepool

1

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Transmitter failure on feed
water flow trip channel.

14/07/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fire doors not at required
rating.

14/07/2014

Amersham

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Empty containers fell off
pallet during transit – no
damage to containers.

14/07/2014

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Failed relay caused trip
of quadrant protection.
Subsequent transient
automatically tripped
reactor.

14/07/2014

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor tripped as result
of unrevealed fault during
routine testing of quadrant
protection system.

15/07/2014

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor tripped as result
of a unrevealed fault
during routine testing
of quadrant protection
system.
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15/07/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Ice plug isolation failed.

15/07/2014

Devonport

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Worker inhaled small but
positive quantity of Co60.

16/07/2014

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Material stored at
workstation not in
accordance with limits
and conditions.

16/07/2014

Sellafield

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Packages did not have
chloride analysis results
within two-month
timescale contrary
to required operating
instructions.

17/07/2014

Sizewell B

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Fuel handling machine
not locked off and put
under holding document
once statutory inspection
validity expired.

17/07/2014

Low Level
Waste
Repository

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Used respirator canisters
not correctly sentenced
as meeting excepted
package criteria and
therefore not marked up
or treated as such.

17/07/2014

Bradwell

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Callout arrangements
compromised during
system upgrade.

17/07/2014

Wylfa

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Personnel Contamination

18/07/2014

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Review of database
highlighted number of
outstanding actions.
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19/07/2014

Hunterston A

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Shortfall in emergency
scheme manning.

20/07/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Shortfall in emergency
scheme manning.

20/07/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

During tank transfer, low
level cut-off failed.

21/07/2014

Capenhurst

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Discrepancy material
report received under
Euratom arrangements.

21/07/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Discrepancies in
monitoring results
between dispatch and
receipt measurements
during effluent transfer.

24/07/2014

Barrow

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Failure to follow
procedure resulted in
discharge in excess of
amount authorised.

24/07/2014

Sellafield

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Operating instruction did
not adequately reflect
requirements of safety
case.

25/07/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Abnormally high pump
jacket water temperature.

25/07/2014

Dungeness B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Groundwater sample
showing elevated levels of
tritium.
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25/07/2014

Heysham 2

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Decay heat condenser
declared available
following receipt of
handover certificate while
plant remained isolated.

27/07/2014

Heysham 1

NR

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Emergency vehicle
battery fault.

28/07/2014

Heysham 1

1

Examination, inspection, maintenance, test or
operation of any part of the plant revealing that
the safe operation or condition of the plant may
be significantly affected.

Surface breaking defects,
which were not expected,
discovered on reactor
boiler spine.

28/07/2014

Hinkley Point B

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Incorrect disablement
of fast actuation circuit
of fire system during
commissioning.

29/07/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Automatic trip occurred
on high-level steam in
generator.

29/07/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Routine maintenance
identified failure of
solenoid on radiometric
diverter.

29/07/2014

Wylfa

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Control rod lift exceeded
allowable parameters.

29/07/2014

Sizewell A

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fall from height.

30/07/2014

Dungeness A

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Two visitors had wrong
passes.

31/07/2014

Aldermaston

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Site-wide power failure
resulted in loss of
ventilation systems.
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31/07/2014

Aldermaston

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Site-wide loss of power.

31/07/2014

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Material incorrectly
accounted for on
movement control
database leading to
non-conformance with
workstation requirements.

01/08/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor automatically
tripped on rate of change
of boiler gas outlet
temperature due to
Main Boiler Feed Pump
tripping.

02/08/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Fire system isolating
valve found incorrectly
configured shut, making
installed fire system
unavailable.

03/08/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Data processing system
fault leading to thermal
power transient.

03/08/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor manually
tripped due to discovery
of hydrogen leak on
generator cooler.

03/08/2014

Non-licensee

0

An occurrence during loading, carriage or
unloading of class 7 goods where there
is reason to believe that there has been a
significant degradation in any package safety
function (containment, shielding, thermal
protection or criticality) that may have rendered
the package unsuitable for continued carriage
without additional safety measures.

Package, stored in
transit, discovered to be
damaged, compromising
its integrity for onward
transit.

04/08/2014

Sellafield

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Level transmitter
inadvertently isolated
causing total loss of
cooling water and
numerous control room
alarms.

05/08/2014

Wylfa

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Annual leave and
illness resulted in use
of an unauthorised
Team Leader as part of
emergency response
manning requirements.
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05/08/2014

Harwell

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Survey identified lowlevel elevated counts on
office cabinet locking
mechanism.

06/08/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Emergency start relay
failed, blowing fuse and
initiating emergency start
of gas turbine.

07/08/2014

Chapelcross

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Site received Scottish
Environment Protection
Agency warning letter.

07/08/2014

Sellafield

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Design review identified
systems structures
and components not
adequately specified to
correct build levels.

08/08/2014

Chapelcross

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Security guard tripped
on slightly uneven paving
stone.

09/08/2014

Torness

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Test documentation
incorrectly identified
channel to be tested.

11/08/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Unplanned shutdown of
reactors following boiler
spine anomalies.

11/08/2014

Torness

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Enhancements to testing
not properly implemented.

13/08/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor manually tripped
following safety case
review on boiler spine.

13/08/2014

Torness

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Known issue with 415 v
electrical breakers, which
can affect open / close
actions.
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13/08/2014

Sellafield

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Outer spring seal
incorrectly orientated on
flask.

15/08/2014

Non-licensee

1

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Unspecified items being
delivered left in corridor.

15/08/2014

Sellafield

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Component found
with significant weld
repair without written
permission.

16/08/2014

Sellafield

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Unavailability of the NOx
plant required buffering of
process until NOx plant
back on line.

18/08/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Steam generator
blowdown isolation
occurred. Checks
confirmed that blowdown
isolation system caused
by high flash vessel level.

18/08/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Euratom inspection
discovered eight high
linear flux detectors in
C&I store and not four
as previously reported to
Euratom.

18/08/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Alpha in air monitor failed
functional check.

20/08/2014

Dungeness A

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Site was to respond
as per National
Arrangements for
Incidents Involving
Radioactivity (NAIR) to
off-site event at private
residence.
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22/08/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Auxiliary electrical
transformer tripped
causing loss of supplies
to two gas circulators and
subsequent auto trip of
reactor.

24/08/2014

Wylfa

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Unplanned absence left
site below emergency
scheme manning levels.

26/08/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Faulty pump affected
sampling operations.

27/08/2014

Harwell

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

A flash and some smoke
observed and fire alarm
activated within tenanted
facility

28/08/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Work on external steel
restraint on boiler
attempted without
permission from Central
Control Room.

29/08/2014

Dungeness B

1

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Small hole identified
in reactor secondary
shutdown system nitrogen
injection pipework.

29/08/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Low active drain gamma
monitor would not react
to check source as
expected.

31/08/2014

Barrow

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Inspection identified
leaking vent and
drain valve on coolant
treatment system.
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31/08/2014

Hunterston B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fire door left open.

31/08/2014

Sellafield

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Suitable substitution
arrangements for failed
safety mechanisms not
fully assessed.

01/09/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Instrument isolated and
vented thereby rendering
associated alarm
unavailable.

01/09/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Glovebox
depressurisation alarm
not functioning as
intended.

01/09/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Vessel ventilation beta
in duct monitor did not
alarm as expected.

02/09/2014

Harwell

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Leak test point screw
for radioactive material
transport package made
of wrong material.

02/09/2014

Hunterston B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Low lubricating oil caused
trip of gas circulators.

03/09/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Valve failure on glovebox.
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06/09/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Vent fan B damper failed
to actuate and fan A
damper failed to open.

07/09/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Data processing system
fault leading to reduced
thermal power.

09/09/2014

Chapelcross

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Leak test point screw
for radioactive material
transport package
made of wrong material
and used in package
consignments.

10/09/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Heat damage noted on
ventilation system cabling
and fuse carriers.

10/09/2014

Barrow

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Quarantined hose used in
error.

11/09/2014

Wylfa

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Compliance interpretation
issue with COMAH
regulations.

11/09/2014

Amersham

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Shipment made with
incorrect transportation
documents.

11/09/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Beta in air evacuation
alarm monitor did not
alarm when tested.

12/09/2014

Dounreay

0

A confirmed breach of, or discharge expected
to breach quantitative limits of a Certificate of
Authorisation for the disposal of radioactive
waste issued under the EPR 2010 or RSA 93.

Spent fuel can observed
to be releasing small
quantity of gas due to
failure of can.
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14/09/2014

Sellafield

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Lagging blanket on highpressure steam pipework
ignited.

15/09/2014

Dounreay

1

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Glovebox extract
ventilation fan failure.

15/09/2014

Sellafield

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Transport container
received containing
three unexpected plastic
pallets with low levels of
radioactive contamination.

15/09/2014

Heysham 1

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Incorrect measurements
used resulted in shear
blocks being machined to
wrong dimension.

15/09/2014

Barrow

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Failed evacuation
demonstration exercise.

16/09/2014

Chapelcross

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Canteen worker slipped
and fell on kitchen floor.

16/09/2014

Barrow

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Radio controlled
transporter vehicle had
not been approved for
use on licensed site.

17/09/2014

Wylfa

1

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Flask outer lid seal fitted
upside down.

17/09/2014

Torness

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Reactor tripped following
overfeeding in main boiler.

18/09/2014

Sizewell B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Engineering change
implemented before
change had been
approved.

18/09/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

No authorised Fire
Shift Leader on three
occasions.
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18/09/2014

Bradwell

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Emergency services
attended site for medical
incident.

19/09/2014

Torness

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Data logger not updating
results in Central Control
Room.

19/09/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Plant shutdown following
identification of concerns
with safety case.

22/09/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Channel gas outlet
temperature found to be
out of compliance limit.

22/09/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Work started on wrong
hydraulic cubicle.

23/09/2014

Harwell

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Trip / fall requiring
attendance of emergency
services.

23/09/2014

Bradwell

1

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Leak from queous
Discharge Abatement
plant.

24/09/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Data processing system
fault occurred which
caused reactor thermal
power transient.

25/09/2014

Sizewell A

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Eight pond heat
exchangers (sent for
treatment) found to
contain contaminated
water.

25/09/2014

Chapelcross

0

A confirmed breach of, or discharge expected
to breach quantitative limits of a Certificate of
Authorisation for the disposal of radioactive
waste issued under the EPR 2010 or RSA 93.

Increasing trend in tritium
discharge.
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25/09/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor automatically
tripped while transformer
out of service for planned
repairs.

25/09/2014

Barrow

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

False fire alarm due to
damaged breaker.

26/09/2014

Aldermaston

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Authority to Operate
Holder took on Duly
Authorised Person (DAP)
duties without being
appointed.

26/09/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Relief valve operated
differently than expected.

27/09/2014

Sellafield

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Hoist chain failure
resulted in load dropping
approximately 1 m.

30/09/2014

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Residual contamination
of empty container above
limits.

30/09/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Missing relay meant four
indications failed during
lamp testing.

01/10/2014

Devonport

NR

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Transport vehicle made
an unauthorised access
to a restricted area.

01/10/2014

Bradwell

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fuel fragments identified
during decommissioning,
but within envelope of
safety case.

02/10/2014

Devonport

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Inadvertent operation
of valve on sampling rig
resulted in loss of primary
coolant.
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02/10/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Power loss leading to
inadvertent shutdown of
plant.

02/10/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Defects identified in
structural weld on
emergency diesel
generator exhaust.

03/10/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Excess moisture (steam)
in lines compromised filter
bank efficiency.

04/10/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Power loss caused by
suspected water ingress
resulted in loss of
ventilation.

06/10/2014

Cardiff

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Sealed source found in
area decleared ready for
delicensing

07/10/2014

Dounreay

1

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Fire in sodium tanks.

07/10/2014

Dounreay

0

Emergency arrangements have been initiated
in relation to class 7 goods even if, in the event,
no intervention was made pursuant to those
arrangements.

Ship carrying six drums
of waste lost power due
to fire.

08/10/2014

Non-licensee

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Border force stopped
vehicle carrying smoke
detectors containing
Am241 source without
correct transportation
documentation.

09/10/2014

Hunterston B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Elevated vibration levels
on turbine generator
bearings.
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10/10/2014

Springfields

NR

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

ISO container carrying
uranic material damaged
at docks.

12/10/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Back-up superheater
isolating valve found
in wrong closed
configuration.

13/10/2014

Dungeness B

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Fuel transport flask
consignment note not
fully completed.

13/10/2014

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Water leak onto
workstation.

13/10/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Unit manually tripped due
to rate of change of boiler
gas outlet temperature.

14/10/2014

Non-licensee

NR

An occurrence during loading, carriage or
unloading of class 7 goods involving:

Small oil leak from seals
of two drums.

·         any release of radioactive material from
the packages, or from the conveyance if being
transported unpackaged
·         exposure leading to a breach of the
limits set out in the regulations for protection
of workers and members of the public against
ionising radiation (Schedule II of IAEA Safety
Series No. 115 –International Basic Safety
Standards for Protection Against Ionising
Radiation and for Safety of Radiation Sources).
14/10/2014

Winfrith

0

An occurrence during loading, carriage or
unloading of class 7 goods where there
is reason to believe that there has been a
significant degradation in any package safety
function (containment, shielding, thermal
protection or criticality) that may have rendered
the package unsuitable for continued carriage
without additional safety measures.

Drums received
in poor condition,
incorrectly labelled
and discrepancies with
receipted weights.

15/10/2014

Sellafield

0

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Gate monitors initiated as
van exited site.
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16/10/2014

Aldermaston

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Small fire on forklift truck.

17/10/2014

Heysham 1

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Unavailability of non
destructive test records
for pipework welds when
needed.

21/10/2014

Devonport

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Maintenance activity
not undertaken within
required timescales.

21/10/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Temporary loss of power
to Windscale Advanced
Gas Cooled Reactor
facility.

23/10/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Boiler gas inlet
temperature monitor
found to be not working.

24/10/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Main control room
automated surveillance
tool did not reflect latest
plant configuration.

26/10/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Spurious initiation of
suspended cable race fire
system.

27/10/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Increased fire watches
required – log showed this
was not maintained.

27/10/2014

Devonport

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Nuclear evacuation
siren for site incorrectly
operated.

27/10/2014

Non-licensee

0

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Two drums of waste
activated portal alarm on
receipt at disposal site.
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28/10/2014

Sellafield

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Maintenance activity
caused unavailability of
compressors.

29/10/2014

Chapelcross

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Electrical fault resulted in
smoke being observed.

31/10/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any fault or mal-operation of lifting equipment
that had or may have had a significant effect on
nuclear safety.

Pond skip crane fault with
unexpected movement.

31/10/2014

Springfields

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

HEPA filters stored
and modified using
unapproved process.

02/11/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Failure of forced air
cooling pipework.

02/11/2014

Wylfa

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Emergency services
attended site when
member of staff
collapsed.

02/11/2014

Hartlepool

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Pipe leak identified during
commissioning.

03/11/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Test pressure gauge left
installed in place of a
water spray fire system
fire nozzle.

03/11/2014

Barrow

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Procedural control issues
identified.

05/11/2014

Sellafield

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Ground contamination
discovered within
confines of nuclear
licensed site boundary.
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05/11/2014

Dounreay

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Four anomalous urine
sample results recorded
during health monitoring.

06/11/2014

Sellafield

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Elevated radiation levels
detected in off-gas
scrubber.

07/11/2014

Trawsfynydd

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Two health physics
instruments had levels of
contamination in excess
of that notified.

08/11/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Correct action state
not entered when low
pressure back up cooling
electrical panel taken off
line for testing.

10/11/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Reactor manually tripped
due to boiler feed not
responding on automatic
settings.

11/11/2014

Aldermaston

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Uninterruptable power
supply battery bank failed
maintenance tests.

11/11/2014

Hinkley Point A

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Pond water treatment
plant 1st floor pipe trench
water leak.

12/11/2014

Amersham

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Incorrect labelling of
transport package.

12/11/2014

Berkeley

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Item used in supervised
area left site without
following site’s clearance
protocol.

13/11/2014

Hartlepool

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Pressure transmitter
found to be incorrectly
configured.
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14/11/2014

Sellafield

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Flask not vented when
required; operating
instructions not followed.

15/11/2014

Heysham 2

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Core flow limit exceeded.

17/11/2014

Harwell

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Smoke coming from
electrical control panel.

17/11/2014

Aldermaston

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Temporary loss of power
to site.

18/11/2014

Capenhurst

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Stored cylinder had minor
leak which had already
self-sealed around point
of release.

18/11/2014

Sizewell B

NR

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Contractor fell from a
scaffolding ladder.

19/11/2014

Devonport

NR

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Submarine watertight
integrity requirements not
met.

19/11/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Glovebox low depression
alarm did not activate
when expected.

19/11/2014

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Incorrect technical
specification entry
identified.

20/11/2014

Sellafield

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Incorrect purchase
order number used for
procurement of flask O
ring seal.

20/11/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Standby residue heat
removal train placed in
service before boron
results received as
required by technical
specification.
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20/11/2014

Capenhurst

0

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

Cylinders transported
from overseas to
UK identified at first
check in UK as having
contamination levels
above transport limit.

21/11/2014

Torness

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Plant status and
configuration not kept up
to date in tracking system.

21/11/2014

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Reactor tripped during
planned routine testing of
Start and Standby Boiler
Feed Pump.

21/11/2014

Hinkley Point A

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Leak from pipework into
secondary containment
during filling of bulk
container.

21/11/2014

Capenhurst

1

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Leak from failed flexible
pipe into valve hotbox. Six
urine samples identified
as positive readings.

24/11/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Sump steam ejector did
not function fully.

25/11/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Planned changes to
mass transfer instrument
had not been effectively
implemented.

28/11/2014

Non-licensee

NR

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Potentially contaminated
waste from non-licensee
reported to Environment
Agency.

30/11/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Maintenance team
unable to calibrate
process instrument within
tolerance specification.
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02/12/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fire doors not closed
immediately after flask
move. Control room
unaware of open fire door
configuration.

02/12/2014

Sellafield

NR

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Due to illness, temporary
cover required at short
notice to man effluents
desk.

03/12/2014

Sizewell B

0

A fire or other internal hazard that posed an
actual threat to safety of the nuclear installation
or that significantly distracted site personnel in
the performance of duties necessary for safe
operation.

Fire system activation due
to ignition of small release
of hydrogen.

03/12/2014

Hinkley Point B

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Emergency callout
arrangements
compromised – pager
test did not function as
intended coincident with
problem with telephone
system at local BT
telephone exchange.

03/12/2014

Lillyhall Metals

0

A safety significant abnormal occurrence
which has taken place during the loading,
filling, carriage or unloading of class 7 goods,
provided it did not lead to a transport in breach
of relevant statutory provisions, package
specification or handling instructions.

Gross weight of transport
container exceeded that
identified on marking
plate and transportation
documents.

03/12/2014

Sellafield

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Storage drums not
stacked as single-tier
array in accordance
with required operating
instruction.

03/12/2014

Burghfield

1

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Interlock failed to
disengage preventing
hoist from being lowered.

04/12/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Document anomalies
and lack of evidence of
meeting formal training
requirements identified.
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08/12/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor automatic
shutdown due to gas
circulator 11 kV Main
Motor protection.

09/12/2014

Aldermaston

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Lightning protection
system failed EMIT test.

11/12/2014

Amersham

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Increase in stack
discharge result, but
below formal Environment
Agency notification level.

12/12/2014

Dungeness B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Water fire spray
protection system
claimed as available with
maintenance tasks still
outstanding.

13/12/2014

Dungeness A

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Small amount of
used resin spilt within
controlled area during
movement.

14/12/2014

Dungeness B

0

Where there is reasonable cause to believe that
a quantity of a radioactive substance specified
in Column 5 of Schedule 8 to the IRR 1999 and
which was under an employer’s control is lost or
has been stolen.

Groundwater sample
showing elevated levels of
tritium.

15/12/2014

Dounreay

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Two anomalous urine
sample results recorded
during health monitoring.

16/12/2014

Hunterston B

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Discrepancy in
requirements for flask
valve cover torque
settings.

16/12/2014

RRMPOL
Derby

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Abnormal thickness
results for evaporator
identified during survey.
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18/12/2014

Trawsfynydd

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Inadequacies identified
in completion of
maintenance records.

18/12/2014

Dungeness A

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Discovery of additional
fuel element debris in Lug
Vault

20/12/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Level instrument found
out of calibration.

22/12/2014

Chapelcross

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

False fire alarm due to
fault.

23/12/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Gamma monitor failed
test.

25/12/2014

Hunterston B

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor tripped manually
following closure of
chloride protection valve.

25/12/2014

Sellafield

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Weekly air flow checks
not completed when
required by operating
instruction.

27/12/2014

Sellafield

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Due to unexpected
absence, no Duly
Authorised Person and
no substitute could be
arranged.

27/12/2014

Oldbury

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fuel element damaged
during desplittering
programme.
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30/12/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Isolation valves would not
close on demand.

30/12/2014

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Valve isolation block
found leaking.

31/12/2014

Hartlepool

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Incident Response Team
was undermanned for
part of one shift.

31/12/2014

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Installed replacement
spare not of correct build
configuration.

01/01/2015

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Interconnector oil circuit
breaker selected to ‘local’
during line-up check.

03/01/2015

Dungeness B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Automatic reactor trip due
to low seal oil pressure.

05/01/2015

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious signal activated
high radiation alarm
during routine iodine filter
change.

05/01/2015

Aldermaston

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Site Coordination Centre
stood up following failure
of LV isolator.

06/01/2015

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Gas circulator endurance
valve alarm initiated.
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07/01/2015

Hartlepool

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Incident Response Team
member unable to attend
site.

08/01/2015

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Low efficiency of alpha
in air monitoring point
identified during routine
functional check.

09/01/2015

Sellafield

0

If a Duly Authorised Person appointed under
Licence Condition 12 is prevented by the
licensee from continuing to act in that capacity.

Software error led to
underestimation of fuel
burn up of one month.

10/01/2015

Sizewell B

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Spurious radiation signal
received.

12/01/2015

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Unrevealed faults found
on beta in air monitors.

13/01/2015

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Gas discharged from
reactor into contaminated
vent system during
isolation of compressor.

15/01/2015

Capenhurst

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Minor fire in building.

19/01/2015

Aldermaston

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Seismic weakness
identified in glovebox.

20/01/2015

Non-licensee

0

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

Consignment had
incorrect package
labelling and incorrect
transportation
documentation.
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21/01/2015

Heysham 1

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Allocation of
thermocouples not
in accordance with
requirements of technical
specification.

22/01/2015

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Fissile move performed
without following all
approved procedures.

23/01/2015

Dounreay

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Elevated annual routine
urine sample result
reported.

23/01/2015

Heysham 1

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Boiler feed bypass valve
approximately 20% open,
when it should have been
fully shut.

25/01/2015

Torness

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Initiation of low pressure
CO2 ring main alarm
(caused by valve being in
shut position).

25/01/2015

BAE Systems

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Piston leakage caused
pressure increase.

26/01/2015

Wylfa

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Failure of store gate valve
interlock.

27/01/2015

Hinkley Point A

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Leak of liquor observed
during skip movement.

27/01/2015

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Minor water leak
observed.

29/01/2015

Hinkley Point B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Fire jackets removed for
maintenance without
completing appropriate
paperwork.
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29/01/2015

Aldermaston

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

During replacement
of ceramic crucible,
issue with configuration
information identified.

29/01/2015

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Flow gauge found to be
reading zero.

30/01/2015

Non-licensee

0

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

Excepted package
received with elevated
dose rate.

30/01/2015

Aldermaston

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Small fire in waste bin.

30/01/2015

Burghfield

1

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Lightning surge protection
device shortfall identified.

31/01/2015

Heysham 1

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Boiler feed pump tripped
on motor protection.

02/02/2015

Hartlepool

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Emergency manning fell
below required level due
to staff absence.

03/02/2015

Lillyhall Metals

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Of eight packages
consigned, two had
incorrect labelling.

04/02/2015

Barrow

0

Abnormal occurrences leading to a release or
suspected release or spread of radioactivity,
on or off site, which requires special action or
special investigation by the operator.

Minor leak identified in
compression fitting.

04/02/2015

Aldermaston

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Workstation held
materials other than that
permitted by clearance
certificates.
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04/02/2015

Heysham 1

0

Any uncontrolled or unplanned reactivity
excursion.

Data processing system
fault caused high number
of alarms masking slight
mismatch in boiler feed,
which caused feed
transient.

04/02/2015

Sizewell B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Sump pump found in
incorrect configuration.

05/02/2015

Sellafield

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Inspection of weld
revealed that can lid not
flush with outer body.

05/02/2015

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Error in maintenance
instruction identified.

06/02/2015

Sellafield

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Intermittent failures of
site perimeter monitoring
sstem.

07/02/2015

Barrow

0

Where any individual is confirmed to have
received an annual effective dose greater than
the level set as subject to investigation under
IRR 1999 Regulation 8(7).

Unintended exposure to
radiography source off
licensed site.

09/02/2015

Hinkley Point B

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Limited condition of
operation not entered into
when cooling fan isolated
for planned maintenance.

10/02/2015

Sizewell B

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Incorrect nuts identified
as having been fitted to
valve.

12/02/2015

Devonport

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Configuration of ring
main not correctly met
in accordance with
Temporary Operating
Instruction.

12/02/2015

Devonport

NR

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Missed maintenance
of emergency diesel
generator.
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13/02/2015

Dounreay

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Unirradiated fuel
subassemblies not as
expected when packages
opened.

15/02/2015

Capenhurst

0

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

Pump failure caused
damage to plastic
pipework.

16/02/2015

Wylfa

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Cut-off valves did not
adequately seal when
closed.

16/02/2015

Aldermaston

1

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Debris (dust and small
fragments) noted at x-ray
ports post-explosive
firing.

18/02/2015

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Receipt inspection
identified flask to have 6
out of 16 lid bolts loose.

18/02/2015

Springfields

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Plastic bag containing
uranic sludge found.

18/02/2015

Aldermaston

0

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules

Material not stored in
accordance with criticality
clearance certificate

19/02/2015

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Flask water level probe
interlock identified as not
functioning properly.

25/02/2015

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Insecure cable on
flow indicator safety
mechanism.
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27/02/2015

Heysham 2

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Gas circulator overspeed
protection tripped during
reactor shutdown.

28/02/2015

Sellafield

NR

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Unrevealed failure
of interlock on flask
inspection cell gamma
gate.

28/02/2015

Hartlepool

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Reactor tripped.

02/03/2015

Devonport

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Transport left site without
appropriate paperwork or
driver briefing.

02/03/2015

Torness

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

ISO container consigned
outside of its maintenance
and inspection period.

04/03/2015

Aldermaston

1

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Access incorrectly given
to area when ventilation
was isolated.

05/03/2015

Devonport

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fire detection system
alarmed.

07/03/2015

Wylfa

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Grab support not
obtained during fuel
discharge operation.

07/03/2015

Aldermaston

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Two EIMT instruments
drifted outside of
specified limits.

08/03/2015

Dungeness B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Set point of dew meter
incorrectly set.
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09/03/2015

Sellafield

NR

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Loss of gas service
systems and
consequently building
extract systems.

10/03/2015

Berkeley

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Low-level waste drum
believed to have been
dispatched found still to
be on site.

10/03/2015

Torness

0

An occurrence during loading, carriage or
unloading of class 7 goods where there
is reason to believe that there has been a
significant degradation in any package safety
function (containment, shielding, thermal
protection or criticality) that may have rendered
the package unsuitable for continued carriage
without additional safety measures.

Integrity of excepted
package identified during
transit.

10/03/2015

Oldbury

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

During unloading of
empty fuel transport flask,
flask stuck on flatrol.

10/03/2015

Springfields

0

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Fragments of sintered fuel
pellets caught in catchpot
and started to heat
up, causing scorching
to fire-resistant sheet
underneath.

11/03/2015

Sellafield

0

If a Duly Authorised Person appointed under
Licence Condition 12 is prevented by the
licensee from continuing to act in that capacity.

Tank datum level checks
not completed within
required timescales.

12/03/2015

Berkeley

0

Any event or occurrence that could significantly
compromise the effectiveness of the
arrangements for emergency preparedness and
response on the site.

Power supply failed
during planned
maintenance.

12/03/2015

Amersham

0

Emergency arrangements have been initiated
in relation to class 7 goods even if, in the event,
no intervention was made pursuant to those
arrangements.

Courier carrying
radiopharmaceuticals
involved in road traffic
accident.

13/03/2015

Springfields

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Label from previous
consignment not removed
prior to reuse of transport
container.

13/03/2015

Dounreay

0

An incident or occurrence that leads to a person
receiving an intake, or suspected intake of
radioactive material, above that permitted by the
local arrangements.

Two initial elevated annual
routine urine sample
results. .

16/03/2015

Heysham 1

NR

Declaration of a site incident or condition,
where personnel or resources are mobilised
in response to an unexpected occurrence
that creates a hazard to the safe operation of
the facility, and/or to the health and safety of
personnel on or off the site.

CO2 leak from storage
plant.
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16/03/2015

Sellafield

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Compressor failed due to
electrical overheating.

17/03/2015

Non-licensee

NR

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Transport incident.

17/03/2015

Sellafield

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Hole identified in decanter
system leading to
increase levels in sump.

17/03/2015

Dungeness A

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Employee tripped while
walking.

18/03/2015

Oldbury

0

Where class 7 goods have not been transported
in full compliance with any appropriate
specification or regulation, except as otherwise
covered by TS05.

Damage identified on
threaded hole on fuel
flask.

18/03/2015

Torness

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Delays in delivering
refresher training meant
staff exceeded refresher
training time limit.

19/03/2015

Hunterston A

NR

Events likely to attract, or that have attracted,
significant national media or public attention.

Crane trolley passed
beam end stops.

19/03/2015

Sellafield

0

Any automatic or manual reactor, chemical
processing plant or other nuclear facility
shutdown as required by the operational limits
and conditions, or as a result of other significant
safety related considerations.

Power dip caused
diverters to go into fail
mode. During reset
operations some liquor
was inadvertently
transferred to incorrect
vessel.

19/03/2015

RRMPOL
Derby

NR

Any abnormal occurrence giving rise to an
uncontrolled or unauthorised leakage or
escape of radioactive material or waste which
exceeds 50% of the limits set out in Column 4 of
Schedule 8 to the IRR 1999.

Liquor observed to
be overflowing from
evaporator feed tank into
engineered bund.

20/03/2015

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Low voltage alarms
received from telecontrol
system.

20/03/2015

Heysham 1

0

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Crack detected in DC
heater train supporting
steelwork.
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23/03/2015

RRMPOL
Derby

0

Any event or abnormal condition that resulted
in the manual or automatic operation of a
protection system or other engineered safety
features thereby challenging safety systems.

Back-up generators failed
on maintenance test

23/03/2015

Aldermaston

NR

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Revised flood risk
assessment challenges
assumptions in safety
case.

24/03/2015

Non-licensee

0

The discovery of radioactive material in a
shipment believed to be non-radioactive.

Portal alarm at Heathrow
airport.

24/03/2015

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Loss of one power supply
to distributed control
system.

25/03/2015

Sellafield

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fan not running.

26/03/2015

Amersham

0

An occurrence where class 7 goods have been
transported with any non-compliance regarding
radiation or contamination levels

Incorrect documentation
of transport packages.

26/03/2015

Hinkley Point B

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Closure actuator not fully
vented prior to removal.

26/03/2015

Devonport

NR

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Temporary identified
operating instructions not
fully complied with during
crane lift.

29/03/2015

Devonport

NR

Any operation or condition of plant that is
prohibited by operational limits and conditions
or operating rules.

Procedural requirements
breached during refill of
submarine primary.

30/03/2015

Lillyhall Metals

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Fire alarm panel fault.
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30/03/2015

Sellafield

NR

Significant inadequacy in or significant failure
to comply with the arrangements made under
a condition attached to the Nuclear Site
Licence or permission granted under a Licence
Instrument.

Storage can nonconformance.

30/03/2015

Barrow

0

Any problem or defect in the design, fabrication,
construction, commissioning or operation of the
installation that results in, or could result in, a
condition that had not previously been analysed
or that could significantly challenge design basis
assumptions or the safety case for operation.

Main Isolation Valves
inadvertently shut.

31/03/2015

Amersham

0

Discovery outside a controlled area boundary
of radiation or contamination, including
contamination on equipment, clothing or skin,
significantly above that permitted by the local
arrangements.

Elevated dose rate
measured on wall of
office.

31/03/2015

Capenhurst

0

Any examination, inspection, maintenance, test,
surveillance, alarm, alert, indication or notice
that a system, structure or component reveals
any matter indicating that the safe condition,
including degradation of design safety barriers
providing defence in depth or safe operation of
that plant may be affected.

Failure to test control
valves.
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Annex 3

List of Conventional Health and Safety
Events and Incidents reported to ONR
from 18 July 2013 to 31 March 2015
Incident
Date

Site

Type of Dangerous Occurrence

18/07/2013

Sellafield

Struck by object

29/08/2013

Wylfa

Collapse, overturning of lifting machinery

09/09/2013

Imperial College London

Fire and explosions caused by electrical short
circuit

12/09/2013

Heysham 1

Pressure systems failure

16/09/2013

Dounreay

Lifting and handling injuries

17/09/2013

Studsvik UK Ltd

Contact with machinery

17/09/2013

Barrow

Slip, trip, fall from same level

18/09/2013

Capenhurst

Fire and explosions caused by electrical short
circuit

16/10/2013

Springfields

Accidental release or escape of substances liable
to cause harm

21/10/2013

Heysham 2

Failure of breathing apparatus

25/11/2013

Dounreay

Struck by moving vehicle

04/12/2013

Barrow

Lifting and handling injuries

07/12/2013

Sellafield

Another kind of accident (water jet penetration
injury)

14/12/2013

Barrow

Struck by object

18/12/2013

Sellafield

Slip, trip, fall from same level

03/01/2014

Cardiff

Fall from height

13/01/2014

Springfields

Fall from height

15/01/2014

Wylfa

Slip, trip, fall from same level

24/01/2014

Barrow

Lifting and handling injuries

03/02/2014

Dounreay

Another kind of accident (twisting, turning injury)

10/02/2014

Barrow

Struck by object

14/02/2014

Heysham 2

Slip, trip, fall from same level

27/02/2014

Sellafield

Struck by object

28/02/2014

Barrow

Slip, trip, fall from same level
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14/03/2014

Sellafield

Struck by moving vehicle

17/03/2014

Dungeness A

Slip, trip, fall from same level

19/03/2014

Sellafield

Slip, trip, fall from same level

07/04/2014

Sellafield

Lifting and handling injuries

11/04/2014

Devonport Royal Dockyard

Slip, trip, fall from same level

13/04/2014

Devonport Royal Dockyard

Fall from height

17/04/2014

Devonport Royal Dockyard

Another kind of accident

10/05/2014

Cumbria

Struck by object

23/05/2014

Heysham

Lifting and handling injuries

28/05/2014

Cardiff

Slip, trip, fall from same level

07/06/2014

Abingdon

Exposure to harmful substance

22/06/2014

Seascale

Strains and sprains

23/06/2014

Barrow-In-Furness

Fall from height

26/06/2014

The Maynard Centre

Dermatitis

05/07/2014

Devonport Royal Dockyard

Slip, trip, fall from same level

29/07/2014

Sizewell A

Fall from height

08/08/2014

Chapelcross

Slip, trip, fall from same level

14/08/2014

Sellafield

Lifting and handling injuries

22/08/2014

Devonport Royal Dockyard

Lifting and handling injuries

31/08/2014

Hartlepool

Slip, trip, fall from same level

06/09/2014

Aldermaston

Slip, trip, fall from same level

16/09/2014

Chapelcross

Slip, trip, fall from same level

23/09/2014

Aldermaston

Slip, trip, fall from same level

24/09/2014

Sellafield

Slip, trip, fall from same level

02/10/2014

Hinkley Point A

Strains and sprains

03/10/2014

Sellafield

Slip, trip, fall from same level

04/10/2014

Devonport Royal Dockyard

Another kind of accident

15/10/2014

Cardiff

Slip, trip fall from same level

15/10/2014

Devonport Royal Dockyard

Struck against object

21/10/2014

Cardiff

Lifting and handling injuries

27/10/2014

Seascale

Slip, trip, fall from same level

27/10/2014

Aldermaston

Lifting and handling injuries

28/10/2014

AWE, Aldermaston

Slip, trip, fall from same level
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29/10/2014

Faslane

Struck by object

29/10/2014

AWE, Aldermaston

Fall from height

03/11/2014

Hartlepool

Struck by moving vehicle

04/11/2014

Aldermaston

Slip, trip, fall from same level

13/11/2014

Aldermaston

Lifting and handling injuries

15/11/2014

Aldermaston

Lifting and handling injuries

16/11/2014

Sellafield

Slip, trip, fall from same level

18/11/2014

Sizewell B

Fall from height

18/11/2014

Sellafield

Slip, trip, fall from same level

20/11/2014

Aldermaston

Other kind of accident

25/11/2014

Sellafield

Slip, trip, fall from same level

25/11/2014

Devonport Royal Dockyard

Slip, trip, fall from same level

06/12/2014

Coulport

Slip, trip, fall from same level

09/12/2014

Seascale

Strains and sprains

11/12/2014

Sellafield

Slip, trip, fall from same level

13/12/2014

Sellafield

Struck by moving vehicle

18/12/2014

Dungeness B

Lifting and handling injuries

24/12/2014

Faslane

Slip, trip, fall from same level

29/12/2014

Clyde

Lifting and handling injuries

30/12/2014

Heysham

Occupational asthma

04/01/2015

Faslane

Another kind of accident

07/01/2015

Sellafield

Slip, trip, fall from same level

09/01/2015

Devonport Royal Dockyard

Slip, trip, fall from same level

16/01/2015

Faslane

Slip, trip, fall from same level

18/01/2015

Torness

Fall from height

19/01/2015

Dungeness B

Slip, trip, fall from same level

20/01/2015

Clyde

Lifting and handling injuries

22/01/2015

Sellafield

Slip, trip, fall from same level

27/01/2015

Amersham

Slip, trip fall from same level

30/01/2015

Springfields

Slip, trip, fall from same level

30/01/2015

Chapelcross

Slip, trip, fall from same level

03/02/2015

Barrow-In-Furness

Fall from height

03/02/2015

Devonport Royal Dockyard

Another kind of accident
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Incident
Date

Site

Type of Dangerous Occurrence

04/02/2015

Dungeness B

Lifting and handling injuries

05/02/2015

Devonport Royal Dockyard

Struck against object

10/02/2015

Sellafield

Lifting and handling injuries

16/02/2015

Cardiff

Acute tendonitis

18/02/2015

Oldbury

Struck by object

25/02/2015

Wylfa

Another kind of accident

09/03/2015

Sellafield

Lifting and handling injuries

11/03/2015

Capenhurst

Struck by object

19/03/2015

Hunterston A

Collapse, overturning or failure of lifting
equipment

25/03/2015

Springfields

Slip, trip, fall from same level
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Annex 4

Event Case Studies

Case Study 1

Leak of hazardous radioactive liquor
(INES level 3 event – Serious Incident)
In April 2005, a nuclear site licensee identified a significant leak of
hazardous radioactive liquor within a well contained, but inaccessible,
process cell. It notified ONR accordingly.
On identifying the fault, the licensee took immediate action to
shut down the process plant, to recover the liquor, and to initiate a
thorough management investigation.
The investigation confirmed that the leakage of liquor (estimated to be
83,000 litres) was contained wholly and by design within the facility
containment, that no operating staff or members of the public were
exposed to radiation as a result of this incident, that there was no
effect on the environment, and that there had been no possibility of a
criticality event.
However, the investigation did conclude that the leak had probably
been undetected for several months, and that several important safety
protection measures had failed.
The investigation concluded that the leak had been caused by a
fractured pipe, and had not been detected due to a combination of
inoperability of leak detection equipment, the failure of some staff to
follow important operating instructions, and deficiencies in monitoring
arrangements and management.
ONR undertook its own investigation, and identified significant
shortcomings that merited formal regulatory enforcement action.
Although ONR was satisfied that the licensee was committed to
making, and was making, the necessary improvements, it:
 issued two Improvement Notices requiring the licensee to take
timely action to prevent the recurrence of similar events;
 issued a ‘Notification’ under the nuclear site licence requiring
improvements to the safety case and that ONR ‘Consent’ be
obtained prior to recommencing operations; and
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 prosecuted the licensee for failure to deliver its legal safety
obligations.
The prosecution resulted in the licensee being fined £500,000, and
being required to pay approximately £68,000 in costs.
The necessary improvements took more than 18 months to complete,
with the regulator giving its ‘Consent’ to recommence operations on 9
Jan 2007.
This was the most serious nuclear safety incident reported in the
period covered by this report, reinforcing the importance of diligent
plant maintenance (to ensure that nuclear safety protection measures
are fully functional and effective), and of safety culture and a
questioning and diligent attitude to safety.
Further information on this incident is available on the ONR’s website
www.onr.org.uk/periodic-safety-review/thorpreport.pdf.

Case Study 2

Introduction of unauthorised material into
AGR fuel route. (INES level 2 event – Incident)
This incident occurred on 29th June 2009 in the new fuel assembly
block, which forms part of the fuel handling shielded facilities located
between two reactors. Control of operations in this area is through
a complex system of safety interlocks, which provide protection to
operators by preventing operations from taking place until staff have
left the area and shielding and locking of doors is complete.
During a period of planned maintenance, a worker placed rubber
matting over the top of three fuel transfer tubes (one mat over each
tube) to prevent unwanted air flow. Following the return to service of
the new fuel transfer route, the mats were not removed and one of the
rubber mats interfered with the latching mechanism of a fuel stringer
preventing appropriate latching.
To prevent any possibility of the new fuel stringer becoming unlatched
and falling into the tube in an uncontrolled manner, scaffolding boards
and expanding foam were applied (the latter injected beneath the
suspended stringer but not coming into contact with it). However,
some time afterwards, the dutyholder recognised the injected foam
as being a potential moderator, and had to undertake calculations to
show that, even in the worst case scenario, the margin of criticality
safety remained large.
ONR conducted a formal investigation, and gathered evidence
(including the taking of statements), in support of further potential
enforcement action.
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In addition, ONR arranged for an independent analysis of the foam
to be conducted, with its own subsequent calculations confirming
that the use of the foam had presented no risk to nuclear safety, nor
any substantive risk of explosion or fire. ONR was also satisfied that
the only material potential hazard created by the event related to
the potential for the fuel stringer to drop. However, this could only
have presented a risk to staff had they been present underneath the
suspended stringer should it have fallen, which exclusion procedures
did not permit. Therefore ONR concluded that, during this event, there
was no material increase in actual or potential risk.
However, ONR did conclude that there had been a breakdown of
management system controls.
On the basis that ONR judged the event to be a ‘one-off’ noncompliance, and that the dutyholder had quickly and proactively
developed and implemented a programme of improvements to
prevent a recurrence, ONR decided not to pursue formal enforcement
action against the company or any individual. ONR inspectors
did, however, closely monitor the completion of necessary safety
improvements.

Case Study 3

Sodium tank fire (INES Level 1 – Anomaly)
In October 2014, ONR received a report of a small fire in the sodium
tank associated with a prototype reactor under decommissioning.
The sodium (which was contaminated with radioactive tritium)
was being removed from the tanks as part of a decommissioning
operation. The fire was extinguished quickly by the on-site fire
brigade.
All decommissioning work in the sodium tank farm was stopped
immediately.
The nuclear licensee undertook an investigation and identified
procedural non-compliances and poor behavioural practices.
Whilst it confirmed that some release of tritium had occurred via an
unauthorised route, this did not present any significant risk to workers,
the public, or the environment. The Scottish Environment Protection
Agency (SEPA) concurred with this.
Both ONR and SEPA conducted independent regulatory
investigations. Consequently, on 11 November 2014, ONR served an
Improvement Notice on the licensee, and took measures to ensure
that sodium tank farm decommissioning operations would not
recommence until it was satisfied that necessary improvements had
been completed.
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Measures to deliver necessary improvements were completed on
18 June 2015, meeting the requirements of the Improvement Notice.
Improvements delivered included enhanced arrangements for control
of work; improvements to training; improvements to procedures;
the introduction of improved safety performance metrics; and the
establishment of a technical steering group to monitor future work of
this nature.

Case Study 4

Leakage of low level radioactive effluent
from decommissioning reactor site
(INES Level 0 – No safety significance)
In September 2011, a shift operator discovered low activity water
flowing from a Pond Water Treatment System (PWTS) into a
containment area. The dutyholder took immediate and effective
action to stop further leakage.
The totality of the leak (13.3 m3 of low active water) was contained
within the facility, and presented no risk to residual nuclear fuel on the
site, to the public or environment, and negligible radiological exposure
to operators.
The dutyholder undertook an immediate investigation and established
that the leak had been caused by damage to a flow measurement
instrument as a consequence of a poorly conducted maintenance
operation.
Recognising that the learning from this event was relevant to other
similar reactor sites, the licensee conducted a review of use and
maintenance of similar flow measurement instruments across its other
licensed sites, and embarked on a programme of short and longer
term improvements across these sites.
Following dialogue with ONR, the licensee prepared a quality plan
for the safe return to service of the affected plant, which included
the replacement of some equipment, and improvements to relevant
management and training arrangements.
In accordance with its enforcement policy, ONR issued a formal
letter to the licensee setting out its regulatory expectations (including
delivery of necessary improvements, the implementation of lessons
learnt across other similar sites, and actions necessary to be taken
before the affected plant could recommence operations).
ONR inspectors monitored the completion of necessary
improvements. The plant was eventually and safely brought back into
service, and necessary improvements made to the dutyholders other
sites.
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Case Study 5

Shortcomings in control of Legionella
Where appropriate, ONR takes an industry-wide approach to safety
regulation, sometimes working in conjunction with other regulators.
One such instance was in relation to a thematic review of the control
of Legionella on GB nuclear sites.
In conjunction with HSE, ONR conducted a series of targeted
inspections of compliance against the approved code of practice for
the management of legionella in cooling towers on nuclear sites.
This concluded that the performance of the industry was variable in
this respect. Whilst examples of good practice were identified, two
nuclear licensees were found not to be complying with the required
legal safety standards.
Consequently, ONR served Improvement Notices on the two nuclear
licensees, requiring both to deliver significant improvements to the
standard of Legionella control being applied in their respective cooling
towers within six months.
Both nuclear licensees have provided evidence of cleaning, inspection
and refurbishment of their cooling towers, and improved related
management arrangements. Consequently, the requirements of the
Improvement Notices were met.

Case Study 6

Inappropriate transport of
radioactive waste to a landfill disposal site
In April 2010, the Department for Transport (DfT) (the regulator at the
time) received a report that four bags of mixed low level radioactive
waste (e.g. waste plastic, paper, tissues, clothing, wood, and metal)
had been transported, inappropriately, to an ordinary landfill site.
In October 2011, responsibility for the regulation of the transport of
radioactive (Class 7) materials was transferred from the DfT to the
Office for Nuclear Regulation, so investigation and enforcement
responsibilities transferred to ONR.
The dutyholder managed to recover the bags from the landfill site
and arranged for their appropriate disposal. Extensive reassurance
monitoring (including by the Environment Agency (EA)) confirmed that
neither the landfill site, nor associated landfill equipment, had been
contaminated. The dutyholder conducted an investigation, which
found the error was attributable to an inappropriate configuration
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of the bag monitoring equipment, which resulted in the incorrect
categorisation of the bags as ‘general’ rather than ‘radioactive’ waste.
ONR and EA conducted a joint investigation, and identified a number
of management and operational shortcomings. The regulator also
considered the apparent failure of the dutyholder to learn the lessons
from previous similar events.
ONR and EA placed requirements on the dutyholder to make
improvements to prevent recurrences, and also launched a
prosecution alleging significant breaches of the law.
In February 2013, the dutyholder pleaded guilty to the alleged
offences, and was fined £100,000 for each of the seven offences. The
dutyholder appealed, but the level of fine was upheld by the Court of
Appeal.

Case Study 7

ONR Response to a series of
Conventional Safety Incidents and
Accidents on GB Nuclear Sites
The GB nuclear industry commits substantial resources to the delivery
of safety and, generally, performs to a good standard.
However, following a series of significant conventional health and
safety incidents and accidents over the last year (a number of which
have required formal investigation by ONR in their own right), ONR
took action to satisfy itself that the nuclear industry is maintaining
sufficient focus on conventional safety (as well as nuclear safety).
Noting the important contribution of leadership in achieving high
standards of safety:
 Senior ONR inspectors met with industry Chief Executives
and other directors, and with the Safety Directors’ Forum, to
encourage the nuclear industry to review whether their safety
management systems adequately address all risks, including
those relating to conventional health and safety; and
 Specialist inspector focus on the adequacy of conventional health
and safety risk management was increased, with a focus on
regulating to ensure improvements are made where necessary.
ONR continues to monitor the conventional health and safety
performance of GB nuclear sites to establish the adequacy of
attention to conventional safety matters and, depending on
future industry performance, will take such additional regulatory
interventions as it judges necessary to secure the safety of workers
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Case Study 8

ONR response to the frequency of reliability
failures on older nuclear sites
A cornerstone of good nuclear safety practice is the existence of
multiple layers of engineered safety protection systems to maintain
plant/ equipment safety and to secure the protection of people and
the environment.
To ensure the availability of such systems, they must be subject to
planned schedules of examination, maintenance, inspection and
testing, with enhanced attention needed as equipment and plant
ages.
Given its importance to safety, ONR places significant inspection
focus on the adequacy of this aspect of licensee arrangements, and
has taken regulatory action at site level to secure improvements where
appropriate.
As a result of feedback from ONR inspectors responding to events
reported by industry, ONR identified that equipment maintenance
deficiencies on older nuclear sites were a significant contributor to
event reports (e.g. see Case Studies 1 and 4), and that there is an
opportunity for an industry-wide approach to securing improvements
in this respect. As a consequence, ONR commissioned a review of the
events being reported, and a codification of national and international
relevant good practice in this area.
This will inform ONR’s future regulatory approach, will enable the
industry to benchmark its arrangements against a common baseline,
and will identify further improvements that can be made.
This provides an example of ONR’s important role, beyond
enforcement, in influencing to encourage an industry-wide approach
to learning and improvement.

Case Study 9

Emergency charging pump operability incident
(INES Level 1 – Anomaly)
In March 2014, a fault was identified on an emergency charging pump
– a component of the emergency charging system. The emergency
charging system is one of a number of safety systems, which is
designed to inject additional coolant for the safe shut down of a
nuclear reactor under certain abnormal conditions.
On discovery of the fault, the station acted promptly to rectify the fault
on the pump and return it to service. The station also conducted a full
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internal investigation, which identified a number of corrective actions
required to secure compliance and prevent a recurrence.
During this period, the ONR site inspector examined the details of
the incident, and reviewed the findings of the licensee’s detailed
investigation report. The ONR site inspector was satisfied that the
licensee had adequately identified the root and contributing causes
of the emergency charging pump incident and had taken appropriate
immediate action to secure safety. The ONR site inspector was also
satisfied that the licensee’s proposed corrective action plan was
appropriate to secure compliance and avoid a recurrence.
In line with ONR’s operational procedures and enforcement guidance,
ONR judged that no further investigation or enforcement action was
justified in relation to this incident, although the delivery of necessary
improvements was carefully monitored.
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